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IUTII0DUnT1017.
The dovolopment of the proms° for the direct
. syntheais of Annonia io . comparativoly recent.. A considerable
aaount of renearch iork wao carried out by Haber, 'Tempt and
others between 1900 and 1910 on the amonic equilibriuu and it
van largely as a result of this corn that exporinnntal peat- .
technical unite vere brought into operation in 1010.

The first cm,x,lorcial plant vas built at Oppau and '
production
at the end of 1913. Starting with an
comeneed .
annual output of 7000 tons of nitrogen its capacity wan

•

successively increapod during the ,Zorld 'iar to the figure of
In that year a second plant van laid
60,000 tons by 1016.
down at Loma having an initial annual capacity of 30,000 tons of
fixed nitrogen. This visa increased to 130,000 tons per year by
1918. The phensmonally rapid increase in the size Of these ,
plants illustrates their inportanco to Oermany during .:orld iiar I.
their production enabled her to withstand the Allied blocl7ndo and
undoubtedly lengthened the war conaiderably.
kalowing the Ar;liatice the process rapidly spread
to •other countries. In 'Llngland tee units were put into operationi
The first an experiaental unit near Liverpool; the second a large
scale plant at Billinghaa producing 150,000 tons of i2.1- tonia per _
111tUa.

The Britioh _re-armament prograrzzte alich uag
z-far II. called for adCitional
Commenced several years boZoro

11321.ania production capacity in areas relatively free frea aerial
attach. • To :ncet these requlronents a 27,000 tons per anynsa

Amonia plant vacs erected on the uost coast of Ocdtland and a
60,000 tons per annum plant was erected in the south of ,:ales.
Those units cane into production in 1039. •
•

The history. of Amonia syntheois in Australia begins

with the erection of a unit at -e-er Par. This plant uhich has

a capacity of 3300 tons waa brought Into operation in 1940.
0ince that date four additional units have been build for the
CoTinomealtli Covernment brin3ing the total production capacity of
Those units are
Australia to 13500 tons/annum. of Z.T.z.:onia.
situated at Albidn. Ballarat, Villauood and
The dovelopuent of a process for the 4atheois of
Lethyl alcohol vas largely carried out in the. years following.
plant was erected at DillinL;ha2 with a capacity
world air. I.
of 2000 tms per annun and it was brought into co:aAsaion in 1930.
Units of this typo ,are norTmily operatcfd in conjunction with
Piiionia synthoaio plants; althourA the recent heavy deaand for
(Cyclotrinethylone Trinitraminc) has
the exploolve
resulted in several large jante in ItLand being converted for
• the excluoive production of Nethyl alcohol.
The first unit to operate in Australia visa conploted
In 104. It caao into production in that year vith a capacity .
of 1000tons/annu71. Sinco that date three additional units have

been erected with the total annual output of 3000 tans.
The developaent of the process for the catalytic
oxidatiJn of onlv9oni: followed ionediately upon the successtil
synthesis of this substence. The introduction of high chrome
irons and austenitic stainless steels have largely solved the
difficult corro -lon prollezm ass 'elated with the early plants.
The ataospheric oxidation unit was chosen for Australia's
w.rtime requirements av,ing t,) the ease with which the equipment
required could be produced locally at short notice. The total
production capacity of these units is 11000 tons per annum.
This thesis is concerned primarily with the
Australian Governaent sinthesis and oxidrtion. plants. Section
1 covers the general descripti.n of the process used in these
units and section 2 describes in detail the plant and equipTant
employed. The maintenance organisation and procedure relating
to these factories is outlined in section 3. section 4 which
has a wider application is concerned with the design of high
pressure plant and equipent. In general Eritish practice is
cited although some reference has been made to Anerican and
Coatinental features. Section 5 covers the specific applicition
cid scope of usefulness of the various nmterials of construction
employed on the plants described.
As the infor„tation in certain sections of this
thesis is of a zecret nature it is recuested that the contents
be treated ns confidentirl. In givinq rmission for the
preparation of this thesis
Ltd. did so on the
understanding that the information contained therein, either as
illustrations or descripti-ns would not be reprinted or copied.

DESCRIPTION OF PROCESSES FOR THE
SYNTHESIS OF . AMMONIA
SYNTHESIS OF METHYL ALCOHOL
AND THE OXIDATION OF AMMONIA TO NITRIC ACID.

INTRODUCTION:
The processes described hereafter relate to
plants that were designed and built in the emergency of
war.
This fact has materially effected the type of
process chosen and the type of plant employed.
Thus under peace time conditions when - operating
expenses are a more important consideration than in war
time more elaborate equipment would have been installed
where a more efficient process , or reduced supervision made
the capital outlay worthwhile.
An example of the former
case would be the provision of a Franeis turbine on the

let down line from the CO2 removal tower to recover a
proportion of the power used to force the scrubbing water
into the tower which operates at approximately 125 lbS/Sq.in.
gauge.
As up to 300 tons/hour of water is circulated
in this system the amount of recoverable power is appreciable;
In actual fact it is found to be approximately 70 H.P.
In
the latter instance the strength of the nitric acid formed
by the oxidation of ammonia is markedly affected by the
pressure under which the reaction takes place. It is generally
more profitable to carry out the reaction at 120 lbs/sq.in .
gauge when the acid produced is 60% strength compared with the
50% acid produced from a plant operating at atmospheric
pressure.
In the case of the pressure oxidation plants
a power recovery engine extracting energy from the hot exhaust
The difficulties of manufacturgases is usually warranted.
ing a pressure oxidation plant in Australia resulted in the
adoption of the atmospheric pressure unit.
Another wartime factor which influenced the design
of the coke handling equipment was the' possibility of
Irregular coke supplies.
Provision for the storage and
handling of approximately 700 tons of coke would not be
justified under peacetime conditions but it was considered
essential to have this amount of cake, which represents
approximately four week's consumption, on hand. for use should
enemy action restrict the normal supply of fuel to the site.
The gasholder design was to a large extent affected
by the conditions and restrictions operating at the time they
were designed.
The possibility of aerial attack and the
acute shortage of steel plate resulted in these holders being
built in concrete tanks formed below ground level.
The processes have been divided into three main
sections as they fall naturally into these three groups. It
should be remembered,however, that the steps especially with
respect to methanol and ammonia'-a-re largely interdependent.
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DESCRIPTION OF PROCESS FOR THE SYNTHESIS
OF AMMONIA.

GENERAL:
Essentially the particular process described for the
synthesis of ammonia involves the generation of semi-water gas
(i.e. water gas containing some nitrogen), the enriehment
of the hydrogen content of this gas at the expense of the CO
present by means of the iron-steam reaction, its compression
and purification and finally the synthesis from it of ammonia.
The process is a continuous one and in designing
the plant the assumption has been made that it would operate
300 days per year.
In this period at full output rates
the plant described should produce 3150 short tons (or 2850
short tons if the methanol plant is in operation).
The various steps in the process are as follows:(j) Gas Production.
The semi-water gas is produced
by passing steam and air through a bed of incandescent
coke.
(2)

Sulphur Removal.
Hydrogen Sulphide is removed from
the raw semi-water gas by passing it through beds of
hydrated iron oxide.

(3)

Hydrogen Plant.
Steam is added to the gas and the
resultant mixture passed over a catalyst. A large
proportion of the CO in the gas is oxidised at the
expense of the oxygen present in the steam to CO2
with the formation of an equivalent amount of hydrogen.

(4)

Compression.

The gas is then coompressed to 350 ats.

in a six stage gas compressor.

It is bled off at

the second stage to the CO2 removal plant. On return
from the CO2 removal plant it enters the 3rd stage.
(5)

009 Removal.
The bulk of the 002 in the gas is
removed by countercurrent scrubbing with water.

(6)

co Removal.
After compression the gas is scrubbed
with a copper ammonium formate solution which dissolves
out the remaining CO2 and associates' with the CO
present.
This solution is regenerated and
subsequently re-used.

(7)

Final Purification.
The gas then passes to a caustic
bubbler and a charcoal scrubber for the removal of the
final traces of 002 and organic sulphur compounds.

-

(8)

Ammonia Synthesis.
The make-up gas is fed into the
synthesis circulation system where a proportion of the
gas is synthesised to ammonia by passage over a
catalyst.
The ammonia is subsequently precipitated
by condensation and the unconverted gas is recirculated;
the deficiency being made up by the new incoming gas.
These processes are described in detail as follows:-

GAS PLANT.
In this plant the production of gas is achieved•by
passing steam through an incandescent bed of coke situated in
a water jacketted generator.
As the reaction is endothermic

•
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It is necessary at certain periods to restore the temperature
of the coke bed by shutting off the steam and blowing with
air.
As there is far more nitrogen in this blow gas than
Is required for the production of ammonia it is necessary to
pass it to atmosphere.
The cycle is further complicated by the fact that
the alternate passage of air and steam through the coke in
one direction only would result in the inlet section of the
coke bed becoming too cold and the outlet section increasingly
hot with a resultant increase in the liability of an explosion
and the formation of clinker.
To overcome this unsatisfactory
tendency the direction of the steam flow is reversed for a portion
of the cycle.
This leads to the following arrangement.
(1)

Blow - Air passed up through the coke to atmosphere.

(2) 1st up run - Steam passed up through coke
(3)

Down run - steam passed down through coke

(4)

2nd up run - Steam passed up through coke

resultant

gas to
Holder.

•
This alternating cycle is achieved by a system
of valves which are described later.
In practice the cycle
Is complicated by the necessity to purge out the base of the
generator at various stages to prevent gas explosions.
The cycle normally takes six minutes which could
be allocated as follows:it up run - 25 seconds

Down run

85

2nd up run -155

Blow

-

95

The auxiliary air required for the nitrogen content
of the gas is admitted with the steam during the second up run.
Volatiles in the coke assist in the formation of
methane which is not desirable.
Hydrogen sulphide and
organic sulphur compounds are also present in the raw gas as
it cones from the generator.
The composition of the gas made is dependent on
the air and steam rates employed, the relative quantities of
ups team and downsteam, the cycle timing, the generator
temperature and the frequency of charging, all of which can
be varied to suit the particular type of coke used and the
gas composition requirements.
A typical composition of the
gas generated at the gas plant is as follows:112
CO
. 'N2
. CO2

cg4
Inerts
1128
02

35.2%

33.7%
22.8%
6.6%
0.5%
0.4%
0.4%
0.4%
100%

Coke is charged into the generator intermittently
at the top; approximately 30 cwt. is added at each charge.

The ash and clinker are discharged through a water seal in
the base of the generator.
Gas from the generators is gollected in a header
and piped to a raw gas holder of 2000 VP capacity.
This
holder as well as providing a suitable storage to even out
the intermittent rates of generation due to cyclic changes
and generator conditions also acts as a convenient buffer
vessel where irregularities of gas composition can be averaged.
to achieve a more uniform analysis.
To assist in this
latter object the inlet and exit lines enter and leave at
opposite sides of the holder.
Thus all gas made must pass
through the raw gas holder.
SULPHUR REMOVAL:

The method used is that normally practised by gas
works or in other processes where the percentage of 1125 in the
gas is small and it is desired to completely remove this
impurity.
The reactions involved may be written as follows:2Fe(OH)3 + 31128 # Fe2S3 + 61120

(

)

The sulphide may be re-oxidised in the presence
of water thus,
2Pe2S3 + 302 + 6H20 # 4Pe(OH)3 + 68

(2

)

The reactions are exothermic, the former is
normally more rapid than the latter.
The gas is passed through beds of the iron hydroxide
which is dispersed on wood chips to increase its surface area
and render it porous.
In practice 2% by weight of sodium
carbonate is added to increase the activity of the mass. The
oxide is initially installed containing 20% moisture and this
amount is retained during service by means of the careful
contvol of moisture in the incoming gas stam.
By adding a small quantity of air to the gas stream
it is possible to have reactions (1) and (2) above proceeding
simultaneously,
The difficulties involved due to the relative
slowness of (2) are overcome by having four "boxes" of oxide
In series.
The bulk of the 1128 is removed in the first box
and revivification of the oxide proceeds in the latter boxes
when the 1128 content is extremely low.
The order of the
boxes is changed at regular intervals in order to equalise the
deposition of sulphur in the oxide beds.
Temperature control of the boxes is important as
at temperatures greater than 30 °C. a reaction leading to the
formation of iron sulphate is liable to occur.
This is
undesirable as the sulphate immobilises the iron rendering it
unsuitable for further use.
This reaction will also occur
at lover temperatures if the pH of the oxide is alloyed to fall
below 6.5.
Should the oxide show a tendency to do this
ammonia is added to the inlet gas.
Gas from the raw gas holder is passed throuEh a
centrifugal fan which is fitted with a water spray impingeing
onto the inlet eye of the impellor.
This fan serves the
double purpose of boosting the gas pressure and also washing
out some of the tarry impurities.
From the fan the gas
passes to the oxide boxes where as well as removing the 1128 the
oxide beds act as efficient filters for the removal of any
entrained particles.
The 1128 in the gas leaving the oxide boxes and
passing to the hydrogen plant is normally less than 1 part in
100,000.

HYDROGEN PLANT:
In this plant use is made of the "iron-steam
reaction" to increase the hydrogen content of the gas at the
expense of the CO present.
The reaction may be written as
follows:CO + H20 # CO2 + H2 - 10.1 Kg cals.
It is carried out over a pronted iron pelleted catalyst at

temperatures ranging from 350 u0 to 5000 0.

A$ sham above

the reaction is strongly exothermic and the heat generated is
usefully employed to heat the incoming gas to the operating

temperature of the catalyst by means of interchangers, and
also by means of countercurrent contact scrubbing to heat
water.
This hot water is in turn scrubbed by the cool
incoming gas thus raising the temperature of the latter and
saturating it with water vapour at the higher temperature
thereby supplying some of the water required for the reaction.
The remainder is blown into the gas through an injector which
uses the pressure of the incoming steam to boost the gas
pressure sufficiently to produce an adequate flow through the
catalyst.
As the reaction is an equilibrium exothermic one,

the lower the temperature at which it takes place the more
favourable will be the broduction of hydrogen; however lower
temperatures reduce the velocity of the reaction considerably.
In order to strike a satisfactory balance between these two
opposing factors two beds of catalyst each of three trays are
used with an intermediate interchanger for removing heat from
the partially converted gases.
Even after passing through the interchangers and
the water heating tower the converted gas is still too hot
(60 - 70 °C.) for compression and is thus passed through two
gas cooling, towers where it is cooled to approximately 23 °C
A typical analysis of the gas
by counter-current scrubbing.
passing from the hydrogen plant would be as follows:H2

50%

co

—

N2
CO2

- 1 6 •3%
- 28.6%

CH4
Inerts

444%
0.37 _
100%

COMPRESSION PLANT:
On the Australian Ammonia Plants the synthesising
pressure is 350 ate.
This pressure is used as it strikes an
economic balance between the costs of compression and tht size
of plants used and conversion efficiencies obtained.
The
original Haber-Bosch units were generally operated at pressures
ranging from 200 - 250 ate, however, in recent years the
tendency has been to increase this pressure and 350 - 360 ate
Is now commonly used.
The fact that relatively few of these
units are in operation or are required to be designed retards
any tendency to alter factors such as the operating pressure.
The gas in the Australian Units is compressed in
six stages.
It is bled off to the CO2 removal plant after
the 2nd stage delivery and returns from, the CO2 removal plant
to the 3rd stage suction,
From the 6th stage delivery it
passes to the CO removal plant or alternatively to the Methanol
Synthesis plant.
Gland leaks are collected and passed back
to the compressor suction.

,C09 REMOVAL PLANT:
In the CO2 removal plant the major portion of
the CO2 is removed by counter current scrubbing with water
under pressure.
The pressare chosen is 125 lbs/sq.inch
gauge 'as at this pressure the CO2 content can be reduced to
such a value that the remrining traces can be dealt with
satisfactorily in the CO:- removal plant.
This water scrubbing under pressure is also

beneficial as it removes organic sulphur compounds and some
of the traces of H28 which are still present in the gas.
The miter used in this process is striped of
dissolved 002 etc. by passing through a forced draught toyer.
It is returned to a sump and recirculated.

The gas from the CO2 removal plant is returned to
A tylAcal composition for this gas
the 3rd stage suction.
would be:—
H2,
CO

6 8 .5%
6.2%

N2
co2
CH4

22.8g
• 1.7%
0.5%

-

.

Inerts

CO REUOVAL PLANT:
Gas going to the CO removal plant contains
hydrogen and nitrogen in the ratio of 3 : 1 together with
small, percentages of CO, 002, CH4 and inerts and traces of
organic sulphur compounds, 1125 and oxygen.
It is not practicable to remove the methane and
the inerts (which consist mainly of argon); however, as these
act as diluents only and do not have any poisoning action on
the.ammenia catalyst their presence in small concentrations
is not harmful.
It is important that all CO2 be removed as its
presence in the synthesis system would result in ammonium
carbonate blockages.
CO and oxygen compounds act as temporary poisons
to the ammonia .catalyst and therefore must be removed as
effectively as practicable before the gas enters the synthesis
section.
Up to L. parts in 100,000 of CO have no appreciable
effect but abave . this figure the activity of the ammonia
catalyst is materially affected.
Sulphur compounds act as a permanent poison to the
ammonia catalyst.
Even slight traces have a marked effect,
and it is essential that they be efficiently removed if the
catalyst is to remain active for any length of time.
In the CO removal plant the gas at the full
synthesis pressure (350 — 360 ats) is scrubbed rfith "copper
Copper liquor is a solution of cuprous and cupric
liquor".
fermate and carbonate in ammonia liquor.
This liquor readily
forms complex compounds with the CO thus ensuring its removal
from the gas stream.
The ammonia present combines with the
CO2 and the liquor also absorbs sulphur compounds which settle
out from the copper liquor in the form of a sludge.
Per the removal of the final traces of CO2 a caustic
bubbler is installed through which gas leaving the CO removal
tower is made to pass.
After the caustic bubbler the gas

- 9 -

enters a vessel filled with activated charcoal for the
removal of any,tracessof sulphur compounds that may not have
been removed by the copper liquor in the CO tower.
The CO removal tower operates at the highest possible
pressure to ensure that the removal of the CO and 'CO2 is as
complete as possible.
The loss of power in the form Of

wasted
compression energy is not
and CO2 in the gas at this stage

111

great as the percentage of

CO

is small.

A typical analysis of the gas at this stage would
be as follows:.

H2

N2
Inerts
CH4

74.40
24.8%
0.3%
0.5%
1 0 0%

The gas at this point is still saturated with
water vapour.

•

The copper liquor can be regenerated and made
suitable for re-use by heating to 70 °C.
During this heating
period the CO and CO2 are evolved; they are collected and as
this gas mixture is approximately 70% CO it is advantageous
to return it after scrubbing with water to remove traces of
ammonia to the gas stream immediately before the hydrogen plant
where it can usefully be employed for the production of
hydrogen.
After heating the copper liquor is cooled and
returned to storage.
AMMONIA SYNTHESIS:
The synthesis of ammonia is achieved by passing
the compressed and purified mixture of three parts of hydrogen
to one of nitrogen over a catalyst at a pressure of 350 - 360
ate.
The reaction is an exothermic one and may be
represented as ,follows:3H2 4. N2

2NH3 - 27.2 Kg. cals.

As the reaction is exothermic the percentage of
ammonia in equilibrium is higher the lower the temperature,
however the velocity of the reaction is greatly affected by
temperature so that a balance of temperature must be struck at
all points through the catalyst bed in order to obtain the
optimum percentage of ammonia in the exit gas.
These
conditions require the temperature of the first layers of
catalyst to be high in order that the reaction may proceed
quickly at this stage and the temperature of succeeding layers
to decrease in order that the reaction may proceed to the
farthest extent in a direction favourable to the formation of
- the greatest percentage of anmonia.
The control of the temperature gradient of the
catalyst in the ammonia converter is themfbi,e important and
the way in which it is achieved can, be followed by means of
the sketch showing the diagrammatic arrangement of controls.
The entering gas may be passed directly to the
top of the catalyst bed by means of the direct by-pass or it
may ftillow the more normal route of passing down the wall
cooler (used solely for cooling the containing forging) and
through an interchanger.
This interchanger is also
provided with a by-pass.
After the interchanger the gas
enters a number of tubes running through the catalyst and by-

•

- 10 passing up through them. it removes the reaction heat
preferentially in such a way that the bottom or tail sections
of the catalyst bed are maintained at a lower temperature
than the top or inlet sections.
Leaving the catalyst
cooling tubes the gas passes over an electric heater used for
starting up purposes and passes down through the catalyst.
From the catalyst bed the converted gas passes through the
interchanger and leaves the converter.
Operation of the
direct and interchanger bypasses and variation of the gas rate
through the converter control the temperature gradient of
the catalyst..
The gas leaving the converter may contain up to

15% ammonia and this is removed in two stages. First by

indirect water cooling to about 25 °C. and then by cooling to.
about - 15C. by the ammonia refrigeration.
After each step
the condensed liquid ammonia is collected and blown to storage.
The gas leaving the final condensation contains 25 ammonia.
The unconverted gas is passed back to the converter;
circulation being maintained by means of a booster pump.
The deficit caused by the removal of condensed ammonia is made
up by the entry of fresh gas from the purification system.
The rate of this make up gas is controlled to balance the
ammonia synthesised.

It is customary to bleed the make up gas into the
circulation system at a point just before the ammonia
refrigerator.
All saturated make up gas is thus cooled to
-15°C and the majority of the water it contains is thereby
condensed with the liquid ammonia.
It is important to remove
the water vapour at this stage as it acts as a temporary poison
to the ammonia catalyst.
The methane and inert content of the circulating
gas tends to build up in the system and in order to keep this
at a suitably low figure it is necessary to systematically
purge a small proportion of the circulating gas.
This is
passed through a purge gas scrubber for the recovery of any
ammonia it may contain.
The scrubber is operated on weak
liquor and serves as a useful source of aqueous ammonia.

•

•

•

•
GAS FL OWSHEET FOR. PLANT TO I.:AYE 2, 850 SHORT TONS/YEAR 01? AMIONIA
AND 1, 000 SHORT TONS .kAR OP LIETHANOL
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DESCRIPTION OF PROCESS FOR THE SYNTHESIS
OF METHANOL

INTRODUCTION:
The plant for synthesising methanol is run as an
ancilliary unit to the ammonia synthesis plant.
Normally
the methanol unit would not operate unless the anmOnia plant
was synthesising ammonia.
It is customary to pipe gas
from the compressor to the methanol circulation system and
to bleed gas back from the system to the inlet of the CO
removal plant.

METHANOL SYNTHESIS PLANT:
Methanol is synthesised by passing a mixture of
gases consisting of two part of hydrogen to one of CO over a
catalyst at 350 - 360 ats and 350 - 400 °C.
The reaction
may be represented as follows:
CO ± 2H2

CH3OH - 24.6 Kg. cals.

, The arrangement of the converter and circulation
system is generally similar but less elaborate than:that used
for an:mm*11a synthesis.
The gas entering the converter
passes through an interchanger provided with a by-pass and then
down through the catalyst, tack through the heat interchanger
and away from the converter.
Very little control is
obtainable over the temperature gradient through the catalyst
and this only by variation of the circulation rate.
The
Inlet temperature of the gas going to the catalyst is controlled
by adjustment of the by-pass.
. A conversion of up to 2%
Is obtained.
The methanol so formed is precipitated by
cooling, using indirect counter-current water coolers, and then
collected in a catchpot and blown to storage.
It contains
approximately 20% water.
The unconverted gas is recirculated
by means of a booster pump.
The composition of the as entering the system which
is injected immediately before the converter is largely controlled
by the requirements of the ammonia plant and the ability of the
CO2 removal and CO removal plants to effectively handle the
corresponding gas rate.
A normal analysis would be as follows:H2
CO
N2
CO2
CH4
Inerts

-

-

70.0%
10.1%
18.2%
1.2%
.3%
.2%
100%

The bleed off from the system which is taken upstream
from the inlet point would normally have the following
composition:H2
CO

N2
CO2
CH4
Inerts

-

-

69.4%
6.1%

23.1%
0.7%
0.4%
0.3%
100%

- 12 DISTILLATION OF CRUDE METHANOL:
The crude methanol from the synthesis plant
contains up to 20% water and traces of iron carbonyl, ammonia,
and organic compounds.
The iron carbonyl is removed by doping the crude
spirit with 40% caustic and then blowing with air for 24 hours.

This takes place in the crude methanol storage tanks, After

this treatment the spirit is fed to a 48 plate still;
the
orr at the appropriate tray (usually
six from the top).
Water is withdrawn at the bottom and
methanol contaminated with lighter fractions is refluxed at
the top.
A bleed off from this reflux is taken to a second
reflux still Where the crude methanol from the bottom is run
back to the crude methanol storage.
refined methanol is taken

The refined methanol from the primary still is
run'through a cooler and then into batch tanks for testing.
If it is satisfactory it is run to the refined methanol
storage tanks and is exported from these in tankers or drums
as required.
Should it be found to contain ammonia when
run into the batch tanks it is doped with sulphuric acid and
then returned to the crude storage for redistillation.
The distillation process is continuous and with
careful plant control it is possible to produce refined
methanol which meets the following specification.
• (1) Specific Gravity at 15.5 ° C.

- max. 0.799

(2) Boiling Range - at rate of 3 — 4 mls/Min., not less
than 95% between 614.50 C x 65.5 ° C at
760 mms Hg pressure.
•

(3) Methanol

- greater than 99%

Ketones

- less than .05 gms/100 mls.

Aldehyde

owl

It

6

05

.004 "

Acidity

tt

Residue

ft

ft

.0 1

Total Sulphur -

ft

if

.00l

"

ft

ft
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DESCRIPTION OF PROCESS FOR THE OXIDATION
OF AtMONIA.

ATMOSPHERIC AMMONIA OXIDATION:
The oxidation of ammonia to nitric oxide takes
place as a catalytic reaction when an ammonia : air gas
mixture is passed over a platinum gauze at approximately
875 ° C.
The ammonia : air mix is obtained by passing
ammonia liquor down a stripping column up which air is blown.
The air rate and the ammonia liquor rate are adjusted to give
an ammonia gas strength of 8 - 10%.
Steam is blown into
the base of the column to assist in the stripping process.
Denuded liquor and condensed steam are run out at the bottom
of the column through a luted drain.
The amount of
ammonia left in the effluent is small and should not exceed
0.1%,
The ammonia : air mix is passed from the stripping
column to the converter cold gas header from which the
converter inlet mains lead off to the respective converter units.
The converters are fitted with interchangers to
heat the incoming gas at the expense of the converted gas. The
gas reaching the gauze is usually at 200°C.
The ideal conversion reaction may be written as
follows:14NH3 + 502 74 4N0 4. 6 H20 - 215 Kg cals.
A'certain proportion of the ammonia and the
nitric oxide degenerates into nitrogen; these reactions take
place on the gauze itself and on the hot metal surfaces of
the interchanger.
These "degenerate" reactions lower the
efficiency of the converters in some cases by up to 3%4
•

As the formation of nitric oxide uses only a
proportion of the oxygen present in the ammonia : air mixture
there is a considerable quantity remaining for the oxidation
of nitric oxide to nitrogen peroxide.
This takes place as
follows:2 NO + 02 * 2NO2 - 28 Kg cals.
This exothermic equilibrium reaction proceeds
almost entirely in the direction of the peroxide at temperatures
below 150 °C.
It is obviously advantageous to cool the
Products of conversion as quickly and effectively as possible
and this is done in air and Alter coolers of large capacity in orde]
that the oxidation reaction may proceed as far as possible.
Some of the peroxide formed will combine with the water present
in the gas stream which has been derived from the conversion
reaction and the breaking down of ammonia.
This combination
of the peroxide with water proceeds as follows:3NO2 + 1120

2 HNO3 4 NO

The nitric acid so formed - about 25% strength Is collected and drained l off to the acid circulating system.
The gas leaves the coolers and enters the absorption
system at about 25 °C.
In this system which consists of ten
ring packed towers connected in series the gas is scrubbed with
weak nitric acid and the absorption of peroxide is carried out

.

- 14 and the nitric oxide so formed is further oxidised.
The
circulation of each tower is maintained separately but water
Is fed into the last tower and acid from it is allowed to
migrate to the next tower; this process is repeated with
subsequent towers resulting In a gradient of acid strength
from the first tower which is circulating at approximately 50%
down to the last tower which is circulating at approximately
6.
Coolers are fitted to the first seven circulation
systems to assist in the absorption process.
The volumes of the oxidiser-cooler and the
absorption towers are large enough to give almost complete
oxidation and absorption of all the converted nitrogen.
Efficiencies of 97% are possible in this section under normal
conditions.
•The unabsorbed gas consisting mainly of
nitrogen and a small proportion of oxygen is discharged from
the top of the last tower.

•

- 15 DESCRIPTION OP PLANT AND EOUIPMENT REQUIRED FOR THE SYNTHESIS
OF AWONIA AND METHANOL AND THE OXIDAT4I011 OF ATITIONIA.
Introduction aneGeneral Lavoqt.

Of the five factories built in Australia for the
synthesis of ammonia etc., the Hulwala unit has been chosen as
the most suitable for detailed description. All the units
are essentially similar, the main .differences 'being in the
orientation of buildings to suit local conditions.

imately

At Mulwala t the oxidation plant was located approx250 yards from the ammonia and methanol plants.

The location plans show the disposition of the

various sections, the key to these being as follows:-

For Ammonia and Methanol Sections 1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Coke Storage and Coke Handling Plant
Gas Plant Cooling Tower
Gas Plant
Raw Gas Holder
Sulphur Removal Plant

6. Fresh VAter Emergency Storage Tank
7. Lavatory Block

8, Administrative Offices

Uorkshops and Store
Main Cooling Tower
Anti-Gas Training Teat Chanter
Nitrogen Plant
Forced Draught Tower for CO2 Removal Plant
14. Copper Liquor Preparation Plant
15. Tower Structure
16. Ammonia Plant
17. Sub-Station

9.
10.
11.
12.
13.

18. Methanol Loading Out Platform
19. Methanol Distillation Tower Structure

20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.

Refined Methanol Storage Tanks
Crude Methanol Storage Tanks
changeroom
Messroom
Catalysed Gas Holder

Anhydrous Ammonia Stock Tanks (foundations only).

Access to the site is provided by 18' bitumen sealed
roads and a 5'3" gauge railroad for coke deliveries.
The Gas Plant is housed in a steel framed building
30' wide by 60' long by 60' high. The roof is sheeted with
"super six corrugated sheets and the walls with 3" corrugated
sheets. Adequate ventilation is assured by leaving the
bottom 8' unsheeted and by providing a louvred ventilator
in the apex of the roof running the full length of the building.
A penthouse, 30' x 23' x 20' high, for fans and blowers is
built at one end of the building.

The administrative office block is a single storied
building 31' wide by 60', long. A small process laboratory for
plant control is built at one end. It is a timber framed
building covered and lined with cement asbestos sheets. The
workshop and store are coMbined in one building 52' vide by 77'
long consisting of a timber framework covered with galvanised
iron sheeting.
All the equipment for the hydrogen,, compression,
CO2 and CO removal, and ammonia and methanol synthesis plants
is housed in the tower structure and the main ammonia building.

,
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- 16The tower structure, which carries all vessels, towers and

catchpots, runs parallel to the ammonia building, being

separated by 16'. It is a steel framework 21' wide by 98'
, long by 72' high. A 30 ton travelling and traversing hand
operated crane is situated at the top of the structure.

Supporting joists and access platforms are provided at

appropriate levels. A stairway running the full height of
the structure is supplied.
The ammonia building is a steel framed structure

53' wide by 106' long by 55' high. It is sheeted on the roof

with "super six" corrugated cement asbestos sheet and on the
walls with 3" corrugated asbestos sheet. A 10 ton hand
operated travelling and traversing crane runs the full length
of the building. Two 14' sliding doors are provided one at
A continuous control
each end, and 5 - 3 ft. sliding doors.
panel runs down the side of the building adjacent to the tower
structure and along one end of the building. All instruments
and panel mounted valves are located on this panel which is
7' high and is 3'6* from the floor level; a control platform
runs in front of the panel. The remainder of the building
houses the main compressor, and interstage coolers, the

circulators, the copper liquor injector, and sundry other
equipment. The main sub.-station is built adjacent to the

ammonia building and the sub-etation control° are locatelon a
panel built into the ammonia building wall opposite the main

control panel.

The changeroom and messrooms are wood framed

buildings covered and lined with cement asbestos sheets. The
former is 30' by 60' and the latter 30 1 by 50'.
For the Ammonia Oxidation Section .1. Burner House and Still
2. Gas Cooling Main

3.
4.

5.

6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Ammonia Liquor Stock Tanks and Pumping Station
Circulation Acid Coolers
Nitric Acid Storage Tanks

Absorption Towers
Circulating Tanks
Purge Tank
Oxidiser Cooler
Cooling Tower and Pond

The Burner House consists of a timber frame sheeted
on the roof and two sides with cement asbestos sheets. The
building is 30' wide by 40' long by 14' high to the roof truss.
The Absorption Towers and the Acid Coolers are
located on either side of the Circulating Tanks and Circulating
Pumps. A wooden roof over this section protects the equipment
from the weather. No attempt is made to sheet in the walls

• of this shelter on account of the presence of acid fumes.

The Oxidiser Cooler is located alongside the
• Absorption Towers. The cooler coils are supported on a
timber structure which in turn sits on piers in a storage pond.
The pond is 38' by 54' by 5' deep. The supporting structure

being 40' high, it is covered along the sides with 3"

corrugated cement asbestos sheets to reduce water loss.
The two cell cooling tower is located alongside the
oxidiser cooler on the same building line, the centres of the

two units being 43' apart.
The Ammonia Liquor storage tanks are located 40' from
the gas cooling main on the opposite side to the remainder of
the plant.

•

•

•
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GAS GENERATING PLANT.

Installation:

The installation comprises :Two Mechanical Generators, each with Vaporiser
Jacket, Wet Ash Discharge and Hand Operated
Fuel Feed Gear.
Two LYmn type Washer Coolers.
Two Beal Boxes.
Gas and Blow Gas Connections.
Two Chimneys.
Two Air Blowers.
Air, Steam and Water Mains.
Operating Valves.
Two Automatic Mechanical Operators.
Generator Building.
Fuel Handling Plant,
Water Cooling System,
GENEAATORS:

. mow
All

TWO exactly similar semi-water Gas Generators as
provided, one working and one spare when operating at
normal flowsheet gas rates.

The central portion consists of a vertical cylindrical
vessel, 7 ft. diameter and 13 ft. long. It is kept cool
in operation by a low pressure steam raising jacket which
A00088 holes to the
surrounds it at the top and sides.

central cylinder through the jacket include, at the top,
four small poke holes fitted. with metal plugs, the coke
inlet in the centre; through the side near the top a brick
lined connection for the blow gas, and a third unlined
connection for the up run steam.
-

At the bottom of the Generator is a rotating Meehanite
Ash Bowl on which is built the Grate. The grate has eccentric
sides and as it revolves, crushes large pieces of clinker and
rt is
ash between itself and the aides of the Generator.
fitted with slotted ports at the top through which air,
steam and down-run gas can pass freely. The Grate and
Ash Bowl are driven by a.worm gear which is operated by
a crank whose action can be varied to control the speed
of rotation of the Ash Bowl. This is normally about one
revolution in ninety minutes.

•

The seal between the rotating Grate and the stationary
bottom gas and air lines is provided by a water lute at the
circumference of a vertical pipe through which the inlet air
and steam pass to the centre of the Grate, and through which
the outgoing gas made during the down-run can pass from the
Generator. The bottom steam, air and gas lines connect with
this vertical pipe through the blast box. On the air line to
the blast box, after the automatic primary air valve, there
this admits air to the base of
is a 3" cook to atmosphere;

P. T. O.

•

•
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the generator when it is on stand-by. The blast box
itself is luted into the pit at the bottom of the Generator.
The trough, the grate and the rotating Portion
of the blast box lute form a rigid piece of plant, and
rotate together. Ash falls from the periphery of the
grate into the trough, and is **raped upwards over the
outside lip of the trough by stationary but adjustable
*Mai.
There is a water feed to the L.P. steam jacket
which eon be eontrolled by a valve accessible from the
operating platibraii this jacket is also fitted with a
level gauge attachment, four hand-holes and a manhole
for inspection purposes. The L.P. steam from the jacket
passes by an 6" diameter manifold to the steam inlet to
the Generator from the W. steam Main*
The steam
jacket *an be vented to atmosphere, and it is also provided
with a 6“ relief valve which blows at 6-1/2 lbs. per eq. in.
gauge.
The jacket was originally designed to operate at
a pressure of slightly less than 1 lb. gauge, this low
pressure being sufficient to drive the steam through the

(lobe bed for gas generating purposes* Homer, it was

found that this operating pressure resulted in condensation
or =converted steam on the walls of the Generator adjacent
to the tap of the jacket with consequent corrosion. The
raising of the operating pressure of the jacket to 6 lb*.
gauge was sufficient to over come this trouble.

•

222SULESIWEan•
The coke arrives at the plant either by road or
rail and is tipped into a ground hopper of 10 tone. capacity.
It is elevated from this hopper by means of an overhead
electrically driven travelling hoist of 3 tons capacity
fitted with a bucket of 3 mots. capacity. It can be
discharged either directly to the Generators, or to t
storage dump holding up to 670 tons.
The storage dump is so arranged that up to 120 tons
of the ooke stored therein can be rilled through discharge
doors back into the ground hopper. In discharging from the
ground, the coke is sieved and the resulting fines are
eolleetett in a subsiduary hopper for subsequent disposal.

tartQWMaigsa °WM ,VAVISS•
There are eight valves on tho gas, air and steam
lines to the Generator, which are automatically operated.
These are *At the bottom of the Generator
primary Air valve,
and on lines going to the
Secondary Air Valve,
Bottom Gas Valve (for
blast box.
down-run gas),
Bottom Steam Valve (for
up-run steam; actually
a 3-way valve for up
and down steam),
At the top of the Generator
Top Gas Valve (for up-run
and on lines passing through
gas),
Top Steam Valve (for
the steam jacket.
down-run steam) 3-way„
Stack valve.
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.,The : top .iinet . bottem steam 'Velvet), together'
:
eOnistitute three.40Irat :and. theY,areinterl.inked
•ifit.h the top and bOttonigaa,valArds, so' that whenever the
top gaa•valye. is open the top 'stead valve and bottom: *.
gas ° valVes...gre . ehut,t • and. the: bottom steam - valve is open! .
Alter1atiitelyv2When:7:the.:top" gas valve le shUtt, the top
• steam Valve and the . bottom' gasvalves are open and, the :
bottom 'Steam valve. is shut.. The tiettal, admission of •
'Steam 1,,S. then Controlled by. the Main steam valve. ,thus
:either; the top: or the bottom •s, Valve Must. always.
open
•
and they cannot bet ,ShUt.,tether.,

:.AggrAktgLeatIreamiz
i..
j.

•. •

•

.

•

k• •

,

•

••
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•
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ifiaeh Generator haa•.a. mottopeirated automaticr
•devide which :oontrole....thalMOVement Of '..the. following valves
::lever: and .srittik systems ••• •
through an. arrangement Of
. . ,
The Stack' Velvet :which - is in • &Met
, over the :stack pipet outside the building but.
inside the ,bottent:oone :of.tv draught pipe: hich ,,
.carries the blo*I.gaaeasabove.the
.,.•of the ,
•„ .
•
building.'`
„..

The p
air valve (14" diameter).. rimary
,

.valve
(94! diameter
).
.
,
bOttOlti gas Neivee and the .'three-way.
The top
TStOam 'valve directing steam to the - top Or bottom .
• of. the. Generator as described preiriously! ,* This
•.01* known as the ahangeOVer. control, , :and the
•ehengeo0Ver. le Said "t0 be H.Opentl or"!ioni! when : t11e
bottom ttak indite 1.4. :apen and Atha. too gibt ValtteAlatt
. —
.
.
eteack, inlet and the aro T:talain
,
steam valve on the Li,Piatelm inlet line befOre the
steam is used to threSi-Way .steel4 valve.. .
• 00pplement the Li P. SteaM - Supply trout the Generator:
the•ineehanie:m 'ensures that the main steam:
'valtealwaya
opens before and shuts -after: the H4 ,:P. !
„, ,
Steam Valve!
Theauxiliary.
•
.

,
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The f•Mechanioal'• operator which works- thoae . five
systems iS. thewnin Drawing NO. . , 045/0 1244.
•
,The• driving totOr.:.;(shoWn: dotted) by means .Of.
reduction geart Olttcht.. and crank connecting rodi imparts •
Oscillating motion to 'shaft (6'?) which runs' herizOntall
• across the bacck. of the Oontrol..board!'' Keyed, to abaft (67
are file -levers. lone to with of the 'above' today , of :which.. (
is an example... - the • levers are Connected , to each of , tha five •
not
when a valve being
...valve sae by link,
'•
•• operated, :: osoillate :freely 'about the pin (30a),
•

: Horizontally 'actress the: top 'Of the control
is. a shaft (64) which • by means of an adjustable
..end pawl: meohantam is caused to • rotate, one revolution per : : •
• 'generator Cycle, • ,On'ehaft'(64)' there are five pairs of
adjustable °emet. one pair of eama.to. each valve
a 'valve is to be operated; the following.. Sequence of.:move-iments'' takes. place.

a
tfl
(.7
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The alot on the cam of one of the pairs on shaft
(64) rotate') into a position opposite rocker lever (56).
Thin lever falls forward and withdrawn (61) from
sngporting rod (57), thus allowing drop bar (55) to fall
into pin (81) on one of the freely oscillating lin%s* on
the next occasion that the pin moves forward* the pin te
reetrained by drop bar (U5) and the first effect is to
raste partially crank eyetem (70)* This raises the pin
(91) which is locking draw-bar (10) and at the same time
puts pressure on pin (52) so that when draw-bar (10) hau
moved its full traverse, it will be locked kr pin (62) *
?urther rotation of crank system (70) is prevented by the
swinging stlp (17) and then pin (31) act° as a fulorum about
whIch the lint tiny rotated. This moves rod (10) which is
connected by ltvers and bell cranks to the particular Valve
or valves which it is required to operate* Then when the
link with pin (31) reverses its motion, it returns drop bar
(05) baek to its original position, in which it automatically
is held by pin (Si),
The movement of red (10) In the reverse direction
in caused in an exmotly analogous manner ITY the other eein
of the pair on Shaft (64) allowing bar (3) to fall onto
pin (31).
Thus all the movements or the valves in each cycle
are determined by the relative positions of individual cams
of the rive pairs on shaft (64).

iwrrn coNstrowD finmigerpe
When the Generator is to be operated under hand
control, the five levers (27) withdraw the trip mechanism
from the faces or the cams on shaft (64) and then pin (51)
is worked by pulling out kmob (80. Similaar, the revert.)

movement is obtained by pulling out knob (66).
4.1

L.

es-

111

If the motor fails, oscillation or shaft (67) can
be obtained by turning the hand wheel (132). To do this, it
18 neoeusarr first to diaoonnect shaft (67) from its motor
drive by removing rin (29) from hole (35) and oonnecting it
to the hand wheel drive by inserting it in hole (nu).
This
can be done fairly rapidly, and tho yrov4.310n or one pin only
cuurca that the -, ecillating shaftcohlo,rei=ltaneoualy be
permeated to the hand wheel and to the mechanical drive,

1171M4Tol.13.
The position of each operating rod (10) is shown by
a eliding strip (109) visible through overtures on the fact*
of tIte control panel.

pmpla
D VW,. The motor drives the reduction
gear through a centritugal clutch arranged to slip i: the pull
on the connecting rod exceeds 750 lbs* Should this occur, a
centrifugal switch tripe the motor, lights a warning light and
sounds an alarM
The operating rode (10) are
IUTFIRI/Valin flux
Interlocked In a manner similar to that used in a railway

- 21 -

Et (al frame (see Ing• I)* The followir4 interloolce ere
previaed :a), znter1oc7. betuan nrimary Air Valve (9 above) end
the ehangc-over Control (.1)e
b).

:tnterlook. betweenAl.te..411ary 7t1 yelve (0 /dem)
ane the Changeeeve:e Control (4)*

0), interioe% between thc. stem Valve (0 ebove)
and the Changce.eVer Co::itr -11 (4)4
d), Interloe% between the Auxiliary Air Valve (3)
end the nnie. flteam Valve (5).
Interlook a), le ree,V,red bcuse the bottoi gas
veive In controlled, by the Oteeige-over Control,
tr the
bottom gee valve end the pri .mr:i- eir velve are open eimultaneously, either air will peas into the gas main or gas
into the air [lain* This is prevented by interleeiting the
Ohenaceover ('entrol relth the Iaelerarar air valve*

inter:101; b). prevents the wall-

t11110011113 Opel-Lin/I of the Al=ilier27 Air Valve cna the bettoca

Ma

•

valve.

In order to pmvent an explosion in the base
the Generator due to air :Vine blown l'ato the bleat box
ahiie tt le full of gaup a purge of ate= is applied to
renove all the ens before the advent of air. To enure
that this is always done, interleoe. e). to provided which
prevente the eliimew
itriAlVe oDnin7; rhilst the rsonerator
is mahlne gee to the bite bele

or

Tho neae precaution In reeelred or the auxiliary
Fair velve and this is achieved by Interlecr:Ing the controls
or the auxiliary air valve end the main Steam Valve,.
/LIR 13Tivir,T9,

.2o provide tele e.ir bLeet for the eteneratore there
ere two eleetricarly driver: blowers One werleing i one ellare)
which feed int t 21 0v diameter air header * common to both
Generetors from which the primary air lines and the auxiliary
ir lines to each Coner,ato:e are oonnected* The eherneteristies
or the blow eee are she= en (•raph h The, tair rate during the
bleat period will be approximately 400 11 1-ihr. Tile non-working
blower le isolated by .4:4eliyulnte tee)e of gamic valve in its
eeliver, line*

•

It la onuent:Ittl thnt the perrormanee outoVe of these
blowers be of (Allah c„ shaee That the opernttnre noint :ear all
normal oututs be on a falling pozt,n.
¶h1ti wl1 pr,vent
sureitee
tic blower on light loads,* Ilthoigh several overacme LAIL* alzwed a tendency to surge, the Australian blowers
have ben free from this trouble:
(t1.
4Miti 0 A, 'I
One) rin
Olt eadd Ceneraterp the linen from the top gas valve
and the Idettom gas valve join and VIM) via a lute into the
bottota or the Iv= ;Tatter and Cooler. This design of Wash.er
which te te,ueee in a eylindrioal vessel 4v6tv diameter and 26'

-22.

high, has a central staek cerrying umbrella shaped plates
under each of which is a ring seoured to the shell, whioh passes
the wash water from the oiroumferance bask towards the centre
of the plate immediately below* The bottom of the eaCher is
luted into a water pit, the lute blowing at 71 militate*
on the top of the Lyme washer is the exit gas line of 12“
diameter passing via an isolation valve into the gas eolleoting
main A Sy Mos-port and a 3" "dor inlet are also boatel
at the top of the washer.
ginitti=1.260.Matao
The exit gas mains Pock the liYmn Washers loin en
inlet header to the 2,000 lAw single lift, vertical guided
sesi-water gas holder of all-welded construction* This
holder is provided with a /Avow manhole at the inlet and
outlet pipes to enable these sections to be inspected without
purging the holder* On the outlet gas maim (10 diemeter) from
the water gas holder, are arranged the two inlet branOhes of
the two gas washing fans (one working, one spare).

gAILIWIEMAM
These centrifugal
fans have an output of MO ks/hr
,,measured at 1 at. absolute and clog,
saturated semi-water gels
eontalming 150.0100

rise of
wat
e
r
is
injected
fidalioto to 05 ainiato Ow** wash
into the ere of the impellor at the rate of 0,6 Iv/hr. through
spray nasal's. This wash water is removed through luted drains
in the base of the imPellor easing* The impelior and shaft
are from steel of less than 002%04 and 12-100r* The blower
Characteristic are given in Graph g*
Sake braless, and pressure

SISMOILWARAM
The cooling water on the Lymn washer comes from a
small circulating system oomprising settling pit, open type
coolers and pl.svo
It is kept separate from the main
factory eye tern because of its contamination with breeze*
The nogskal cooling water rate with one Generator on line
is 28'/hr,
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SULPHuR REMOVAL PLANT. ,

The four sulphur' removal boxes are situated betteen

the Gas Plant and thellydrogen Plant and are cOnnected to
these units by 12" M. 8. gas mains..

The boxes sit On a concrete raft, . 90' x 90', which
is'eueiliciently large to store and mix the Charge of iron
oxide.*
•

Boxes.
The iron. oxide istcontaihod in . four boxes arranged
in :square formation and encircled by the necessary gas mains.
' Each box is .17' 3M x 1.7 4 3M and has four layers of Oxide each •
2'6" deep.
Thus the total volume of oxide. i.s• 340 M3 (at.
normal flOwsheet rates on overall: space velocity of 5 hours 1).
Each box has four vertical internal gas ducts arranged in

pairs at opposite corners 'of the .box.- One of each pair,
of ducts has ports opening on to the boxes above the top
tray, between .thejSeCend and - third . traYe . andbelow the bottom
• tray;. the other 4t has openings Above the second and Above
the fourth. tray.' ' Al]. trays in any particular box are in .
parallel4ind by Ude of the different ducts, the flow through
.

• the trays of a box can be: reversed.

Each box has an 11 ft. opening at the top which is

used f014 jOadAlig-and:_disCharge purposes.- , These openings
are closed by flat covers suitably stiffened and Sealed with

a joint of greasy hemp; 1" sq.. They are held in place by

holding down bolts hinged to swivel outwards Spaced at

9 in. centres.
. Valves and:21peItinee.
Ar.t

The arrangement of valves and-pipelinee
.
."
on the Sulphur Removal Plant flowsheet.'

i8

shown

•
The' arrangement enables either 'forward or backward
rotation of the boxee :(i.e.'14 2, 3J'44 :24 34 44 14 etc. or
44 34 2i 1) 3, 2,1, 4, etc.); in, Addition any box can be
isolated from the.other three.'
The reason: for valsves in pairs with On intermediate
blow-off is to prevent 'leaking valves allowing gas to by-pass
the boxesCompletely.This would be possible with single
valves in place of the pairs. When such a* pair is closed,
the intermediate blow-off is left open so that any gas
leaking past the closed valves can escape to atmosphere.
Nitrogen and Purge Connections.
-48. 41)...bOx has a blow-off cock in the lid and a
. nitrogen connection which it-so : arranged that it can be used
en either pair Of ducts.
Air:Blowers.. ,
, Air to the boxes; (supplied for continuous revivification) is provided by'a small air blower of 30 tis./hr. capacity
of the water seal "NaSCh" type.

Safety Devices.
Apart from drainage lutes (which are set to blow
at 100 milliats pressure) at the inlet and outlet of the
boxes, the only safety device provided is a differential
manometer electrical trip which is wired into the air blower
motor circuit. This manometer, which is connected to the
inlet and outlet mains to and from the boxes, measures the
pressure drop across them Should the pressure drop across
the boxes fall due to very low gas rates, the air blower will
be tripped out thus preventing the formation of explosive
gas mixtures inside the boxes.
Handling of Oxide.
The oxide is handled by an inclined elevator. This
is of conventional design and consists of M. S. buckets mounted
on a rubber belt running in a sheet steel case. The elevator
is driven by a 2 H.P. motor geared to the top shaft. A
boot for loading and a discharge chute are provided. The
elevator is 22 ft. long and is slung by the centre for handling
purposes.
To support the elevator for charging and discharging

the boxes, a 30 cwt. luffing crane is mounted at the centre
of one side of the boxes; an alternative location for the

hoist is provided at the centre of the opposite pair of

boxes, one crane thus serves the four boxes.

To load the boxes, the elevator is located outside
with its boot on the ground and the discharge chute, opening
into the appropriate box.
To discharge, the elevator is slung inside the
box discharging out on to the concrete raft and lowered
successively as each layer is removed.
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- 25 HYDROGEN PLANT

GENERAL
The arrangement of the equipment for the
hydrogen plant is shown on the flowsheet. This is detailed
below:Saturation Tower
Purified gas from the Sulphur'- Removal Plant is
piped 1n a 10-inch main to the base of the Saturation Tower.
This toyer is contained in the same shell as, and above, the
water heating tower. It is of welded construction and is
fabricated from t-inch M.S. plate.
It is designed to the
following details:
3'4"
Diameter
Height
17 1 5"
Depth of wooden grid packing
8'0"
Type of packing egg-box" grids 1"x I"x *".
Normal working pressure
25 milliats gauge
Test pressure
"
200
Water Rate
35 M3/hour
Inlet Water Temperature
80°C.
Exit Water Temperature
65°C.
Gas Inlet
10" Diameter
Gas Exit
"
14"
The water flowing from the Saturation Tower passes by means
of a lute (set to blow at 126 milliats) to the top of the
water heating tower immediately below.
Gas passing from the top of the Saturation Tower

is metered and ten enters a steam injector.
Steam

Injector
The Steam Injector which uses the pressure of the

steam required for the subsequent catalytic reaction to boost
the pressure of the gas and thus maintain the appropriate gas
rate s, is controlled by valves mounted on the Hydrogen Plant
control panel. One valve controls the rate of steam to the
Injector nozzle and a second supplies additional steam through
a by-pass.
The design details of the steam injector are as
follows:
Throat
3.4" diam., 2 1 8*" long
7"
"
Exit Cone
at exit 3'3" long
Steam nozzle 0.68" diem. opening"out to
0.87" in 3"
Gas from the injector passes to a heat interchanger.
No. 1 Interchanger
This is a tubular heat interchanger arranged so
that the incoming cool gas passes down through the M.S.
tubes and the hot gas passes Across the outside of the tubes.
The nest of tubes is so arranged that three passages formed
by omitting rows of tubes are left to enable an equitable
The dimensions of
distribution of gas to be achieved.
this unit are as follows:

- 26 =
Shell - 2' 1" diam.
Tubes - 471 each 44t o.d, 17 gauge thick, 13' 8i" long.
Effective surface of tubes for heat transfer purposes 972 sq. feet (o.d. of tithes).
Cross sectional area through tubes - 0.995 sq. feet
1.380

" outBide "

The Interchanger is fitted with luted drains for the removal
of condensation. From the Interchanger the gas passes to the
converter unit.

Converter Unit
The converter unit consists of A converter, B converter
and an intermediate Interchanger (No. 2). For the control of
temperatures and correct temperature gradients within the
catalyst beds of both converters, three bypasses are provided.
The first (No. 1 bypass) allows cold gas to pass
directly to the top tray of A converter. The second (No, 2
bypass) allows gas to pass directly from A converter to B
converter without negotiating . the intermediate interchanger.
The third (No. 3 bypass) allows warm gas from NO. 1 interchanger

to pass directly to A converter without passing through No t 2

interchanger. The controls for the bypass valves are located

by means of geared drives on the Hydrogen Plant control panel.
No. 2 Interchanger:

'Shell - 2' 8*" diam Welded construction
522 tubes, in o.d. 16 gauge thick, length 9' 6"
Effective surface of tubes for heat transfer purposes
845 sq. feet (o.d. of tubes)
Cross sectional area through tubes 1.1 sq. feet
outside tubes 1.465 sq. feet.
From No. 2 interchanger the gas passes up into A converter.
A Converter: Built into the same shell as
Converter and No. 2 Interchenger. The Catalyst is contained
in three beds each 11 inches deep in an annular space of •
2 feet 9i inches internal diameter and 6 feet.6 inches
external diameter. The beds are supported by 1-inch perforated M.S. plates (1-inch diameter perforatiene).
The
total volume of catalyst in A Converter is 2 M.
After passing
through the three beds of the first converter the gas is cooled
by No. 2 Interchanger and then enters B converter.

Converter: This unit is identical to A Converter.
From B Converter the gas passes into No. 1 Interchanger (outside
tubes) and from there into the bottom of the Water Heating Tower.
Water Heating Tower
As mentioned previously this unit is located underIt has the following dimensions:
neath the Saturation Tower.
Diameter
Height
Depth of Packing
Type of Packing
Normal working pressure
Test pressure
Water rate
Gas Inlet Main
Gas Exit Main

3 1 4"
25'9"
8'0"
1"x 1" x i"("egg-bwegrids)
30 milliats gauge

200

"

35 M3/hour
18" diameter

14"

"

-27a.
A sAmp is situate a at the base of this tower having a
capacity of 2.5 M° maximum. From this sump two hot water
circulating pumps (one working and one spare) draw water
and circulate it over both towers. This sump is fitted with
a 2-inch purge cock and a luted overflow; the overflow also
acts as a convenient point for the addition of the necessary
make-up water. The pumps have a capacity of 35 0/hour when
delivering at 70-foot head and operate a 1,500 r.p.m., being '
driven by a 5 h.p. electric motor. The gas passes out at the
top of the water heatifirtower and enters at the base of the
Gas Cooling Tower.
Gas Cooling Tower
The purpose of this unit is to cool the gas by
counter current scrubbing with water before it enters the
main compressor. Details of the tower are as follows:

3'4"
Diameter
29'0"
Height
Depth of packing
16'0"
Type of packing (egg-box" grid) 1"x 1 1tx *"
25 milliats g
Normal working pressure

Test
pressure
Cooling water

.

200
a
12 M3/hour
"

rate

Gas inlet main
Gas exit main

14" diameter
12"

Cooling water is supplied from the factory cooling
water system and returns by gravity to the hot well of the
cooling tower. It escapes from the base of the gas cooling
tower by a 3-inch lute.
Catalysed gas from the gas cooling tower passes to
the compressor inlet main. To provide buffer capacity for
the compressor a catalysed gas holder is provided at this
juncture.
Catalysed Gas Holder
Used pur4y as a buffer storage unit. Has a
capacity of 1,000 M6 and is a single lift, vertically guided
type. The costs for power used in the.subsequent gas
compressor are directly proportional to the absolute
temperature of the inlet gas; to keep these to a minimum
in hot climates it has been found advantageous to paint the
top of these holders white to reflect the direct rays of the
sun and the sides black to radiate heat.
The holder is connected to the compressor inlet
main by a 12-inch connection. This main is fitted with a
lute pot for isolation purposes.
Air and Gas Starting Blowers
Two water sealed "Nasch" type blowers, one for gas
and one for air, are provided, each has a capacity of 50 M 3/hour.
Both are fitted with relief valves which lift at 200 milliats
pressures
Safety Devices
Three safety devices are installed. The first
is mounted on the compressor panel and warns the compressor
operator by means of a warning light and hooter When the
catalysed gas holder is 90% empty. The second consists of
a warning light on the hydrogen plant control panel which
warns the operator when the hot water circulating pumps
cut out. The third is a diaphragm controlled steam valve on
• the main steam line to the hydrogen plant. Should the

- 28 pressure on the upstream side of the injector fall below
10 milliats this diaphragm valve automatically shuts off the
This is to prevent the formation of
steam to the injector.
negative pressures in the plant.
Lagging

The converter unit and interchanger with the
interconnecting pipework are lagged with a 6-inch thickness
of rockwool. A welded sheet steel lagging sheath is provided
,
to retain the rockwool.
The water heating and saturation tower and the

line running from this to the injector and on to the interchanger is lagged with 1i-inch 85% magnesia covered with
i-inch of hard setting compound and then wrapped with cloth
to retain the lagging.

•

•
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- 29 -COMPRESSION PLANT.

General Layout of Plant.
The compression plant is located , in.. the main
ammonia building. Interstage and after coolers are located in a
steel structure approximately 10 ft. from the compressor.
The intervening space being used for the main control panel on

which are mounted the control valves, the pressure gauges,
indicating thermometers, alarms and manometers.

Gas Flow.
Gas enters the plant through a 12 inch diameter main
passes through an isolation valve (panel operated), an orifice
plate and then enters a strainer. This strainer consists of a
cylinder of 1/8 inch mesh housed in a strainer box fitted with
flanged cover and drain. A purging out point is located before
the strainer and a panel mounted manometer is situated immediatly
after it. From the strainer the gas passes directly to the first
stage inlet; an analysis point, temperature point, and relief
valve are fitted into this section of the line.
The general flow of gas through the compressor is from

the delivery or one'atage to the inter-cooler through a oatchpot
and then to the succeeding stage. Gas after passing the second

stage catchpot can be delivered to the CO2 removal plant, bypassed directly to the third stage suction or by-passed back to
the first stage suction. Panel mounted by pass valves and
isolation valves to and from the CO2 plant control the flow of
the gas. A non return valve on the delivery line to the CO2
plant prevents water being drawn into the compressor system by
any tendency to back surge. Gas from the sixth stage delivery
can be delivered to the methanol plant, the CO removal plant,
by passed back to the third stage suction, by-passed back to the
first atage suction or blown off to atmosphere. A non return
valve, is located on the delivery line to the methanol and CO
removal plants and double isolation valves (panel mounted) on the
lines leading to these plants ensure freedom from gas leaks.
Relief valves are fitted after every stage, on the return line

from the CO2 plant 'and on the .6th. stage to 3rd. stage by-pass.
Temperature points are located before and after all coolers and
also on the line returning from the CO2 plant. Panel mounted press ,
ure gauges record pressure at the delivery of all stages, on the
return line from the CO2 plant and on the line to the CO removal
plant. Pressure points are located after each cooler to which
gauges may be fitted for test purposes.
The interstage piping diameters are made intentionally
large to reduce pressure pulsations in the system. Pipe sizes
are as follows:4
2
3
1
Stage.
3"
12"
10"
4"
Inlet pipe diameter.
6" •
6"
14" 10"
Delivery pipe diameter.
The discharge line from the plant is
diameter.

6.
5
3" 4"
2"
3"

5/8" inside

Compressor.

The machine, was built by Messrs. Bellis and Morcom to
a design by I.C.I. Ltd. . It is a three crank, six stage vertical
unit; the first three 'stages being double acting and the last
three. single acting.
Bedplatel Crankcase, Entablature and Trunk Guides, are all cast
in high grade close grained cast iron. Mating faces are
accurately machined; the underside of the bedplate is also
machined to facilitate the packing of the bedplate on supporting
are
wedges. Large inspection doom i. - three each side
-

- 30provided in the crankcase these are fitted with air tight •
joints. Efficient wiper glands are provided where piston rods
pass through the crankcase. The crankcase sump is fitted with
a gunmetal drain cock.
Crankshaft.
This is machined from a single steel forging. It
is a three throw unit the crank angles being 1200 .
Flywheel.
This is of ample proportions machined from cast
iron. It is spigoted into the crank; the end of the driving
motor shaft is flanged and accurately machined to fit the face
of the flywheel. Fitted bolts tying the motor shaft, flywheel
'and crank together form a rigid coupling at this point. During
erection care is taken to ensure that the weight of the flywheel
is equally divided between the end bearing of the compressor and
the inboard bearing of the motor. If this is not done flexing
of the web of the crank nearest the coupling will result.
Connecting Rods and CrOssheads. The former are machined from
mild steel forgings and the latter from nitnealloy steel forgings.
The pins for the top end bearings are fOrged integrally with the
crossheads. The cross heads are fitted with double guider shoes
which are white metalled on the working face and accuratly machined
to suit the trunk guides.
Main Bearings. There are four main bearings the centre two
being interchangeable. The bearing shells are of cast iron
lined with good quality white metal. The bottom halves are
semi circular and arranged for easy removal without removing the
The keeps are of cast iron and are fitted with
crankshaft.
thermometer pockets. The holding down studs are of forged steel.
Connecting Rod Bearings. The bottom end bearing, are gunmetal
lined and the top end bearings are of bronze. Internal oil lhole ,S
are drilled for the lubrication of the top end bearings and
crosshead guide shoes from the bottom end bearing oil supply.
Bearing Pressures. The machine is designed to develop pressures
in the bearings of less than the following maximum allowable
pressures. . These pressures are calculated on the projected
area and the total resultant load
Crosshead hearings.
Crank pin bearings.
Main bearings.
Crosshead guides.

1344
562
229
100

lbs/ sq.in .
lbs / sq.in.
lbs / sq.in.
lbs / sq.in .

Cylinders, Covers and Water Jackets. The stroke of all
pistons and plungers is 17 inches. The diameter of the
cylinders is as follows:1st. stage
ft
2nd.
"•
3rd.
4th.
"
tf
5th.
6th.
"

27 in.
16 in.
9 in.
6 in.
3-3/4
2-1/4

diem.
diem.
diam.
diam.
in. diam.
in. diam.

The first andsecond cylinders are from close grained cast iron
and are not fitted with liners. The value chests, water jackets
and stuffing boxes are cast integnally with the cylinders. The
top covers are of cast iron in a double section connected to
cylinder water jackets by mating parts. The 3rd. stage
cylinder is .of cast steel with a close grained cast iron liner.
The first three stages being in line are bracketted together
to ensure rigidity.
The 4th, 5th. and 6th. cylinders are attached to the top of the
let, 2nd, and 3rd, respectively. There cylinders have nitralloy
The 4th. cylinder has a cast iron jacket while
steel line-s.
the 5th. and 6th. have cast steel jackets. . Th& valve chests
are all cast steel.
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Pistons.
Pistons are only used on the first, second and
third stages.
They are of close grained cast iron.
Piston Rods. The 1st. 2nd. and 3rd, stage rods are of forged
steel provided with tapered ends for fitting to the cross head
and a flanged end with spigot at the top end for fitting to the
position. The 4th. 5th. and 6th. are from forged steel and
are machined as plunger rods; •the bottom end is flanged and
spigoted for fitting and bolting to the piston of the stage
below.

The piston rod packing is of the metallic,
Piston
Rod Packing.
split ring self adjusting type. A-single set is provided for
the lot. stage and deuble sets for 2nd. and 3rd. stages.

Below the metallic packing;lantern rings and then three turns

of soft packing are fitted, Leakages of gas through the metallic
packing is collected at the lantern ring and bled back to the
inlet of the 1st. stage.
The 1st, 2nd, and 3rd. stage pistons are fitted
Piston Rings:
with self sealing cast iron rings each piston having two rings.
The 4th, 5th, and 6th. stage plunger rods were originally fitted
with the double ring "clupet" type but they,.; - have been changed
to the single ring with mitred ends. There are eighteen, rings
on the 4th. and 5th6 stages and thirty on the sixth.

-

Suction and Delivery Valves. All suction and delivery valves
are of the plate type. The 1st., 2nd., and 3rd. stages are
supplied with the Rogler-Hoerbiger type; the 4th. 5th. and 6th.
stages are supplied with the annular disc type in 15% chrome
steel. The lift and gas velocities of the valves are as follows:Stage.
let.
2nd.
3rd.
4th.
5th.
6th.

Valve lift.
. 3/32
3/32
1/10
1/10
3/42

in.
in.
in.
in.
in.

3/64 in.

Gas velocity
108
73
60
44
82

ft/sec.
ft/sec.
ft/sec.
ft/sec.
ft/sec.

71 ft/sec.

Relief Valves. These are of large capacity and are of the spring
_
loaded type. They are designed to lift at pressures 25% above
the normal working pressures. The 2nd. and 6th. stage relief
valves will take full compressor rate. The discharge from all
relief valves is piped back to the let. stage inlet.
Crankcase Lubrication. All bearings are pressure lubricated.
Oil is provided under pressure by means of a double ram force
feed pump located in the bedplate; it is eccentrically driven
from the crankshaft and has a capacity of 2200 galls/hour at
40 lbs/sq.in . From oil strainers and twin oil coolers of the
tubular ItS erkI type are 'provided in this oil system. A second
gear oil pump driven by electric motor (5 HP 1440 R.P.M.) is
provided for starting up . purposes. The oil level in the crankcase is indicated by a dip stick. A pressure operatedfdlfiphragm
switch connected to the oil system operates an alarm should the
oil supply fail.
Cylinder and Gland Lubrication. Cylinders and glands are
lubricated by means of an eight point "Bosch" type lubricator
driven from the crankshaft. Each oil line is provided with
• a non return valve and a stop valve. A spare motor driven unit
(5 HP 1440 R.P.M.) is provided for starting up purposes.
A "Budenberg" type of tachometer is mounted on
Tachometer.
the machine being belt driven from the crankshaft.
Hand Barring Gear. The flywheel is recessed around the
periphery and a set of ratchets Mounted on a pedestal opposite
these recesses constitute the hand barring gear. This is 40
arranged that the pawls are automatically thrown out should the
machine start whilst they are engaged.
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Indicator Gear.
The machine is fitted with the necessary
pressure points on all stages and indicator movement connections
to fit indicator gear should it be required for testing purposes
Temperature Points.
Thermometer pockets are provided for all
bearings, and for the inlet and outlet pipes on the oil valves.

Access Platform and Ladders.
An access platform is provided
around the machine at the 8 ft. level and a smaller one on one
side of the machine at the 13 ft. level. Ladders to these
platforms are fitted ..
Gas Density.
The machine is designed to handle gases of the
following density.
1st. and 2nd. stages

0.81 Kg/M3 (1at abs. x 20°C.)

3rd. 4th. 5th. & 6th. stages. 0.41 Kg/M 3

it

"

it

Delivery Pressures and Capacity.
The following figures give
the design operating pressures and capacities of the various
stages:Stage
1.
Suction pressure (ats. abs.)
1
" ) 3.23
Delivery pressure( "
Suction temperature.
305
Capacity.

2.
3.05
9.1
30At

/
2460 M 3/hr.

3.

8.1
26.6
25%

4.
26.2
68.2

P•

30%

1760

67.7
179.3
305,'.

6.
178.1
360
3011C

3/hr.

At the full speed of 208 R.P.M. .1 the
Power Consumption.
compressor absorbs 800 H.P. at the coupling.

Driving Motor.
The compressor is driven by a wound rotor induction motor
built by the British General Electric Co. Ltd. It has a rated
continous output of 910 H.P. when operating at full spped

which is 208 R,P,M. Speed control over the full speed range
is achieved by means of a liquid regulation in the rotor circuit.
This liquid regulator was supplied by Metropolitan Vickers Ltd.,
and is type L.R.1000. Heat generated in the regulator is
removed by cooling coils built into the regulator, tank and
supplied with water from the factory cooling system. The leads
from the compressor motor enter the regulator through the base
of the electrolyte tank andtzrmimate on three grid electodes.
Corresponding electrodes which are capable of vertical movement
are located above the stationery set and the three moving
electrodes are connected togetheT by copper bus-bar. A worm
gear drive. controls the vertical movement of electrodes. The
tank is filled with a solution of sodium carbonate the strength
being adjusted to give the required starting speed.
-

Power to the motor is supplied from a 1000 K.V.A.
transformer housed in the factory substation. A remote controlled
oil circuit breaker which is housed in the substation is located
in the cable between the transformer and the motor and this
constitutes the starting'.switch. The control start and stop buttons
with appropriate indicating lights are mounted on a small
pedestal alongside the liquid regulator.
A small electric fan provides cooling air to the motor
slip rings. These are encased in a vapour proof C.I. housing
the cooling air supply being drawn in from outside the building.
This precaution is taken to prevent an explosion due to
sparking of the brushes should a large gas leak develop inside
the ammonia building.
. The 910 H.P• motor is rigidly bolted to the flywheel of
the compressor by 'accurately fitted bolts.
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This is a multitubular type having identical nests in
series. The tube shells are veldcd from U.S. plate and arc
9 in. diameter by lift 3in. long, they arc provided with baffles
to increase the velocity of the gas in the cooler and achieve
a more efficientItcrubbing" action of the gas against the tubes.
The cooling water flowa inside the tubes which are of Aludbro
being 1 in. o.d. by 18 s.w.g. 24 tubes being provided to each
nest. Total cooling surface is 250 sq.ft. The gas flow, is
horizontal and downwards, thus assisting the removal of condensed
water from the cooler. The cooling water enters at the bottom
nest and flows counter current to the gas up through the threg
sets of tubes. This cooler is designed to operate on 8.05 U'Vh.r.
of cooling water.
2nd. Stage Cooler.
This is similar in design to the 1st. stage cooler and
consists of three multitubular coolers mounted horizontally in
a vertical bank. They -are connected in series. The U.S. tube
shell is 7 in. diameter by 10 ft. long. 24 Alumbro tubes are
provided for each nest being 3/4 in. o.d. by 18 a.w.g. by 10ft.3"
long. The total cooling surface being 157 aq.ft. The gas and
cooling water flow is similar to the first stage cooler. This
cooler is designed to operate on 6.55 U 3/hr. of cooling water.

3rd. tone Coolor•
This is a jacketed serpentine type or cooler. Five parallel
banks mounted horizontally are provided each comprising three
pipes 1-1/2 in. bore by 28 ft. 4in..loog; each pipe is jacketed
by a 2-1/2 in. bore pipe. Welded beads on the internal pipe
at regular intervals locate the external.pipe. The total
cooling surface is 90 sq.ft. The gas flow is horizontal and
downwards the miter flow is counteg current. The cooling water
required for this cooler is 4.23 mu/hr.
4th. Stjae Coolq&
This is a jacketed serpentine cooler similar in design to the
3rd. stage cooler except that only one bank of pipes is employed.
The total cooling surface is 59 sq.ft and is made up of one
bank of four pipes each 1-1/4 in. o.d. by 2-5/32 in o.d. by 26 ft.
4 in. long. The cooling jackets are from 2-112 in bore pipe and
are designed to operate on 3.46 Whr.The flow of gas and cooling
water is counter current with the gas flow assisting the removal
of condensate.
5th. Stage Cooler.
This is a jacketed serpentine cooler with two banks in
paraMel and its construction is similar to the 3rd and 4th. stage
. coolers. Bach bank consists of three pipes 5/8 in bore by
1-11/32 in. o.d. by 23 ft. 6 in. long giving a cooling surface
of 50 aqat. Counter current flow similarto othgr coolers is
used. The cooling water requirements are 3.54 EP/hr.
6th. Stage Cooler.
This is a jacketed serpentine cooler having one bank of four
horizontal pipes connected in series; they are 5/8 in. i.d.
by 1-11/32 in o.d. by 23 ft. 6 in.long. They are jacketed by
pipe having a bore of 1-3/4 in. The cooling surface is 33 sqat
,
and the cooling water requirements are 2.44 0/hr.

Catchpots.
Catchpots are supplied after every cooler. The gas flows
through these catchpots is so arranged that the incoming gas
is discharged circumferentally thus imparting spin to the gas
and assisting in throwing down condensate. The outgoing gas
loaves at the top of each catchpot at the centre. Drains are
providedin the base of each vessel to a water and oil collecting
vessel. Details of the respective catchpots are as follows:Of welded construction from 3/8 inch
1st. Stage Catchpot.
plate. It is cylindrical in shape having dished ends and is
mounted vertically. It is -2 dt. 6 inches in diameter by 5 ft
6 inch in height, and is provided with a sight glass.
It is
subjected to a test pressure of 100 lbs/sq.in.

.

2nd. Stage Catchpot. Of welded construction from 1/2 inch plate.
It is a vertically mounted cylinder with dished ends being
2 ft. diameter by 5 ft. 6 inch. high.
It is subjected to a
test pressure of 250 lbs / sq.in .
aa.
1.4.
•Stjaeats,12.
10t. This is made up from 10 inch bore solid

dram
M.S. tube. It is 11 in o:d. by 4 ft. long. The ends*
are screwed to take flanges onto
which the end covers are

bolted. Lens rings provide the seal between the pipe and the
This catchpot is tested to 800 lbs/sq.inch.
covers.
4th. Stage CatchRot. This is built up from 6 inch bore solid
drawn M.S. pipe 7 inch o.d. by 4 ft. long. Flanged ends
sealed with lens ring joints form the catchpot. Test pressure
1500 lbs/sq.inche
5th. Stage CatchRot.

This is built up from 4 inch bore

6 3/16 inch o.d. M.S. solid drawn tubing. The catchpot is
4 ft. long and is similar in construction tO the 3rd. stage unit.
-

Test pressure 4000 lbs / sq.in .
This is identImkrinxontruotion to the
6th. stage Catchpot.
Methanol and Ammonia section catchpots and is fully described
In passing it is
in the account of the former section.
interesting to note that its test pressure is 8000 lbs/sq.in .
condensate and Oil Collecting Vessel.
Condensate and oil collected in the catchpots is blown to a
cylindrical vessel which is of welded construction fabricated
from 3/8 inch plate. It is 2 feet diameter by 3 feet high.
It is fitted with a level gauge, pressure gauge, vent to the
Gland leaks from the
1st. stage suction, and a drain line.
1st„ 2nd, and 3rd. stages of the compressor pass to this vessel
after being metered.
General Cooling.
The cooling water for the jackets and oil coolers on the
compressor is supplied from the. factory system. The compression
plant is designed to operate on water at Ws The jackets of
the machine require approximately 15 M°A5e. To prevent oil from
the cylinders contaminating the general factory cooling water
system asspereting• tank is provided in the return line from
This tank which is 4 feet 6 inches by
the jacket coolers.
12 feet by 5 feet high is fitted with baffles to retain oil
which is removed periodically.
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002 REMOVAL PLANT.
General.
The CO2 Removal plant is situated in the process
between the second and third stages of the main gas compressor.
• The gas is piped fPom the compression system after the second
stage catchpot to the base of the 002 absorption tower via
a 4" line. A non-return valve and a panel mounted isolation
• valve, together with an analysis point and a temperature

point, are fitted to this line.
From the top of the absorption tower the gas leaves

through a 4" line and after passing through an orifice plate
enters a catchpot and from there returns to the third stage
suction; in the return line is situated a 1" blow-off and
isolation valve, a pressure gauge point, an analysis point,
a relief valve (set to blow at 160 lbs./sq. in.,) a second
pressure gauge connection for use of a gauge mounted on the
compressor panel and an isolation valve (panel mounted). A
differential pressure gauge reading the pressure drop across
the CO2 tower is fitted to the lines going to and from the
tower; its object is to give warning of any hold-up'of water .
In the tower which might eventually be carried through to the
compressor.
CO2 Absorption Tower.

This is a fusion-welded M.S. vessel fabricated
It
according to Lloyds Rules for Class -1 pressure vessels.
is 60'14" long by 4' diameter having dished ends of 5/8" wall
thickness and sides of i" wall thickness. The top of the
tower is removable, being flanged to the main section and
bolted in place by 40 - le diameter 5" M.S. bolts on a
The flanges are 4'7" O.D. by 2" thick; they are
P.O.D.
provided with 3/8" st2fening gussets between alternate bolts.
The tower is provided with central 10" water inlets and outlets
at top and bottom and a 4" gas inlet 8'3" from the bottom and
a 4" gas outlet in the top cover. An 18" manhole is
situated 18' from the base.
Below the gas inlet pipe a series of vertical M.S.
plates placed at right angles sebve as vortex breakers and
above the gas inlet pipe a supporting grid carries the 42' of
packing. This consists of 2" x 2" x 16 S.W.G. galvanised
iron rings random packed. 402 Cu. ft. of packing is
required providing 12,900 sq. ft. of surface.
Level gauge connections are provided 2'3" and 9'3"
from the base of the tower.
30 tons.

The tower when empty weighs 12 tons and when, full,
Test pressure is 230 lbs./Sqi.in.

CO2 Catchrot.
This'is a cylindrical vessel 2'6" diameter by 11'3 1
long fabricated in a similar manner to the CO2 tower. Wall
thicknesses at I" at sides and 5/8" at ends. The top cover _
is removable, being bolted to the main section by 24 le
diameter q" M.S. bolts and 2 t 10 4. " in P.C.D. The flanges
carrying these bolts are 3t0an O.D. by 2" thick and 'are
gussetted to the body in a similar manner as the CO2 tower.
Inlet and outlet pipes are 4" diameter and are situated
centrally at the top of the vessel, the inlet pipe extending
5' into the centre of the catchpot.
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Level gauge connections are provided 1 1 and 3 / 6"
from the base.
A central li" diameter is fitted at the
bottom end.
Water Injection Pun).
This is a two stage high head pump designed to deliver
370 M3/hr. at 400 1 head.
It runs at 1,500 r.p.m. and is
direct coupled to a. 240 H.P. motor.
It was supplied by
Thompsons Engineering and Pipe Company, Ltd., the test log
and a graph showing characteristic curves are attached.

The pump sucks water by a 10" C.I. main from the
forced draught tower sump through a twin strainer set and

delivers via a 10" C.I. pipe to the Absorption Tower. A panel
controlled delivery valve of the Lamer-Johnson type is
fitted to the delivery line to control water rates to the
tower.
Water Control Valves.
Due to the large quantities of water involved and
the need for accurate rate control, a piston type of needle
valve operated by the water pressure on the upstream side is
The
used. Two sizes are required 6" - 5" and 6" - 3".
operation of each is the same; a cross sectional arrangement
of the larger size is shown in Fig. 2.
The discharge rate from the valve is controlled by
the position of plunger D which in turn takes up a position to
balance the internal and external pressures. One of these
internal pressures, L, will be dependent on the openings of
the inlet and outlet ports from this space.
Therefore, if
plunger K is retracted slightly and the outlet port
correspondingly increased the pressure in space L will fall
and the piston D will float back thus reducing the outlet
port. D will take up a new position giving a slightly
greater discharge figure for the valve. Similarly advancing
K will tend to close the valve. By this means fine control
can be achieved. The needle valve Q adjusts the speed of

operation of the valve.
These valves are situated on the pump delivery line
to the tower (6" - 5"), and on the let-down line from the
absorption tower to the forced draught tower (6" - 3" size).
The 6" - 3" 'valve operates on the same principle as
Because this smaller valve is in the
the 6" - 5" unit.
let-down line, however, where considerable quantities of gas
are liable to be evolved, a separate water source is required
for the internal piston to prevent gas locking; this is
supplied by the factory water service.
Forced Draught Regeneration and Cooling Water.

•

This tower which is designed to strip the dissolved
CO2 from the circulating water and also to remove the heat
of solution (equivalent to 0.5°C. under normal conditions)
is mounted on a concrete tank about 6' above the level of
the CO2 pump. It is packed with triangular wooden slats
It has the
spaced on 9" centres in rows 15" apart.
following general dimensions.

-37.Water Rate (max.)
Cooling Range .
Tower Dimensions Length
Width .

Total Height
Height of Packing

370 143/hr.
0.50C.
18' 9"
18' 9"
.23 ,

Dimensions of Water Tank Length
Width
Normal Water Depth
Approximate Capacity

18' 9"
18' 9"

6,
60 I.13

Eight rows of li" porcelain nozzles distribute the
water on to the packing from troughs located at the top of
the tower. The water is fed into these troughs from the 10"
C.I. inlet main by means of a baffle box which absorbs
irregularities in the water flow.
Two propellor type fans of 45,000 M 3/hr. capacity
each are located at the bottom of the tower immediately above
the water tank. These fans supply the necessary draught to
strip the descending water of any dissolved gases.
The walls of the tower are made from a double layer
of tongued and grooved Murray Pine timber and a sealing
layer of "Malthoid" is inserted between the planks to mini mise
leakage of water. 'A Jarrah framework independent of the

external walls carries the Oregon packing slats.
Safety Devices.
The only safety device on this section of the plant
is a low level alarm indicating dangerously low levels in the
forced draughttower pond. '
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METHAiOL SYNTHESIS PLANT-.
Gas Circulation System.
Gas from the Compreasion Plant is delivered to the
Methanol Synthesis Plant through a ,./8" diameter H.P. line.
On the compressor control panel e 5/ 8" bypass is provided ,
to. allow compressed gas. to be piped directly to the C..C4
Removal Plant. , By this means*the,C.D. Removal Plant can be
operated at any desired rate irrespective of the Methanol'
Plant outputs. Ibis bypass is fitted with two panel operated
One of these valves is used as a stop
.5178" U.P. valves.
valve and is.pither always fully open or fully shut; the
other is ubed as , a control-valve and is gagged to give the
appropriate gas rate; operating . a valve under these conditions. quiCklY "wire draws" the peat, hence the need for the second"
The inlet line tO the
valve for gas' tight clOsures.
circulation syatem:is equipped with two 5/8" H.P..valves
and an intermediate pressure gauge.. One of these valves is
mounted on-the-compreesor panel and the other on the •
methanol Control panel. ''Immediately after the second valve,
a recording flowmeter records the amount of*gas passing
This system which is in
methanol circulation system.
to
1*" H.P. piping throughout, nine to a 9" oil catchpot,
Between the catchpot
and thence to the methanol converter.
and the converter is an analysis connection, a pressure 'gauge,

a le H.P. .control Valve, an indicating flowmetet and a
pressure. gauge (measuring the gas pressure immediately before
the converter). By-passing the control valve and flowmeter
is a 5/8" line also fitted with an H.P. valve and indicating
flowmeter whichis used to obtain fine control for starting up
The converter heat exchanger bypass line with
the converter.
Its attendant 1*" valVe and '-flowmeter is teed off immediately
before the main flowmeter. This bypass line is fitted with
a blank for purging out purposes. All the controls in this
'section are panel mounted.
From the converter, the ring main passes to the
condenser coolers; this section is in 3% Cr. _steel and is
fitted with a pressure gauge (panel mounted) and temperature.
point. 'From the condenser the main passesdirectly to a 12"
diameter condenser catchpot and from there to the suction aide"
Of the methanol circulator.. .A, temperature point and a purging
out connection are. located before the catchpOt. and an analysis '
point, a . bIow-off,statiOn and two :control valves are situatedThe blow-off arrangement consists of a 3/8"
after'it.
panel operated control valve with a 3/8" isolation valve. .
upstream; 'an Intermediate. 3/16" valve tees off for gas sampling
purposes.
•
One of the control valves is panel mounted and the
••
second. is located at the circulator.
This unit has inlet and delivery pressure gauges and a-bypass fitted with Control
Valve, relief valve and blow-off valve array. Prom the
circulator the main runs to the Circulator cooler; a circulator
delivery valve and purging connections are located before the
cooler- and a temperature connection after the cooler,
immediately before the circulator catChpot.. From thiscatchs.
pot the ring main completes the circuit by returning to the
gas inlettpOint; this section contains a blow-off connection,
a 5/8"- 'branch to the C:O. Removal Plant, a . bypassaineto
the ciraulator suction and a Panel operated control valve. The
.
bypass line to the circulator suction is.used.for starting
up purposes when bringing the converter on line, it'is - fitted
With panel mounted control valve.

-39-

9 in. Oil Catchpot.
This is a M.S. catchpot 9" lung. inside diameter, 14"
It is fitted with top and
outside diameter by 5 1 long.
bottom covers sealed by lens ring joints. , Chrome Molybdenum
The inlet
studs are used for bolting on the end covers.
gas is carried down to the centre of the catchpot where a ,
spiral discharge imparts a rotary motion to the gas to assist
in the precipitation of oil particles. A flat cone,. below
this discharge point, which reaches to within a e of the A
catchpot wall forms a dead space for the, oil to collect.
le connection at the bottom of the catOhpot reduces after
an isolation valve to a 3/6" line along which oil can be
blown to a M.S. collecting pot.

Methanol - Converter.
The internals of the Methanol Converter have been
designed to fit the same size forging as that used for the
Ammonia converter. The converter body is hollow forged from
It is 22 1 9" long by 4'4" outside diameter
331 chrome steel.
The bore is 2 1 3-i"
at the top reducing to. 2 1 11" in the body.
swaged in to 1 1 71" at the base.
. The bottom closure consists of a cover and lens ring,
bolted in position by twelve studs. The cover is from 3%
The lens
chrome steel and is 2 1 11" diameter by 104" thick.
ring of M.S. is 22" outside diameter by 17" inside diameter by
is 60 0 and radius of
411-' base thickness. Apex angle
The contact circle diameter is 19 -1".
spherical faces is 19e.
The bottom studs are from Chrome Moly. steel 3*" diameter
by 1 1 114" long; each end is threaded 6 T.P.1. Whitworth;
they are screwed 5" into the forging and are supplied with
The studs are located on a 2 1 413/4" P.C.D.
M.S. nuts.
The top closure is in two portions; the main cover
has a central hole which in turn is closed by the top cover.
The main cover is 4'4" diameter by 1 1 5i" thick forged from
It is
The central hole is 17" diameter.
3% chrome steel.
held in place by 12 chrome Moly. studs 4*" diameter by
2 1 3*" long; these studs are threaded 6 T.P.1.'Whitworth and
screwed into the forging to a depth of 61-"; they are supplied
with M. 3, nuts. The main cover is reduced in thickness to
1 1 1i" outside a diameter of 2 1 9" to accommodate studs on a
3'7" P.C.D. The seal between the main cover and the body
is of the-Vickers-Anderson type. 'A recess in the top of the
body takes the U shaped sealing ring which is of M.S. 2 1 5"
outside diameter by 2 1 3e inside diameter by li" wide. The wall
The mean contact diameter .
thickness of the U section is 1".
is 2 / 4e, the contact face being 3/32" wide protruding from the
ring 5/16".
,

The top cover, which is forged from 3% chrome, is
2'9" outside diameter by 94" thick. • It is bolted into place
by 12 - 3i" diameter chrome Moly. studs 2 1 long threaded
They are screwed
6 T.P.1. Whitworth located on a 2 1 2" P.C.D.
into the main cover to a depth of 5e; they are supplied with
M.S. nuts. ' The seal between the main cover and the top .
cover is a lens ring 25" outside diameter, 19i" inside
diameter having a base depth of 144". The apex angle is 60 0
and the radius of the curved faces is 22*". The diameter of
the circle of contact is 22*".
The internals are of the wall cooling type, i.e.
all incoming gas passes spirally down the outside of the basket
and carries heat away frobi the forging wall.
The following dimensions are applicable to the unit:-

-
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Working Pressure
Test Pressure
Catalyst Volume
Catalyst depth
Rated Capacity
Inside diam. of Catalyst Basket
Length of Catalyst Basket
Interchanger
Interchanger area
Total Weight

•

•350 ate.i
525 ate. (hyd)
250 litres
7 ft.
L. shortctons/day
l' 31"i '
,

2o'8"

84 coils mean diam. 2" 0.D.
pipe* 10 S.W.G.
212.4.isq. ft.
28 Ohs

Gas entering the converter at the top passes down

through the well cooler and then enters the ciold side of the
interchangerat the base of the converter; Mlle is the coilin-sheath type and is manufactured in stainless steel throughout.
From the interchanger the gas passes up a central pipe to
enter the heater chamber; in this is lOcatea a 100 K.W. three
phase heatqw; this heater is fed from a transformer fitted
with primary winding control which enables the output voltage
to be varied from zero to one hundred volts41 At 100 volts full
load current is 580 amps. The heater coil# in the converter
are made from phosphor bronze.
,
The gas passes from the heater chamber directly down
through the catalyst bed and from the bottomAbf the bed the
converted gases enter the hot side of the interchanger and from
Two temperature/points are
there leave the converter.

located in the catalyst bed; and thesea together
with those
panel mounted
in the circulation system are read on.

multi-point indicator.
Methanol Condenser Cooler.

This is a jacketted serpentine cooler consisting of
two banks of twelve tubes connected by U bends. The top
tube in each bank is from 3% Cr. steel, the remainder being
The total length 15,584 ft., pipe
ordinary H.P.M.S. pipe.
The total cooling surface is
diameter throughout is 1* ins.
294 sq. ft. requiring 25 Ms/hr. for cooling purposes. If there
is the slightest tendency to leak at M.S. pipe joints containing
liquid methanol under pressure the methanol will quickly cut
To prevent this the ends of the
the surface of the joint.
pipe in the cooler and on the line to the catchpot are tipped
with a welded deposit of NOT3 steel and stainless steel lens
rings are used for all these joints..
Condenser Catchpot.

This is machined from a hollow M.S. forging, 8'4" long,
The outside
1'7" outside diameter by l' inside diameter.
diameter is increased to 2 1 2*" at the top to carry a ring of
studs and the inside diameter at the base is reduced to 6"
for the same reason.
The top and bottom closures are covers sealed by
The top cover is 2'2*" diameter by 8*" thick,
lens rings.
It is bolted to the body. by 10 - 3" diameter chrome moly. studs
19" long screwed 6 T.P.1. Whitworth and supplied with M.S.
The studs are screwed into the body to a depth of
nuts.
The top lens ring is 16" outside
on a P.C.D. of 20*".
diameter by 12* inside diameter by 3r base thickness. The
apex angle is 600 and the radius of the contact faces is 14*.
The contact circle diameter is 14".
The bottom cover is 15i" diameter by 5" thick, it is
bolted to the body by 7 - 2" diameter chrome moly. studs 12" '
The studs
long, screwed 2" B.S.P. and supplied with M.S. nuts.
on
a
P.C.D.
of
lli".
3"
are screwed into the base to a depth of

-41The bottom lena ring is C" outside diameter by 0" inside
diameter by 213s" base thickness. The apex angle is 60 0 and
the radius of the contact faces and the diameter of the contact
circle are both 7;,':". The might of the catchnot is 3 tons.
The inlet and outlet connections arc through the
top cover. The inlet is fitted uith the spiral discharge
pipe with the attendant mibrella as on the oil catchoot.
A 11' diameter connection passes through the botton cover and
oil or other impurities can be blown through this line to the '
collecting pot. The catchpot is supplied with a panel

mountod level caw fitted vith loolation
and blow-daon valves.
or the eatehTobt below the
A a" brameh is led from the side

level gauge connection through two lot-don valves to a ILO.
"let-dex_n vessel" which is mounted in such &position on the

tower structure that methanol can drain from it to the crude
methanol storage tanks. An analysis point end a high level
alarm are provided for this vessel.
Circulator

This is a single crank vertical type machine with
one double acting cylinder. A tail rod is fitted to the piston.
The output is 7,000 11 3/hour (gas at 20 0C. and 1 atm.).

The inlet pressure is 320 ats, and the diseharce pressure 360
ate. It is driven by a /5 H.P. tound rotor induction motor;

the normal running speed of the motor is 730 r.p.m., but speed

control down to 370 r.p.m. is provided by moans of a liquid
regulator in the rotor circuit. Pive Veo bolts drive the
circulator at 160 r.p.m. at full speed.
The design for tho unit has been developed from an
original design by Peter Brotherhood Ltd. A C.I. bodplate
carrying the main bearings and an outboard pedestal bearing
for the crankshaft also supports the C.I. entablature having
built in crosshead guides and a machined scat for the 'cylinder.
•

The cylinder and top and bottoD gland housings which

are of forged steel s bolt together to farm a single unit vhich

is attached to the entablature by the lower flange of the
cylinder. The cylinder forging is 11" diameter by 15" long
having a bore of 5.633"; a pearlitic C.I. liner is fitted
having a bore of 4.8125 inches. The top and bottom gland
forgings are 5" outside diameter by 3.063" bore and are also
fitted with liners having an inside diameter of 2.25". Miter
jackets are provided for these three sections.
The piston rod which is 5'6" long, spigots into the
crosshead and is locked with cotter pin. Ten ring grooves
are provided on the 4.75" piston and thirty eight grooves on
both piston rod and the gland rods for effective sealing.
The cylinder rings arc 189" vide and have a gap of 0.0125"
when in the cylinder. The gland rings are .155 inches wide
and are fitted to have a gap of 0.006 in. when in the glands.

The stroke of the machines is 6e. Lubrication is
provided by two pumps driven from the crankshaft. The first
is a small single acting reciprocating pump for the lubrication
of the main bearings and top andbottom connecting rod bearings.
The second is a three point "Bosch" type high pressure pump
for the lubrication of the top and bottom glands and the cylindort
•
The inlet and exit valves arc of the spring loaded
mushroom typo. They are housed in rectangular steel blocks
attached directly to the cylinder. The E.P. lines loading
to and from the machine are bolted to these blocks.
The barring of the machine is carried out by hand
using a lever inserted into holes drilled in the flywheel.
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The auziliarios include a second uotor driven
H.P. "Bosch" lubricator f or starting u7) purposes, and a
Budenburg Tachooeter.

•

The gas len7_zs from the to end bottom glands are
collected and piped aucy through a ilowEoter to the oil
collecting pot.. The gland leaks flomoter gives a useful . .
indication of any broakdoun in the oiling system to those scalp.
CirculatoP Cooler

This relatively Email cooler is of the inter jacketted
counter-curront serpentine variety. It COLVIViSOS 9 H.L. pipes having a total length of 111.5 feet and a cooling
surface area of 56.3 sq. feet.
This cooler consuzos 8 E3/hour of cooling vator.
Circulator Catchpot

The circulator catchnot is similar to the condenser
catchloot uith the =option that no level gauge is required
and that the only drain is at the botton leading to the
mato oil collocting pot.
011 Oolloctiam Pot

•

•

This cylindor vessel 10 of uolded construction
fabricated from e plate. It receives mote oil from the
three catehpots and the gland looks from the circulator. It
is fitted uith a 1" drain and a lowl gauge attachoent, also
a pressure gauge and CI 2n spring loaded relief valve pet to
lift at 15 lbs./Sq, inch gauge. . A 0" lino runs froa this
vassal to the min compressor suction line to carry amy
the gas evolved when oil under high pressure is lot down.

•

•

•
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NETHANOL DISTILLATIOR PLAVT

INTRODUCTIOB
coasime=raemsam
The Distillation Plant is separated from the
remainder of the equipment on account of the highly inflammable
nature of refined methanol. The crude and Defined storage tanks
are located at ground level approximately 50 feet from a tower
structure which carries the remainder of the equipment. This
structure, uhich Is 15 feet by 25 feet at the base by 75 feet
high, has docks at appropriate levels. (aperoximately every 12 feet)
A stairway runs up one side of the structure and an overhead
gantry beam at the top of the structure is provided to facilitate
the handling of the still sections and other equipment.
The structure is unsheeted but all controls o
i.e. panel valves, flowmeters, tapperature recorders, etc., are
located on a panel situated in a control house at the base of
the structure.
An elevated loading out platform for the storage
and filling of drums is located on the plant. This platform is
fitted with an automatic "Bowser" for measuring methanol exported
from the plant. This loading platfora is covered in on all
sides except that facing the road uhich is used for loading out
purposea.
BATCH TAUS
issems=claanemenw

Crude methanol from the Let Down Vessel (located
on the methanol synthesis bay of the main tower structure) flows
by gravity to one of ti o batch tanks. These are of m. a. .
welded construction capacity 24 0 fabricated from inch plate
and cylindrical in shape. They are fitted with level gauges,
sample points for analysis and are efficiently earthed. A 1"
standpipe 6 feet high from each tank provides a vent; thooe are
fitted with a "snuffer' for use in ease of fire. These "snuffers"
consist of a .2r-inch steam jet set across the mouth of the vent.
All vents on vessels in the distillation section are similarly
treated and the steam to them is controlled from a common valve.
In the event of a fire the steam supply to them extinguishers
is turned on and this prevents the firing of any vents as well
as extinguishing any that are already alight.
The batch tanks are located on a steel trestle
structure above the crude methanol storage tanks.
CRUDE D1ETHA11OL STORAGE raMS
There are three of these, each of 18 Li 3 capacity,
situated at ground level. The various services feeding them
are piped from headers above the tanks and an operating platform
runs along the top of the tanks for the control of these services.
The tanks are cylindrical in shape, are 12 feet
high by 8 feet diameter, and are fabricated from 5/16 inch fa.s.
plate. They are provided with level gauges, drain lines, vents,
sample points, air-connections and are efficiently earthed.
Crude methanol is fed to these tanks from a *inch
m.s. header pipe. The air connection (1 inch diameter) is
connected to a perforated ring at the base of the tank for
blowing purposes.,
Caustic soda can be fed to these tanks by a 1-:e-inch
line from the caustic soda storage tank.
A 14-inch lino from the 6 U 3 Inter receivers
the -7d-- U3 egg runs back to the crude storage tanks.

PRIMARY STILL SYSTEM
The primary still, having a capacity of 0,23

tons/hour, is built up of 4-foot welded m.s. sections bolted
together.

It is 60 feet high and 2'6" in diameter.

The internals consist of forty-eight bubble
cap plates of 0.1. construction, accurately levelled.
Below
the plates is a callandria with a total heating surface of .
430 sq.ft.
This is achieved by means of i61:Alumbro tubes
10 ft, long by 1 inch 0.D.
The callandria operates at 15 Ibs.
per sq. in. pressure and. a motor operated steam control valve
maintains the pressure at this figure within close limits.
Vapour leaving the still passes out through
an 8-inch m.s. main to the primary condenser.
Crude methanol is fed to the still at one of
the following plates - 21, 24 or 27; and the refined methanol
is taken off at either plates 39, 42 or 45.
Pressure and analysis points are provided
at every ninth tray and eight temperature points are provided;
one immediately below the callandria and one immediately above
it and the others at the feed and take-off points.
The feed to the still comes from a constant
head tank, 1 foot diameter x 4 feet high which is maintained
by one of two nompsons pumps (one working, one spare) with a
capacity of 3 Mo per hour against a total head of 80 feet with
liquid of 0.9 specific gravity. The overflow from this tank
returns to the suction line via a 20-foot lute.
The 11" m.s. line from the head tank to the
still is fitted with a Rotameter for flow measurement and a
control valve, both of which are mounted on the control panel.
The tails from the still are controlled by a
panel valve and are measured by means of a notehmeter.
The steam supply to the callandria is metered
and controlled by a panel valve; the condensate being led
away through a 11" trap to drain.
The still is lagged with 85% magnesium lagging
to a thickness of 2".
PRIMARY CONDENSER
This is of the multi-pass type having an
8 in inlet and a 3-inch vapour outlet. It is of welded
construction and has a condensing surface of 360 sq. ft.
made up by 160 Alumbro tubes 9'6" long, 1" O.D. x 14 S.S.G.
Condensate drains through a 2" line back to
the top of the still (plate no. 48) through a lute. A
flowmeter, analysis point and temperature point are provided
in this line.

Cooling water is supplied through a 3" line
fitted with a flowmeter and isolation valve on the inlet
side and a panel mounted control valve and a temperature
point on the exit side..
Both the vapour lines have temperature points

mounted in them.
Care is taken to ensure that this reflux
condenser is efficiently earthed.
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'Refined methanol from one of trays 3 1,. 62 or 45
runs via a 1*-inch diameter line to a cooler. This cooler io
of the annular typo, having a. 1-inch diameter Alumbro coil set
in an annular mas. tank 6 feet high d feet 6 inches outside
diameter and 4.2, feet inside diameter. The methanol is cooled
by counter- current action the uater being let into the tank
at the base end overflouiAg from the top. Cooling uater is
supplied through a 1-inch diameter line; a temperature point
is located in the 11-inch outlet line. The cooled methanol
discharges from the bottom of the cooler through a 1-inch m. a.
line fitted uith a temperature point, an analysis point, a
rotameter end a panel control valve to one of tuo inter
receivers. These inter receivers, which serve as intermediate
storage vessels for testingiare of voided construction being
plate being
cylindrical in ohape and fabricated from
6 feet diameter by 7 feet 6 inches highs They are fitted uith
level gauLes, analysis points and vents. A 1-inch compressed
air service is also provided to each tank uhich connects With
a. perforated ring at the base of the tank for agitation purposes.
A 1..inch line runs to either tank from a 5-litre sulphuric acid
in. a. container for doping the methanol.
From the inter receivers the methanol is run via
a 11-inch m. s. line to either the refined storage or back to
the crude storage for further retreatment.
REFINED UBTHANOL STOAG1

This section consists of three cylindrical
m.s. tanks of similar construction to the crude methanol
storage tanks. They are located at ground level and are
fitted with level gauges, drain lines, analysis points, vcnte
and air agitation arrangements. A 1-:4 -inch line from each
tank connects to a common header feeding to a metering bouser
uhich is electrically driven.

SECONDOY OETHOGI, LIYSTEU
Vapour from the primary refluu condenser
passes to a secondary condenser.
The secondary condenser is of the "trombone"
type. The 3-inch vapour line enters the top of a horizontal
cylinder; and condensate drains out the base. Cooling is
provided by means of three: sets of circular coils made pp of
galvanised :34:" X.D. piping. , The cooling surface is 46.5 square
feet. A 2-inch vent, is located in the centre of this cooler
to remove any uncondensed. vapour. Cooling water is provided
by means of a *inch line vith a flowmeter and orifice plate
on the inlet side and a temperature point and panel control .
valve on the exit side.
Condensate from the condepaer passes through a
rotameter to a secondary receiver of 3 IP eapacity. This
receiver, uhich is a cylindrical tank . of welded construction.
from .Inch m.o. plate s is fitted with a level geuee. connection
and an analysis point. It is connected by a 1 - inch d::zain to
either the feed for the secondary still or the line to the crude
methanol storage.
-

The secondary still, uhich has a capacity of 0.1
tons/hour,consists of a, 20-feet high 12-inch diameter m.o.
column packed Vith 1-inch m.o. rings to a packed height of
19 feet. The feed enters through a rotameter and panel
valve to one of three feed points located 2 feet 3 inches,
3 feet 9 inches and 5 feet 3 inches from the base of the
packing. Analysis point is situated in the feed line. At
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the base of the still a callandria heater consisting of a
triple coil of 1-inch diameter Alumbro tubing having a
total heating surface of 49 square feet is supplied by steam
from the same system that feeds the primary still. A level
gauge is fitted to the callandria. Temperature points are
located at 3 foot intervals up the packed portion of the
still and at the base of the callandria.
A 6-inch vent with a manometer connection and
temperature point leads to the reflux condenser. This is
identical in construction to the secondary condenser with the
exception that the = ter line is 2 inches diameter in place of
the 1i-inch diameter line on the latter vessel. Isolation
valve and am:meter on the inlet line and panel control valve
and temperature point on the exit line are provided for this
water service.
.

The condensate from this unit flops through a
reflux line back to the top of the still. A rotameter and analysis point are located in this line. A drain
throuLh a rotameter is connected to this line for purging
purposes.
The bottoms from the still run through the
secondary still cooler to a i 0 pressure egg. The cooler
is identical to the methanol cooler for the primary still.

The:prom:lure egg ie oso. cylindrical vassal

vith dished ends. It is fitted vith a level cauce, a

•

•

pressure gauge and an analysis point. Air is supplied from
a "Mach" type ecnpressor thich services the whole plant at
30 lbs. per square inch Gauge pressure.
Crude methanol collected in this egg is blown
back to the crude storage tanks vi a 11--inchm.s. line.

•

•
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CO REMOVAL AND FINAL . PURIFICATION PLANT.
High Pressure Gas Lines.
Gas from the Compression plant enters the CO Removal
plant via a 5/8 in. H.P. line; an orifice plate is fitted into
this line and a panel mounted pressure gauge is connected to it.
Before entering the base of the CO removal tower a 5/8 in. line
from the Methanol Synthesis plant tees into the system. A
purging out connection is provided tnuediately before the tower.
• The scrubbed gas leaves the top of the tower through
a 5/8 in. line which conveys it to the base of the caustic
scrubber, a purging out connection, a blow-off arrangement, an
isolation valve and a non-return valve are located in this

notion.
From the top of the caustic scrubber a 5/8 in. line

runs to the top of the charcoal catchpot. A blow-off arrangement,
a pressure gauge a purging tout connection, and orifice plate, a
branch leading to the CO and CO2 estimators, an isolation valve
and a second blow-off after the isolation valve are incorporated
in this line.
Gas leaves the base of the charcoal scrubber passes
through an isolation valve in the 5/8 in. line l 'a 3/8 in.
branch for the make up gas katharometer and a panel mounted

blow-off arrangement is fitted inthio section; the gas then
passes through a panel mounted control valve before entering
A by-pass taken
circulation system of the Synthesis plant.

the

from before and after the isolation valve preceeding the charcoal
catchpot and re-entering the system immediately

after the
isolation valve on the line leaving this vessel alloys it to be
isolated for short period without shutting down the plant. This
by-pass is fitted with a 5/8 in'. isolation value.
Copper Liquor Lines.
For the sake of clarity the copper liquor lines are

considered under the copper liquor regeneration system.
CO Removal Tower.
This tower is made up of two equal M.S. hollow forgings
bolted together to form a toyer 38 ft. high; it is 13 in. inside
diameter by 20 in. outside diameter. Each end of the two halves
carries 10 in. of R.H. buttress thread, 1/2 in. pitch by 3/8 in.
tooth face, this thread stand)proud of the forging.
The two central flanges and the two end flanges are
2 feet 3-3/8 in • outside diameter by 9 in. thick and are
recessed to carry a 60 0 lens ring.
The studs for the central joint are 2 ft. 3-6/8 in. long
by 3-1/4 in. diameter. They are made from Chrome Moly. 'Steel
and are screwed - 6 T.P.I. Whitworth; 10 are provided. They are
screwed into one flange and carry elongated cap nuts 11-1/4 in.
long screwed for 6 - 1/21n; the position of the hexangonal faces
alternating to allow operation by a spanner.
The studs for the end joints are similar to those
'already described except in their length which is 2 ft 2-1/8 in.
The nuts are 5-1/2 in. long and although they are not cap nuts
the same staggering of the faces as used on the mid Joint, is
necessary for spanner clearance.
The three lens rings are similar and are machined from
forgings.
They are 17-1/2in. outside diameter.by 13-1/2'
M.2.
in inside diameter with a contact diameter of 15-1/2 in a face
radius of 15-1/2 in. and a base width of 3-112in.
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The end covers are 2 ft. 3-3/8 in. outside diameter
by 9 in. thick and one recessed to carry the lens rings. They

are drilled on a 24 in. P.Q.D. to carry the 10 -

in. etude.

Level gauge connection holes are drilled in the wall
of the tower at if t2 in. and 5 ft. 2 in. from the bottom end,
two' at right angles at each distance.

The tower is random packed with 20 ft. of 1-1/2 in. by
1-1/21n. by 16 S.U.G. U.S. rings supported on a grid 9 ft. from
the base of the toyer. A stand pipe with protecting umbrella
at the top is provided for the gas inlet at the base or the
tower; gas leaving the top of the tower must pass through a

series of baffle plates to eliminate entrainment. Copper
liquor is conveyed onto the packing through distributing box.
To prevent escape of gas through the copper liquor outlet at the

base of the toue4 baffle plates are fitted to break up any
Incipient

vortex.

Copper Linuor Injector.

This is a three-throw, single acting horizontal ram
pump. It is driven by a 100 H.P. 730 R.P.U. wound rotor
induction motor fitted with speed control. The drive is
through a single reduction double helical gearing.
The motor and injector are mounted on a common base

plate which covers the bearings for the crank shaft and to

which the cylinder blocks are bolted on 15-1/2 in. centres
The driving D.H. pinion is forged integrally
with the driving shaft from 0.5* steel. The shaft is
1-1/2 in. Ida. x 3ft 5 in. long. The pinion has 26 teeth
3 in, D.P. 22-1/2 helIx angle on an 8 in. face. belling 8.746
in O.D.
The driven wheel is 64.587 in 0.D. and carries 192
D.H. teeth 3 in. D.P. 20 0 P.A.
The teeth are machined on
a 0.4 C. Steel tyre shrunk on to a C.S. spider which is keyed to
and 8-1/8 in. dia. crank shaft.
The 3 throw 120 0 crank carries four uain bearings of
The crank
6 in. dia.
The cranks are at 15-1/2 in. C.R.S.
shaft is drilled to supply forced lubrication to all bearings.
The conaecting rods are articulated to the cross heads
by ball and socket joints.
The cross heads slide in spun 0.1.
guides and arc attached to the rams by means of rings fitting into
recesses on the latter.
The rams are 1-7/8 in. dianter by 26 in. long and chrome
plated. A case hardness of 950 - 1000 . S.C. is necessary to give
satisfactory life. Rams are normally case hardened when new _
and then ground and built up with hand chrome plating as they
wear.
The cylinders are machined from forgings 6 in. square
by 2 ft. 3-3/8 iniong. This unit also carries the suction and
delivery valves. The cylinders are 2-7/8 in. dia. and are
sealed at the ram entry end by a stuffing box packed with
alternate turns of greasy hemp and woven cotton.
The valves are of the dead weight poppet type. Lift
1/8 in. seat diameter 1-15/16 in. The seats are 2-7/8 in. O.D.
by 1-3/4 in. I.D. and fit smugly into the valve housing being
scaled with two fibre rings let into the outzface of the seat
Both the valves and the seats are from 1251 orAteel.
ring.
The valve recesses are sealed by covers held in place by
6 - 3/4 in. bolts.

•
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- 49 Inlet and outlet headers connect the cylinders.
A direct driven gear pump supolies oil from the sump
in the crankcase to all bearings and guides.

Caustic Ucrubbcr•
This is machined from M. hollow forging. It is
18 in. inside diameter by 28 in. outside diameter by 10 ft. long.
The top is swaged in to give 12 in. inside diameter and 26-1/4 in.
outside diameter and the bottom is swaged in to give 9 in. inside
diameter and 21 in. outside diameter.
Covers are bolted to each end and sealed with lens rings.
The top cover which is 26-114 in. diameter by 8-1/2 in. thick is rec
eased on the underside to accommodate the lens ring. It is
bolted to the body by 10 chrome moly. studs 3 in. diameter on a
2-1/4 in. P.C.D. the studs are threaded to Whitworth form 6 T.P.I.
they are 19 in. long and are screwed into the body to a depth
The bottom cover is 20 in. diameter by 6-1/2 in.
of 4-1/2 in.
thickpit is recessed in a similar way to the top cover. It is

bolted to the body by 8 chrome moly. studs 2-1/2 in. diameter
on a 15 in. P.C.D. the studs are threaded 2-1/2 B.S.P., they are
151/2 in. long and are screwed into the body to a depth of
3-3 4 in.
The lens rings are turned from U.S. forgings. The
top. one is 16 in. outside diameter 12 in.. inside diameter . by
3-1/4" thick at the base, in profile it approximates to an
equilateral triangle, the two inclined "sides" having a radius

of 14 in. The circle of contact are each face is 14 in. diameter.'
The bottom lens ring is similar to the top in profile, it is
12 in. outside diameter by 9 in. inside diameter. by 201/2 in.

maximum thickness. The radius of both faces is 10-1/4 in.
and the diameter of the contact circle is 10-1/4 in.
The scrubber is mounted in a vertical position and
supported in the structure by a ring projecting 1/2 in. located
6 feot.from the bottom of the vessel. It is tested to 525 ats.
The scrubber is packed with approximately 4000 U.S.

rings 1-1/2 in. diameter x 1-1/2 high made from 16 S.W.G. sheet.
A leVel gauge is fitted at the side and a 5/8 in H.P. blow down
line is located in the base. Caustic is injected into the side
of the vessel through a 3/8 in. Ha. line leading from the
caustic egg.

Caustic Iniection System.
Caustic for use in the caustic scrubber is mixed in a
small tank 3 ft. diameter by 3 ft. high. It is run from this
tank by gravity into a caustic egg through a 5/8 in. Ha, line
fitted with two isolation valves in series. The egg is made
from 4 in. solid drawn pipe; it is 7 in. outside diameter by
3 ft. long. Flanges 11 in. O.D. by 2-5/0 in. thick are screwed
to the ends and 6 - 1-1/2 in. studs screwed 8 T.P.I. Whitworth

bolt on the covers which are the same diameter and thickness as
the flanges. Pressure is supplied to the egg by a branch line
running from the Ha. gas lino having the CO. tower, two isolation
valves and a blow-off for pressure release are fitted to this
3/8 in. line.

Charcoal Scrubber.

This is a vessel similar in dimension and construction
to the caustic scrubber. The only difference between the units
being the omission of a level gauge and side entry pipe on the
Charcoal scrubber.

Copper Linuor System.

Copper liquor is stored in a cylindrical make up tank
when in girculation, and surplus copper liquor is contained in
two 10 LI storage tanks. - A 2 in. outlet from the make up
A by pass is •
tank runs to the let. copper liquor cooler.
provided for use on high rates to allow the liquor to be boosted
in pressure by one of the three circulating pumps before passing
to the cooler. After leaing this unit the liquor passes
through a duplex strainer into the copper liquor injector, all
Prom the injector the
lines up to this point are 2 in. diem.
liquor is delivered via a 1-1/4 in. H.P. line to the top of the
CO removal tower. In this section a non-return valve, a control
valve and a temperature point are located. The liquor is let
out the base of the tower through a 5/8 in. line past a temperature
point and to the let down panel. This let down Arrangement
consists Of tub 5/8 in. isolation valves with a third intermediate
3/8 1.n, valve
panel mounted, a pressure gauge is situated
between the Second and third valve. Mien letting down topper
liquor from the tower the 5/8 in. valves are normally fully open,
control being obtained by operation of the 3/8 in. valve, these
valves are located within sight of the panel mounted CO Toyer
level gauge. Prom the let down panel the liquor is forced up
to the let down vessel situated'in the top section of the
regeneration tower. ' It flows out of this section of the tower,
down throughaainterchanger and back to the top of the scrubbing
portion of t4e regen tower. In this section of the circulation
optaa a 4 N° capacity vessel is Connected in ouch a wag that the
liquor can be made to pass through a quarter s half, three Quarters,
or the full volume of the vesselar alternatively it may be passed

completely. An analysis point is located in the, line just before
entering the top of the scrubbing section of the tower.
From the base of the. tower the liquor returns to the
interchanger and then enters one of two booster pumps. Temperature
points are located on each side of the interchanger and pressure
gauges are fitted to all lines to and from the unit 'with the
exception of the initial.inlet line. From the booster pumps
the liquor is pumped through two coolers in series and then enters
the top of a small absorption column mounted on top of the make
up tank. A pressure gauge connection, panel operated valve, and
floWmeter are in the line before the coolers and temperature
point and an analysis point are in the line after the cooler.
ReRenoration Toyer.

This is a cylindrical tower of welded construction
2 ft. diameter by 43 ft. high. The 'tower contains a number
of °operate sections which perform inter-related functions - .
A 2 in. blow.off is situated at the top of the tower. The top
2 ft. are loft empty to act as a gas seperating space; the next .
8 ft. are packed with 1-1/2in. x 1-1/2 in x 16 S.W.G. U.S. rings
supported on a U.S. grid. Below this is another empty section
9 ft. high containing a diaphragm at the base on which is
supported a 3 in x 8 ft. 3 in. standpipe; this standpipe has a
cowl oven the top. A level gauge fitting is provided in this
section of the tower. Below the diaphragm is aaempty 5 ft. 6 in.
section and then 16 ft. of 1.•1/2in. by 1-1/2 in by 16 S.W.G. U.S.
rings supported by a U.S. grid. The reaainder of the toner is
taken up with a steam _heating unit. This is in the form of .a
callandria of 41 U.S. tubes 1 in bore by 3 ft. long enclosed in
a 3 ft diameter shell. Two level gauges-, one of which is
visible from the operating platform inside the ammonia building are fitted to this section of the tower. The whole of the
regeneration tower is lagged with 80 Uagnesia lagging to a
thickness of 1-1/2 in. and finished off with 1/2 in of hard
setting compound and cloth wrapping.
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This comprises 10 horizontal banks of 12 tubes each
7/8 in o.d. by 22 ft. long packed inside a'5 in. M.S. tube.
The total interchange surface is 605 sq.fet. The cold liquor
passes outside the 7/8 in. tubes and the hot liquor passes through
the tubes in a counter . current direction.
Copper Liquor Coolers.
The large set consists of two banks of coolingcoils and
the small set consists of one bank of coils; all banks are
identical. They consist of 32
- 12 ft. lengths of 1-1/2 in.
diameter pipe containing adproximately 160 sq. ft. of cooling
surface. The pipe runs are horizontal on 4-1/2 in. centres.
Cooling water is fed from C.I. launders above the coils, and
wooden slats bolted between the launders cause the cooling water
to film down over the pipes.
Make up Tank.

This is a M.3, welded cylindrical tank 6 ft a diam. by
8 ft. high with dished ends having a capacity Of 5 Mu . It is
mounted on a steel structure 6 ft. above a concrete sump which
also has a capacity of 5 M3 . At the top of the vessel is mounted
an 8 ft. by -18 in. scrubbing tower packed with 1/2 in. by 1/2 in.

x 16 S.W.G. M.S. rings in two sections. Connections are
provided so that air or ammonia gas may ,be blown into the base
of this toyer for controlling the composition of the liquor.

The make up tank is fitted with level gauges manhole, drain and
overflow connections.

411

Copper Liquor Drainage SNstem.
All, points in the copper liquor .lines where liquor would
collect when the lines were drained are•connected . by 2 in. lines
to a header which in turn is connected to the suction side of the

circulating pumps Via a strainer.

-

Similary all level gauge drains run to a collecting
pot from which pepper liquor 'canbe run- to the preparation tank.
Booster PUMPS.
Two are provided (1 running and 1 spare). They are
Thompson B.G.M. 1-1/4 in - 1-1/2 in types delivery 6 M3/hr.
against a total head of 75 ft.
Copper Liquor Preparation Plant.
This unit comprises the following equipment:Preparation Tank:
dis. x 10 ft. long.

Horizontal cylindrical welded tank 2 ft 6 in.

Copper Liquor Heater.- Cooler: Vertical, jacketted 10 ft. length
Of 1 - 1/2 in U.S. tube. The jacket is fitted with steam and
cooling water connections for temperature control purposes.
Copper Liquor P1eparation
Booster pumps.

Pumps. 3 are provided similar to the

Air Blowers This is a positive type L2 Nash - Hytor of
70 Mi)/ hr. capacity at 16 lbsfsq. in. It is ( directley
coupled to a 3 H.P. 1000 R.P.U. motor.
Copper Liquor Preparation Tower: This is a welded M.S. vertical
cylindrical vessel 2 ft. 6 in. diameter by 10 ft. high. A
supporting grid 18 in. from the bottom is provided to carry copper
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turnings. ADonia gas and
the base of this tower.

•

•

CAP

connections are provided in

Cocr Liquor Preparation Pkoework. 11-inehl:.0. lines
connect the circulating pump deliveries to the nrenaration
tower through the heater cooler. Eoro17.1 the bottoa of the
tower a line runs to the preparation tank s the base of this
tank is connected to the pump suctions.
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- 53 SYNTHESIS PLANT

GAS CIRCULATION SYSTEM:
The system whereby gas for synthesising is circulated
through the converter, the precipitation and the condensation
sections is all carried out in 1-1/4" &P. :tubing.
Hot gas leaving thc converter passes to the convel.ster

coolers. This line is in v Chrome tubing; the flanges are
in 0.45-'1, Llo steel, the bolts are from Chrome-Molybdenum steel
and the lens rings are of 3% Chrome Steel. These special
materials ore used as the gas in this section of line may be
at temperatures exceeding 2500 0. A temperature point,
preasure gauge connection and an analysis point are located
in this line.

From the converter cooler the gas and condensed
ammonia pass to a 12 in: catchpot; for temperature control in
the cooler a temperature point is located- in this M.S. line.
it is important that this portion of the system should have
a•dounuard elope to the catchpot for drainage purposes.

From this catchpot gas - passes to a second of similar
design whose function is to prevent anhydrous ammonia being
carried to the circulator. On this section a panel mounted
pressure gauge, on analysis point, a purging out connection,
a panel mounted isolation valve and a standard blow-off
connection are located.
Leaving the second catchpot the circulating gas enters
the gas circulator control section.
The control of gas
passing through the boosting circulator is achieved by having
isolation valves on the suction and delivery of the machine;
a 1-1/4 in. circulator bypass line between the valves fitted
with a control valve and a blow-off connection immediately before
the circulator delivery valve. In this section are located

purging out points on either side of both isolation valves,

pressure gauges on the circulator suction and delivery and a
temperature point on the circulator delivery line.
. After the circulator delivery isolation valve the
gas passes to a 12 in. oil eatchpot and from there to the inlet
of the cold exchanger. Leaving the cold exchanger the cooled
gas passes to the ammonia condenser and thence to the condenser
catchpot.
From the candenser catchpot the gas re-enters
the cold exchanger from whence it passes on to the ammonia
converter. Temperature points are located on the two inlet
lines and two exit lines of the cold exchanger and pressure '
points on either side of the condenser.

A plant bypass connecting the line immediately before
the converter controls to,the circulator suction line is
provided to assist in controlling gas rates through the converter
when it is being brought on line.
This bypass has a panel
operated control valve.
The line before the compressor inlet system is fitted
with a blow-off arrangement and a branch leading to a
Katharometer for automatically and continuously sampling the
circulation gas.
A purging out branch and 0 pressure gauge
connection are located before the main isolation valve to the
converter after which is on orifice plate and purging out
branch, the line bifurcates at this point into tuo'5/8 in. inlet
lines, one on each side of the top of the converter. To
facilitate control at low rates during starting up periods a
5/8 in. branch with control valve, orifice plate, pressure point,
and blow-off connection is provided to bypass the main inlet •
valve and main inlet flowmeter.

=MIA =TETER:
The internals of the canonic convertor ore housed
in o forging identical uith the methanol cotherter forging
in every way emcept for mall differences in the top and
bottom outlets to accommodate the more oloborato bypass
The internol
arrangements of the onlonio converter.

.vuncenentioloucvor,eonoiducbly different no dlica by
the folloviing details:-

`C:orking Pressure.

350 ots.

Toot Pressure..

525 ots. (hyd.)

Cotolyot Volume.

290 litres.

Catalyst Depths.

15 ft.

Rrtod Capacity.

10 tonnes/d0Y.

Inside Die. of Catalyst
Doaket.
Length of Catalyst
Basket.
Interchonger Area.

12 ins.

Catalyst Cooling Tube
Arco.
Total Uoight,

20 ft 8 ins.

56 °gat.
53 sq.ft.
30,l- tone.

A generol arrangement droving of the LArlanis
Convertor is shorn and also a line diagram to illustrate the
gas flou in the unit.

•

The incoming gas all passes spirally donn the
outs/Era of the lagging sheath just inside the converter wall;
it then loaves the converter through tv:o 5/8 in. connections
in the side voll,ef those lines oonbine to form a 1 in. line
uhich re-enters the convertor st the base end passes to tho
An interchanger bypass
oUt:ide tube of the iatorchanger.
vith panel operated valve and orifice plate for flow measurement branches fraa this line and enters the converter by a
separate connection in the base taking the bypassed goo
directly to the catalyst cooling tubes.
The interchanger is fabricated from tr;o U.O. tubes
threaded through one another and bent to form a double start
spiral of eleven turns, the top ends being connected se that
both hot and cold gases peas up and doun the spiral.
The
incoming gos after being hosted in the intorchanger posses
up the convertor through the catalyst cooling tubes. From
those tube° it passes over the three hector collo and enters
the catalyst bed. Qn leaving the bcd at the bottom of the
converter the hot converted gas enters the internal tube of
the interchanger end from-there loaves the converter. A
direct bypass is provided to carry gas directly on to the top
of the catalyst bed; this consists of a 5/0 in. connection
entering the top cover, a panel operated control valve cad an
orifice plate for flou measuremont are provided in this line
to give adequote control.
The temperature of the catalyst is ascertained by
means or a control pyrometer sheath in uhich ore located six
thermocouples at points equidistant doun through the bed.
.

The throe phase hooter has coils of nichrome. Poor
is supdlied from o 125 X.V*.A. transfoler fitted uith a motor
operated voltage regulator*
panel mounted "raise end lower
voltage" snitch operote4 this
is
s regulator.
The power enters

•

•

•

- 55 the eonverter.throtgh three vater cooled Eluntz natal
electrOdes.
Heat io reteined in the catelyat boot and
prevanteel from reaching the convertor vallo by moons of a
legging °heath of eobestoe cement Zk in. thick. The space
outside the bestet above the tatercheagr cud the come- Oround
the electric element° is similarly proteeted.
The datelyst cooling tubes, the tube support
spiders md the cetelyat basket housing ape oil m.ade from
18/8/0 etainless steel. All nuts, bolts end studs used in
the converter ore . fram 6;1 chroae steel.
CATCTE, OTS:
There ore four cetchpots in the system. The forginge
for these ere all °Jailer and identical to those used for
methanol cyatheois.
There are tee types of internals for
The inlet spirals and their attendant
those eatehpots.
umbrellas for preventing entrainment being located higher up
the cotchpot in those cases vhen ammonia liquor io being throvn
dovn.
More large quantities of liquor are not likely to
be present i.e. before and after the circulator, the umbrella
and spiral pipe is moved farther doen the cetchpot thereby
increasing the precipitating space.
The to cotchpote
collecting ammonia are fitted vith connections for visual level
gauges end panel mounted incitation coil level gauges. These
cotchpots also have 5/8 in. connections for piping the ammonia
to the let don system.
All the cotchpote have 3/8 in.
drainage lines from the bottom fitted vith three isolation
valves in oeries leading to an oil collecting pot.
COEVERTER C001211:

This is similar to the methanol converter cooler in
so for as it consists of tvo banks of tvelve voter jacketted
tubes connected by U bends.
The total length is 584 ft0 vith
o cooling surface of 294 sq. ft.
Cooling voter required le
25 U3/hr. end this is supplied through, a ya line. The top
(inlet) four lengths of pipe and corresponding lens rings are
.in 65,; chrome steel.
The remainder of the H.P. pipes in the
cooler ore from normal M.S.,piping.
The uater jackets uhich
ore hold in the concentric position by beads of veld metal
"tocked" on to the H.P. pipe are jointed uith the semi flexible
rubber joint ring of the "Victaulic" type.
Cooling voter
is counter current to the gas flov.
CIRCULATOR:

This is an identical unit to the Uethenol Circulator.
The output is smaller being 6000 U /hr. (measured as gas at 20 0C

and 1 atm.); this is cchieved by operating the machine at a
Glover speed i.e. 142 R.P.M. max.
A comparison of the drives
for both riechin.es is as follovs:Driving Uotor H.P.
Max.Speed of Uotor.
Motor Pulley. 0.D.'
Uax. Speed of Circulator.
Circulator Pulley. O.D.

'

Ammonia
Uethanol
Circulator- Circulator

-66--730

144 ins.
142 Rpn.'
71"

75
730

i6* ins.*
160 RPM.
71"

The drive in each case is by moans of 8 - 1.4s in x7,1. in.
D section V ropes.
As on the.Llethonol converter speed control
is provided doun to 360 R.P.U.
Designed inlet and discharge
pressures are 320 eta and 360 etc respectively.
Cooling is

provided for the glands Cylinder by voter jackets.

•

•

•

•••
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CoLD EXCHANGERS:
The cold exchanger consists of a 37 ft. length of
5" bore H.P. tube (jointed in centre) carrying a nest of
55 tubes 1/2" 0.D., 16 S.W.G., 36 ft. long.
The heat
exchange surface is 260-sg. ft.
The incoming gas to be
cooled flows outside the --1/2" tubes, and the outgoing gas
from the ammonia cooled coils flows inside the tubes.
Temperature points on both inlet and outlet lines allow the
performance of this unit to be continually checked.. The
whole of the condensation section consisting of the.cold
exchanger, the ammonia condenser, the condenser catchpot and
all interconnecting pipes are etaink lagged to a thickness of
3", The lagging consists of slag wool mats held in place
by wire mesh; the surface being finished with a mixture of
bitumen emulsion and cement.
AMMONIA CONDENSER:
This consists of a Class 1 fusion welded pressure
vessel constructed to Lloyds Rules.
It is 3 ft.6 ins,
diameter by 12 ft. long, and is fabricated from 3/4" M.S.
plate.
It has dished ends which are bolted to the body
of the vessel.
Two banks of hairpin cooling coils are
.
arranged in this condenser; they are each 150 ft. long and
are fabricated from butt-welded 1-1/4" H.P. piping, the total
cooling surface being 100 sq. ft.
On the top of this
vessel is a gas collecting chamber 6 ft. 8 ins, long by 9 ins.
diameter; it is inclined to the condenser and connected to
it at either end.
To this header are connected two 2"
branches, one 4" branch and a'pressure gauge (panel mounted) ,'
connection.
One 2" branch has a 1/2" purge connection and
a 2" Cockburn type spring loaded pilot operated relief valve;
the second 2" branch has a 2" Cockburn relief valve and a 2"
blow off connection.
The 4. branch has a 2" connection to

the purge gas scrubber, a 2" Cockburn relief valve and a 4"

connection to the Ammonia Oxidation plant (connection at top
of stripping still); this 4" line, in addition to an isolation
valve, is fitted with a katharometer alarm whose purpose is to
close a solenoid operated valve in the line at the Ammonia
Oxidation plant should any hydrogen be detected in the ammonia
gas in this line.
The condenser itself is provided with an oil and
sludge drain line, a 1" ammonia inlet line - both at the bottom
of the vessel - a temperature point and two level gauges, one
the visual sight glass type and the other of the automatic
panel mounted induction coil type.
(hyd.).

The test pressure for this vessel is 450 lbs/sq.in .

The oil drain runs to the Purge Evaporator which is
a cylindrical vessel fabricated from 1/2" plate 1 ft. 6 ins.
diameter by 3 ft. high. It is fitted with a 1" steam coil,
visual level gauge, relief valve, 3/4" drain and a 2" line to
the copper liquor preparation plant.
AMMONIA AND OIL JERRY:
This is a small cylindrical vessel into which are
blown the drairgngs from the four catchpots and the gland leaks
from the circulator.
It is 20" in diameter by 30" high and
is of welded construction.
It is fitted with a pressure
gauge, visual level gauge, drain, 1" steam coil (for evaporating
purposes), a relief valve and a blow off line running to the
purge scrubber.
LET DOWN SYSTEM:
Ammonia from the converter and condenser catchpots

is piped to the let down section in tuo 5/8" diameter lines
at 350 ate. pressure. It is let dovn in e:ch line through
tuo panel mounted valves in series, the first being 3/8" and
the second 5/8".
A pressure gauge is installed for
indicating the pressure between these two volves. The
anhydrous ammonia is let down to approximately 20 ate. and
discharges into a common 5/8" line leading to the 20 etc.
let doun vessel.

This is a cylindrical.vessel 3 ft 5 diameter by
8 ft.9 ins, long having a capacity of 1.5 M .'.
It is fusion
welded. from 7/8" plate to Lloyds Rules for Cless 1 uelded
pressure vessels.
It Is fitted uith a visual sight glass
level gauge and a panel mounted induction coil type level
gauge; a lo v level Slam is also supplied.
Goo released during the letting dem process is

further reduced in pressure by passage through a panel
controlled 1-1/4" let don valve and is piped through a 2"
line to the purge gas scrubber.
In parallel vith this
let WA system is a 3/8" sprinE loaded gas release valve
which automatically releases the pressure in the let down
Pressure gauges before and after this system
vessel.

indicate the pressure of the vessel and that of the main to
the purge gas scrubber.
An analysis point is also

provided in this line. . A y relief valve of the "Cockburn!'
spring loaded pilot operated typo is fitted and a purging
out connection is provided.
Liquid Ammonia is taken from the 20 ets. let down
vessel through a 1-1/1." line through tuo panel mounted
control valves to a distribution header. One branch from
this header leads back to the ammonia condenser through two
panel mounted control valves, a small 3/8" expansion valve with
isolation velves an either side of it is provided in parallel
uith the second of these valves for semi-automatic operation

under steady conditions.
A second branch from this header
leads to the ammonia liquor storage.
Under normal
conditions the ammonia synthesised uould be stored as
anhydrous liquid in stock tanks under pressure. At the time
of construction of these plants the facilities were not
available for the manufacture of large storage tanks for this
pressure storage.
An alternative arrangement of storing
the product as a solution of 25;3 ammonia liquor use adopted

as temporory expedient until such time as the pressure

storage tanks were available.
The ammonia is therefore let
dormn through tuo panel mounted valves, the first on isolotion
valve and the second an expansion valve, end the gasified

ammonia piped to the ammonia liquor storage.

A pressure

gouge I,
immediately after the expansion velve and a
barometric leg witil•fAurge tank is provided to prevent liquor
being dram beck into the header.
The storage tanks used are those at the Ammonia

Oxidation plant. The 2" line from the Ammonia Synthesis
plant runs into a header above the stock tanks from uhich

branches lead to the three tanks.
Each of these branches
divides into three 1" lines uhich lead to the - bese of the
tank.A shielded jet is fitted to these distribution lines
to facilitate the dissolution of the ammonia into the liquor.
The object of the cylindrical shield is to promote the circulation of the liquor end thus reduce uater hamaer. Control

valves are provided for each of these 'Inas.
PURGE GAS SCRUBBM SYSTIM
Oa s from the 20 ate let down vessel, the oil collecting pot and (occasionally) from the ammonia condenser is

-58scrubbed with weak ammonia liquor in the purge gas scrubber.
This is a 10" diameter x 26 ft. high M.S. tower of welded
It contains 16 ft. of random packed rings.
construction.
The gas enters the base of the tower through a 2" line and
discharges to atmosphere through a central exit of 3" diameter
in which is located an orifice plate for flow measurement.

•

The circulating scrubbing liquor enters the top
of the tower through a 1" line, is discharged over the
packing by a pot type distributor and leaves the base of the
scrubber through a 1-1/2" line running to a•weak liquor
This tank is 1 M3 capacity, it is cylindrical
storage tank.
in shape,and is fabricated by welding from 3/8" platepand is
It is fitted with a visual
3 ft diameter by- 5 ft. long.
level gauge, a temperature connection, a vent and overflow.
Liquor flows from this tank through a 1" line (in which is
fitted a drain) into one of two weak liquor pumps (one working,

one spare).
These pumps discharge into a 1" line, fitted with

an orifice plate, leading to the weak liquor cooler. This
cooler consists of 235 ft. of 3/4" diameter M.S. pipe wound
The coil is set into an
in a spiral 3 ft. diameter.
in.
outside
diameter by 2 ft.10ins.
tank
3
ft.
2
annular M.S.
The
tank is open at the top;
Inside diameter by 5 ft. high.
cooling water enters at the base and overflows at the top.
From the cooler a 1" line running to the purge gas
scrubber completes the circulation system; in this section of
the line a discharge branch is provided for bleeding off weak
To prevent excessive pressures
liquor to the storage system.
being formed in the scrubber a L. ft. lute is provided at the
base of the scrubber.
The operating level in the weak liquor storage is
set by the overflow pipe, and as this is coupled to the regen.
gas scrubber lute any make up required is derived from this
source.

•
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The plant as deacribed, has a rated output of

3,000 tons per annum of nitric acid (as 100% acid) which
- is produce, at 50% strength.
The ammonia consumption for full plant output
being 8.45 short tons per day. It is supplied as an aqueous'
solution' at 25% strength.
Ammonia Liquor Supply and-Handlin.
.
. •
.
nie - AmmoniaLiuOr is delivei-edio . tbe'aito in
rail tanks, capacity 8.tOna l whic,h, are fitted with a spring,.
loaded relief valve which liMitdtheir4nternal,preseure
•
to 25 lbs. 'square inch gauge...
.
.
.
•
•. •
.
, 'An unlOadingstation consisting of.
•
In all -iron centrifugal pump of capacity -'8 M) per:I:lour-at
.80 ft. total head, drilet_1370,3 H.10 2880 revs, per minute
-motor
is provided for unloading the Ianketsand:.p4Mping
' the liquid' to - Storage through a 2i" pipe line. A 2" line
. connecting the tanker to the atOramsystem..serVes as a:vent:
Flexible hoses are provided for connecting the liquor Eind
, vent lines to the tanker. A i" sampling connection is provAded near the tanker.
-•

- - Amtonia:Utouor . Storage.,,.
.There•are.three. - 100. M3 storage tanks each

-

.diameter and 12'6" 40014 They are Mounted .above ground
In a mounded compound. The height Of the mound.bding
deficient .tohretainAhe liqdorofOne. tank should
serious' leakli*eveloP.Fsech . tankhas:a depth pneuMacator
Indicating Wthe:contrOl•pahelt:an4: 10- fitted With:a•dip
.
rod as Well for accurate - meaantementa..

There are three main pipelines above:the tanka
all 2" diameter. The feed' and transfer'line - i0 for filling
the tanks from the'tankers,and for transferring liquor from
one tank to anotherlbymeana of the transfer pump which is
- a 2" all-iron centrifugal capacity 21 M3 per hour at
total head driven by a 2 M.P 1440 revolutions per Minute,
motor. The Vent line permanently connects•the gas apace' •

of all tanks,..and:parries a double lute which blewS'at 12" •
Hy) positive preasure or edmits, air at 3" 110 negative .
.pressure to protect the tanks;_ The overflow line is for
returning excess liquor from the head tank in thestripping .
column, and it normally runs full while the stripper is
• .
_
. operating.
A manometer (-3" to 12" water gauge) reading'
control panel is fitted to indicate the gas pressure,

on
In the storage. tanks. •

.

T70 pumps, one of'which ia.spqr,e, are provided
for keeping the head tank pill frail storage. They are 1"
two stage all-iron centrifugals With a capacity of 2 M3
per hour at 80' total head, driven by s. 2 5.13 2880 revs. .
per minute motor. The capacity of each or these pftmps
• Is greater than thellighest liquor rate required by the
stripper be that during the operation, the head tank is
constantly overflowing. This serves to maintain a constant
feed to the stripping column. Indicator lights are mounted
on the plank control panel to show pump stoppages.
-

Air Blowers:
Two blowers of the positive Roots-type are provided.
Both are required for full plant output. They were supplied
by "Alldays and Onions" and are a low pressure Thwaites type
high speed machine. They have a volumetric displacement of
4,000 V per hour at 750 revolutions per minute. The power
requirements are 6.4 H.P at 14" water gauge. The motor fitted
is a 10 H.P 1420 revolutions per minute squirrel cage machine
and the drive is through 5 B-section belts.
The blower inlet is fitted with 3 "Richardson" type
No. R6 viscous filters. The outlet is 10" bore. A combined
relief and blow-off control valve of the weighted mushroom
type is fitted to protect the blower against excessive load
and to control the air rate to the plant. Before the delivery
line enters the base of the stripping column, a 6" diameter
branch is tapped off for the secondary air supply.
Stripping Column.

The stripping column consists of a 1.1.8 tower 4'
internal diameter by 56'9" high. It is lagged with 2"
thickness of "Solomit", sheet metal covered for the first .
28' from ground level. It is fitted with access manholes
above the liquor distributor and in the head tank. A safety
ladder is also provided. The column is divided into four
main sections.
.
The top 6' is completely closed off to form the
head tank supplying ammonia liquor to the stripping section.
A 2" line from the bottom of the head tank runs through an
isolation valve to the control panel, on which are mounted
a needle control valve and a rotameter flow Indicator. The
line then returns to the distributor in the stripping section.
The stripping section comprises the main portion of
the column. At the top of it, is a 2-tier perforated channel
distributor which distributes the liquor over the grid pack-

ing. The latter consists of .; 15'3" depth ofwooden grids

made from *" hardwood 271" wide standing on edge, with 1r

spaces between. There are 145 layers each at right angles .
to the one above. The packing rests on a steel grating
7'3" above base level.
Immediately above the stripping section is another
steel grating carrying a 9 1 6"/depth of, coarde coke packing
comprising the gas scrubbing section. In the 1'9" space
between the top of the. coke and the bottom of the head tank,
the main gas exit pipe 15" diameter is taken off. A temperature point is also fitted in the gas space here, connected
to a Cambridge dial recorder (06..50 0C-) on the control panel.
The space below the grid packing comprises the
fourth section of the column. It is fitted with an effluent
outlet luted to maintain a-depth of 3'6" of hot effluent in
the base of the column. The main air inlet from the blower
enters in the space between the effluent levels and the
grating carrying the grid packing: Two 11" inlets for live
steam are fitted, one entering the air space directly and
one dipping to the bottom of the effluent.

Ammonia Air Gas System.

The 15" diameter gas exit drops vertically into a
catchpot to remove any further condensed moisture. The
catchpot condensate is drained off through a luted line.
From the catchpot the gas passes into a 15" diameter
header. A gas sampling point is fitted in this header just
before a 6" diameter vertical gas blow-off 12' high. This
blow-off is fitted with a flap valve at the top by which
blow-off rates can be controlled while the plant is starting up. A trip catch is provided for the immediate release
of this blow-off should an emergency warrant its use. A
manometer connection and an orifice plate with a flowmeter
indicating on the control panel are in the header immediately
before the inlet valves distributing gas to the convertors.
Convertors.

The fourteen convertors are arranged in two parallel
lines with the gas inlet header placed centrally above and
the gas exit header centrally below them. The convertors
are supported on brick piers with their long axes horizontal .
4'9" above ground level, and are spaced to give easy access
between them. Stainless steel (18/8/1/1 type) is used
throughout in their construction.

•

The cold ammonia air mix leaves the top header through
stainless steel mushroom valves which are fitted with a lever
enabling them to be operated from the front of the convertor.
The inlet branch is 4" diameter. The mixed.gas passes immediately into a horizontal tabular interchanger 3' long - by 1'4"
diameter consisting of 19 tubes each 2/" diameter and 1/16"
wall thickness giving 37 square feet interchange surface. The
casing and tube plates are also of this thickness._ The: heated
gas leaves the interchanger by a 5!' diameter 16 gaup stainless
steel branch which carries a 60 mesh stainless steel conical
straining screen. This outlet pipe is also fitted with a
themo couple pocket. The preheated gas line discharges into

a bast stainless steel chamber in which the frame carrying
the platinum gauzes, is mounted in the centre. Two inspection holes 2" diameter are provided and are so arranged that
both aides of the gauzes can be viewed. Pyrex glass is used
for these inspdction windows. A themo couple pocket is fitted
to the downstream side of the gauze. The Chromel-Alumel themo
couples used in the two temperature points of each convertor
are coupled to two "Siemens" 18 point indicators mounted on
the control panel.
The gauze holder consists of two cast stainless steel
square frames screwed together, between which the square gauzes
are clamped in asbestos milIboard packing. Supl,ort for the
gauze is provided in the form of nichrome wire 4'1 mesh, which
in turn is supported by 5 horizontal fused silica rods .ti"
diameter.
The gauze pad consists of four layers of 0.003" woven
wire into 80 mesh, the upstream gauze is 90% platinum, 10%
rhodium and remaining three are pure platinum. They are 13"
square with an effective area of 144 square inches. The total
gauze weight is approximately 250 grams.

-62The downstream end of the gauze chamber is bolted to the
interchanger. The hot gases after conversion pass through
the interchanger tubes and out by means of a conical connection through the mushroom exhaust valves to the hot gas header.
The exhaust valves are of stainless steel and are-similarly
controlled by a lever system from the front pf the convertor.
Exit Gas Header.

The hot gas header collecting the converted gas from
the fourteen convertors is of 16 gauge stainless steel. It
Is tapered from 15" diameter at the inlet end to 23" diameter
at the last convertor. An angle iron framework anchors it
securely at the centre allowing expansion in either direction.
The outlet end of the header is fitted with a temperature pocket, a manometer point o - a lilted drain and a sample
point. The secondary air inlet is situated at the inlet end

of the hot gas header and adjustment of the secondary air

rate is made by the means of a calibrated slide' valve.
Hot Gas Main.
• The hot gas main which is a continuation of the hot
gas header is fabricated from 16 gauge stainless steel and
is 23" diameter.

It rises vertically from the hot gas header

to a height of 15' and runs on wooden supports at a downward
slope of approximately 1 i 46 to the oxidiser cooler. The
total length of this main is 235 * .
Gases enter the main, at approximately 500 0C and discharges,to the oxidiser cooler at approximately 150 0C. The
space velocity in this section is 180 hours -1 at full plant
rates. .

A temperature point is fitted at the outlet of. the

hot gas main.

Oxidiser Cooler.

This coolerwhich is fabricated by-wielding from 16
gauge stainless steel consists of a number of hairpin bends
over which cooling water is cascaded.
Gas from the hot gas main enters a 23" diameter
header at the base of the oxidiser cooler. This header
which is 14 ,1 6" long is fitted with a li" luted drain which
carries the condensate formed in the cooler to No. 5 circulation tank in the acid circulation system. A sampling point
is also provided in this header.
Six 11" diameter tubes each 210' long, branch off
from the beer and rise in four parallel horizontal hairpins
to a second horizontal header similar to the inlet header.
From one end of this a 30" diameter serpentine cooler rises
in staggered coils. This cooler containing a total pipe
length of 900' discharges into a 30" main carrying the gas
to No. 1 absorption tower.
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A thermometer pocket is fitted to the gas main before
entry to the absorption system.
The stainless steel cooler system is mounted on a
hardwood structure built over a collecting pond. Wooden
•
launders
above the main 30" pipes and also above the 11 11“
pipes serve to distribute a film of water over the outside .
surface of these coils. Connecting slats collect •the water
from one coil and transfer it to the coil immediately below.
The total volume of the condenser coolers is 5,500
Cubic feet and at full plant rate the ,space velocity of the
gas passing through them is 23 hours:'
Absorption Towers

There are ten absorption towers ; five being operated
by counter current scrubbing and five by co-current scrubbing.
Each tower is 12 1"6" square and 42' high internal dimensions

and they are built into one structure of two rows of five

towers having an overall length of 69'6" and an overall width
of 28'6".

The towers sit on an 11" reinforced concrete slab
mounted on brick piers 9' above ground level.

•

The towers are built in acid resisting bricks from
Illawarra and Newbold • The acid resisting cement used in
the construction was made by mixing silica flour (200 mesh)
silica sand (80 mesh) and sodium silica :fluoride powder in .
the ratios of 20 10 : 1 by weight. 600 TN sodium silicate
was used to give a. mix of suitable consistency.
Four 'courses of brick, the first three laid on their
flat and the fourth laid on edge, form the base of the towers.
The first three courses have vertical joints of R85/40 mexphalte
and horizontal joints of acid resisting cement. The fourth
course is jointed throughout with acid resisting cement. The

bricks in these four courses and also those in the external

walls of the towers were coated with 300 TW sodium silicate.

Outside walls are 24" thick for the first 2'9" and
14" thick thereafter. ,Avertical membrane 1" thick of 1185/40
Mexph lte is built into the thick section of these walls 9"
from the outside face ; it connects with the similar jointing .
in the floor.
The transverse internal walls (four in all) are 23"

thick for the first 2'9" and 14" thick thereafter. The longitudinal internal wall is 14" thick throughout.

The flow ofsgas which is downwards in No. 1 tower ,
alternates with each succeeding tower till the exhaust gas
finally passes out of the top of No. 10 tower. Transmission
of gas from one tower to the next is made through ports in '

•

the internal walls.

All towers are packed with glazed acid resisting

earthenware Raschig rings 4" long, 4" external diameter
and i" wall thickness.

- 64 •
The packing is stacked to a height of 29' and 6' of "random"
packed rings are placed on top. The rings sit upon acid resisting bricks stacked in open 'formation to facilitate gas passage
to a height of 3'. The total height of the supporting brick-!
work and the ring packing is such that a space of 4' is left
at the top of each tower. Over 1,400,000 rings are required
for the ten towers.
A 10 gauge stainless steel lid acts as a closure
for the tower tops. A manhole is provided in these lids which
are sealed at the edges with acid resisting putty made from
African blue asbestos. Manometers are provided at the first

and .last towers.
A stainless steel gutter runs round the base or the
towers to catch any seepage that may occur ; this is fed back
into No. 7 tank of the acid circulation system.
The exhaust gas from No. 10 tower enters a stainless
steel exhaust fan manufactured by Richardsons. This unit has
a capacity of 5,000 19 per hour against a static head of 6"
water gauge. Operating rate is adjusted by means of a damper
slide on the discharge side. The fan is driven by a 7.5 H.P
1460 revolutions per minute T.E motor through 4 V-belts.
The fan discharges into a stainless steel column

6' high which is random packed with 14" earthenware rings to
a height of 3'6". This colunn acts as a spray arrestor.
A sampling point is provided at the inlet to
discharge fan.

the

Acid Circulntion System.

Each absorption tower has its own acid circulation
system, with the exception of towers 7 and 8 which have a common
system.
Circulating capacity for these systems are provided
by nine tanks 6' diameter by 6' high of welded construction
from 16 gauge stainless steel. Conical covers are welded
on to the tanks and manholes (18" diem.) are fitted to the
covers. Acid circulation pumps connected to. the tanks by 3"
diameter stainless steel suction lines,deliver through 4'
diameter stainless steel pipes to the tops of the towers.
The pumps are 2/3 Thompson B.G direct coupled units running
at 1440 revolutions per minute and 4riven by 7.5 H.P totally .
enclosed motors, They deliver 30 M.? per hour against a total
head of 55' when operating on a liquid with specific gravity
10.2.
, -- Coolers are provided on systems 1-6 ; these are
located after the pumps and consist of horizontal banks of
4" pipes 24'. long containing 21 runs in three six length
banks and one three length bank. Themometer pockets are
fitted to lined after all pumps and all coolers. Cooling
water is fed into launders above the coolers and cascades
down over the pipes to a' catchment pond below.
The circulation lines enter the top of the towers and
discharges into a distributor box formed from an 18" length of
"6" stainless pipe. This box has a 1" bottom oltlet and several
4" diameter holes in the - sides ; four 14" diameter pipes
radiate towards the tower corners from the box and discharge
downwards on to flat tiles packed up 6" above the packing rings
at a point midway between the corner and the box. The object
of this system is to ensure uniform acid distribution. The
line to towers 7 and 8 bifurcates at the top of the towers and
feeds to both units.

From the bottom of the towers, a 4" stainless steel
line drains the acid back to the tanks. Adjacent tanks are
connected by 4" connecting pipes 18" from the bottom • The
level of the tanks is so arranged that acid tends to flow slow3$ from tank 10 to tank 1 gaining in strength at each step.
A surge tank (12' diameter by 3' high) is connected to tank
No. 10 at 2'6" from the base. The object of this tanks is
to handle excess acid during power failures. It normally
runs empty.
Water is fed in from a Constant head tank through
a needle valve and a notch metre into No. 10 tank. Acid at

approximately 50-54% strength is bled off from No. i circ-

ulation system through a notch metre into one-of two acid
storage tanks 13' diameter and 6' high. These tanks are of
welded construction from 16 gauge stainless steel and are fitted
with conical covers. They each have a capacity of 30 tons of
50% nitric acid.
Two delivery pumps are connected to each tank by 2"
syphon lines and are installed for exporting the make. These
units are 1" Thompson B.01. stainless steel pumps capacity
1.5 M3 per hour against 40' total head with liquid of 1.2
specific gravity. They are direct coupled to a 1 ILP 1440

revolutions per minute totally enclosed motor,

•

•

The acid circulation and storage tanks are all
connected at the apex of their conical covers to a common
fume line which feeds into No. 7 tower. The alight suction
under which this tower normally operates is sufficient to
extract the fumes from these tanks.

SERVICES - NITROGEN PLANT

INTRODUCTION
It is necessary to have a supply of inert

gas available for use in purging out vessels and pipe lines

will
not be formed then bringing units on or off line. This gas
is also used for keeping catalysts in an inert atmosphere during
the changing period as they are Dyrophoric after use.

•in order that explosive mixtures of air and process as

This purge gas is obtained by the controlled
burning•of a combustible gas - normally catalysed gas drawn
from the catalysed gas holder; semi-water gas may be used
but this has the disadvantage of containing sulphur compounds
which are undesirable in purge gas when used for certain
purposes.

RTIRIVAT
Gas Plow
Catalysed or semi-water gas enters the burner via
a 2-inch U.S. line in dhich is fitted an orifice plate. From
the burner the hot products of combustion pass directly to a
water scrubbing tower and then to a caustic scrubbing tower
to remove CO2. The purge gas is drawn from the top of the
scrubber by means of a centrifugal gas blower and is discharged
into a small gasholder; an orifice plate is fitted in this
line for plant control. Gas may be discharged directly from

the holder into the purge gas reticulation system or it maybe
boosted in pressure by a two stage reeiprocating gas compressor
for use on occasions when higher rates are renuired. The
reticulation system takes purge gas to a series of key points
in the ammonia building, the tower structure and the oxide
boxes. All gas lines in the nitrogen plant and the reticulation
system are 2 inches diameter.
Burner and Gas Cooler

These two units are built integral with one another.
The burner consists of a horizontal cylindrical tube
12 inches diameter by 10 feet long. It is fitted with an
open trough water jacket and has a jet type burner with
attendant controllable air ports at one end, The other end
opens directly into the base of the cooling tower.
The cooler isa 2 feet diameter by 14 feet high tower
which is luted into a water seal at the base. The tower is
• fitted with a supporting grid carrying 12 feet of 1k-inch
x 1i-inch x 16 0.:.G. U.S. rings random packed. A perforated
plate type distributor conveys the cooling water on to the
packing.
Caustic Scrubber

This is a U.S. tower 1 foot 9 inches diameter by
8 feet high carrying 6 feet of 1-inch x 1-inch x 16 S.W.G.
random packed rings. A small centrifugal pump - 2 0/hour
capacity - circulates a sodium hydroxide solution over this
tower from one of-two cylindrical tanks 3 feet diameter by
3 feet high, used for preparing and storing the solution.
Nitrogen Blower

This is a centrifugal single stage machine of
50 0/hour capacity at 35 milliats boost.
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Nitrogen Holder

This,is a vertical lift roller guided, water sealed
holden of 50 Mo -capacity. It is housed in a concrete tank
built below ground level.
Nitrogen Compressor

.

This is a two stage reciprocating compressor supplied
by Ingersoll-Rand. It has a capacity of 50 M 3/hour at 100
lbs/sq. Inch delivery pressure and, has a built .in receiver
of 05 Ma capacity.

'SERVICES - STEAM

The steam required for the plants , is supplied
, from an external boiler station. It is reticulated to the

Section at 120 lbs/solo inch gauge, in a saturated condition.The steam used on the ammonia oxidation unit

is reduced to 40 lbs/sq., inch before use on the plant.
Steam required for the Ammonia and Methanol

plants is used at fullv supply pressure, except for the .
methanol stills where it is reduced to 15 lbs/sq, inch.
below:

Estimated usages on various sections are

Section
•••••• •• •=0

• •■••■•■■■

• Consumption

■ ■

Gab. Plant
Oxide Boxes

H2 Plant
Regeneration Tower
Ammonia Storage
Methanol Stills

Ammonia Oxidation

•

'1•

0,05

1
0.15
0.1
0.7

0.5

'

'SERVICES - ELECTRICAL
§ynthetic Ammonia and Methanol Section

A 6.6 kV 3-phase overhead feeder running from
the main district substation enters the factory substation
which is situated alongside the ammonia building. Four sets
of leads are tapped off the main feeder, each set runs through
isolating links and, carbon tetrachloride immersed fuses to
four transformers. The first pair are 1250 kVA units stepping
the pressure down to 415 volts. The outlets lead through
circuit breakers to the
individual isolating links and,

415 volt bus bars. The second pair of transformers have a
capacity of 1,000 kVA and reduce the pressure to 2.2 kV;

the outlets of each of these units is fitted With isolating
links and lead via 0.15 sq. inch 3C PILCSWA cable to the 910 h.p.
oil circuit breaker and thence via similar, cable to the motor.
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The electrical load is ouch that one 1,250 kVA
and one 1,000 kVA transfomor can be isolated and onintained
as spare units;
Four feeders from the 415 v bus system lead th2ough
individual isolating liitts to tour 0.0.A.'o.
The first 0.0.D.
feeds the distribution panel for the ammonia building via .
2 - 0.250 sq. inch 4-core PILCSa cable. The second 0.C.B.
feeds the distribution panel for thn tower structure via . •
2 - 0.25 sq. inch 4-core PILCSA cable. The third 0.0.3.
feeds the 240 h.p., motor for the CO2 removal plant through
0.250 sq. inch 3-core PIIJCSA cable.
The fourth G.C.. feeds
the gas plant distribution board through a 0.250 sq. inch
4-core cable of the pane type.

The atiuonia building distribution pond is fitted
with 4 -200 orlp, 2- 100 amp and 1- 30 amp, 8 -10 amp

toppings fitted with approDriatealses, also "flip-on"
connections for single phase lighting, power and instrunents
requirement. A 3-phase 7/.004 V.I.R. cable runs trom a panel
mounted 60-amp sviitch fuse on the amonia synthesis panel to
the methanol distillation panel which contains 1 - 30 amp,
4 - 20 amp, 3 - 10 map 3-phase circuits and "flip-on"
connections for single phase lighting, power and instrument
requirements.
The tower structure distribution board contains
4

200 ail), 1 - GO amp, 1 - 60 cm, 2 - 20 man and 12 - 10

amp circuits, together with lighting and power outlets. One
200 amp circuit runs via a switch-fuse through a '.250 sq. inch

4 C PILM4A Cable to the nitrogen plant board. The GO am
circuit leads through a switch fuse and 7/.064 40 V.I.11. cable
to tho tower structure subdistribution board. The nitrogen
plant board contains 1 - 150 amp, 1 - 30 cap, 3 - 20 amn.,
3 - 5 amp and lighting and power circuits. The 150 amp circuit,
which contains a panel mounted :Woe, runs via a 0.15 sq. inch
40 PILCSOA cable to the pump house board Which contains 3 - 120
amp, 6 - 30 app and lighting circuits. The tower structure
sub-board contains 1 - 30 amp, 2 20 crap and 6 -10 amp circuits. 1
The gas plant distribution board contains 2 - 150'amp,
3 - GO .amb, 1 - 30 amp, 3 - 20 aplia, 3 - 10 amp, 6 - 5 amp 0nd
and single phase circuits for lighting. One of the W anT)
circuits runs via a 7/.064 40 V.I.'. cable to the cooling
tower board which contains 4 - 10 . amp and lighting ci2cuitc.
The transformers are mounted on a concreto raft
inside a fenced enclosure.
Bus bars run from the L.T. side
of the 1,250 kVA transformers to the 0.C.B.'s which are housed
in a brick pent house built alongside - the ammonia building.
The seven 0.C.B.'s are all panel mounted and built so that the
controls face into the ammonia building, the panels being
built integral with the aamonia building wall..
The distribution cubicles arc of sheet metal
weatherproof construction; each contains a panel of 3/4"
"zolemite" on which are mounted the porcelain fuses of the
totally enclosed types
An emergency lighting system is installed in the
ammonia building. It consists of twelve 40 watt lamps
mounted at suitable points in the building. These lamps
are powered by a bank of storage battories,a relay operated ,
switch wired into the normal 4C supply ensures that the
emergency lighting system will operate in the event of a
power failure. A small charger is installed for maintaining
the batteries in good condition.
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I

•
this. section, which consuaes only 415 V power,
jig supplied'(from a separate- substation., One cubicle only is ,installett; this is the Sheet metal, weatherproof type
and is located adjacent to the absorption tower. It - contains outlets for 14 - 30 amp, 2 - 30 amp and 8 - 10 amp
circuite, -together with lighting and power single phase
comections.
"

'

Reticulation is by V.I.R. cable run in black ,
water-piping for all underground and overhead work.

SERVICES - COOLING WATER

Owing to .the j.arge 'quantities of cooling water
required in various sections of the plant it is economical to
•provide facilities for 'coolingthe hot used water and re:turning it to the process for further use.
•

Three separate systems are installed. The
main cooling water system serves the ammonia plant with the
exception of the gas unit. Due to the coritamination of
cooling water with tarry matter and coke breeze on the xis
plant this unit has its own separate cooling water system. The cooling water at the ammonia oxidation plant is liable
to become contaminated with acid if leaks occur; a separate
• system is therefore used for this unit to avoid damage to
ammonia plant equipment. All three systems are similarly
arranged. The hot return water flows by gravity into a
comparatively small well; it is poked up from this well
by the hot water pump and discharged into distributing louvres
at the top of a cooling tower; leaving the base of the
'
cooling tower it falls into a cold well which is of sufficient

capacity to supply plant 'requirements for a considerdble
6-8 17:ours, with the losses usually sustained
under normal WOr4ng 01411101184 A cold water_ pump
_ draws water'
from the cold well and discharges it into the cooling; water

period, i.e.

supply system. A third pump is connected to the syStera in
such a way that it can be used as a common spare for either
the 'hot or cold water pumps.

.Ammonia Plant Coolin
Tower
_

.

is of the _induced draught type,.
The ,shekl.
consists of two layers of Murray Pine tongu4d_ and .groerd
boards with Malthold 'sealing between; it is 44 feet .TOng
by 11 feet wide by 21 feet overall height.
The shell
divided by tifii,ee partitions to give 4 similar compartments.
•

.

r•eh.,,,eompartapent is packed with..fJ feet Of ,serrated
timber grid' a•1ng 1 inches by 0419 -Inches thipic by 2 inehes
pitch f' King Wi1l1 p1ne.
The packing is 4itUated _above
o the shop,.
4 feet
Ab.ôve the packing
louvres nezile,s;an:d stolath";•Olates sve
et
cli#01214
1"the
het Arai; Ve.tiaiY blind spray bvilestOrs-:e`,Ogr.40,tihg of
two.. horizontal ;r4WS eg`ie4liich by '-inch planks at 6.4110
•ererOtes set, at 46 0 to the vertical are located abeve te Water
distrOutorsi
^ho
4.
tcip, of:-caela section is tapered in to
carry. a 48-inch 0.44• '! , nolirc rap Ounning, at 780 r,..140m. and
having a, eapaekti. of 40it 000 du. feet/minute at 0:376 inch
static head. 'These fans are each driven by a 10 h.p.
140 r e p,.m. totally'enclosed motor by V-belt drives. ,

,y
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The tower is located over the cold well rhich is
47 feet long by 14 feet wide by 8 feet deep having a
storage capacity of 150 M3 .
The tower is designed to handle a maximum water
rate of 250 no/hour at a return temperature of 37°C, Sunder
the following atmospheric conditions:
Dry Bulb
Humidity
'aet Bulb

(77oF0

25°C.
75;;;
. 220C.

(71.50F.)

The desien conditions stipulated that

the maximum water
27°C.

temperature or the water leaving the tower be

The following details relate to the packing used:
Free Space A 90.6%
Superficial Area = 10.4 feet 2/feet3
Periphery/feet2 cross section = •144 inches
Naximum Ratio Air/later Rate = 1 0 590.
The use of this type. of packing Which is capable
of a high loading results in a tower of relatively small
dimensions, an important factor where large volumes of
water have to be handled hourly. The designed water
loading is 0.5 113 /hour/sq. toot cross sectional area.

or

The pump° installed were

supplied by Thompsons

Castlemaine and are a standard 6" - 7" G.U. machine

running at 1450 r.p.116 They are direct coupled to 60 h.p.

totally enclosed, squirrel cage motors supplied by .A.G.1;. Ltd.
Ammonia Oxidation Cooling Tower
This is similar in construction to the Amelonia
Cooling Tower. It is smaller, having only two sections
each 10 feet square. Other details are identical.

The cold well is directly connected to the ponds
under the oxidiser cooler and the acid circulation coolers;
the total water capacity is approximately 200 Mo.
The water circulation rumps are 80 0/hour capacity
giving a tower loading of 0.40 M 3/sq. foot/hour.
Gas Plant Cooling Tower
This is a cross draught type of tower. It is 24
feet high by 9 feet 6 inches square. The packed height is
20 feet and the packing consists of 13 sets of arrestors
spaced at 20" era. Each arrestor consists of two. staggered
sets of 3"x 1" planks nailed at 5; inch crs. to either side
cif a 4"x 2" bearer; the staggering ensures that descending
water does not bypass an arrestor. The tower is louvred on
all sides by 12"x 1" slats set at 45 0 on 10 inch ere.
Alter
distribution is achieved by 16
;:f inch nozzles equally spaced
and set in 4 troughs. The water discharging from the nozzles
impinges onto porcelain splash plates.
The designed water load on the tower is 0.2 dYs.l.ft./hr.
This type of tower is particularly ouitable for the
gas plant cooling water system where a close approach to the wet
bulb temperature is not required. It is relatively cheap to
construct and with designed louvres the water loss due to spray
formation is low.
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The satisfactory operation of the plants discussed

largely depends upon the efficiency of the organication for the
maintenance work to be done. In continuous processes of this
nature, where a number of single units are interdependent, the
period betveen shutdowns is controlled by the reliability of all
the units. Even in stages where spare equipment is provided
there may not be time to bring the 'second unit on line without
shutting doun the whole plant. As the time required to bring
the plant on and off line is approximately eight hours for even
the shortest maintenance job ' it is essential to reduce the number
of shutdouno to a minimum.
The first consideration in the carrying out of any t:ork
is the safety of the maintenance team and the operatives who will
subsequently control the plant. On account of the presence of
many sources of danger - toxic and asphyxiating gases, combustible
gas, gas and liquids at high pressures and corrosive liquids
-

them is mod for exercioinc Brost °aro not only in handinc jobs
to the maintenance soction but also receiving the finished
over
Jobs from maintenance.
For this reason a definite

•

routine 10
followed for handing over of work and a Clearance certificate is
issued to the tradesman carrying out any maintenance job. This
clearance is cancelled on the conplation of the work and when the
equipment concerned to handed back to the process operators.
In addition to the protection afforded by the clearance

certificate system there are safety rules both general and sectional
which are important necessities to ensure the safety of the
engineering staff.

The routine laid down in these rules may often aPpear
unnecessarily elaborate for wall jobs, but it is only by careful
attention to them that accidents, especially lost tine accidents,
can be Le .nt dem to a satisfactorily low level.

•
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CLEARANCE CERTIFICATE SYSTEU
Introduction
In plants such as Synthetic Ammonia and tiethanol plants
a system of Clearance Certificates for maintenance work has been
found to be particularly effective as a means of reducing

accidents. Due to the corrosive nature of the substances handled

the maintenance work comprisea a high proportion of the total work
.earried out. In order to 'avoid any uncertainty as to who is in
charge of sections of plant while this maintenance is being done
it is essential to have a definite handing over of the appropriate
plant by the process staff to the maintenance staff for all jobs
which affect or are affected by the process operations.
Clearance certificates are used for this purpose; a

separate certificate is issued for each job and is cancelled on
completion of the work when the plant or equipment is handed back
to process control.

This system has been found so effective on Synthetic
Ammonia and Ammonia Oxidation plants that it has recently been
enlarged to cover all I.C.I.A.N.Z. requirements and has been
installed in all their factories.
Its primary object is to increase the safety of workers;
it also reduces waste due to damage to plant and property and
lost production time in accidents.

•

are:

There are three types of clearance certificates. They

{

1)
2)
3)

Standard
(White job copy)
Closed Vessel (Blue job copy)
Restricted Area (Yellow job copy).

Samples of the job copies of each type are included in this thesis
and their respective uses are described below.
Standard Clearance Certificates

The Otandard Clearance Certificate is the type most
commonly used as it is applicable to all jobs except the comparatively small number requiring one of the four special
certificates.
Before any part of a plant is handed over for adjustment,

repair, alteration, etc., a responsible person of the process staff,

at least a foreman, must first put the plant in as safe a condition
as possible. The same person must then make out a Standard
Clearance Certificate describing the job to be done, the condition
of the plant and the special precautions (if any) necessary to
ensure safety in carrying out the job. It is this person's
responsibility to see that the certificate is correct and that all
possible dangers have been anticipated and provided for in the
precautions described.

411

The person filling in the certificate signs it and hands
it to the person taking over; normally the tradesman carrying
out the job, who must read it and sign it to indicate that he

understands both the job and the safety precautions required.
He carries the certificate with him on the job and it forms his
authority for working on the plant.
Immediately the job is finished the process representatie

examines the work and, if satisfactory, the certificate is signed
off by both persons at the same time.

ICIANZ Safety Council Standard Form No. 3
Factory Title to be specified when re-ordering.

JOB COPY

N9 3000

IMPERIAL CHEMICAL INDUSTRIES OF AUSTRALIA & NEW ZEALAND LIMITED

Synthetic Ammonia Section, Deer Park, Victoria

STANDARD CLEARANCE CERTIFICATE
Not to be used for work in Closed Vessels, Restricted Areas, or Danger Areas; Special Certificates are provided for these.

SECTION OF PLANT
DETAILS OF JOB: (More than one job may be sped fled provided no special precautions are required and no flame is to be used)

SPECIAL PRECAUTIONS:

It is hereby certified that the item of plant concerned IS / IS NOT isolated from every dangerous source of gas, liquid,
and motive power. IF NOT, the special precautions detailed above must be taken.

Signed

Date

Time

Date

Time

Date

Time

Responsible person handing over

Signed
Person taking over

REMARKS ON JOB DONE:

Signed
Person handing back

The item of plant concerned has been examined and is now in satisfactory condition to be returned to service.
OTHER REMARKS:

Signed

Date
Responsible person taking back

Reid/5000/ 1 l /

Time

ICIANZ Safety Council Standard Form No. 4
Factory Title to be specified when re-ordering.

JOB COPY

N? _ 196

IMPERIAL CHEMICAL INDUSTRIES OF AUSTRALIA & NEW ZEALAND LIMITED

Synthetic Ammonia Section, Deer Park, Victoria

CLOSED VESSEL CLEARANCE CERTIFICATE
SECTION OF PLANT
CLOSED VESSEL CONCERNED
DETAILS OF JOB:

SPECIAL PRECAUTIONS:

5
ti

It is hereby certified that:
(1) The vessel IS / IS NOT isolated from every dangerous source of gas, liquid, and motive power. IF NOT, the
special precautions detailed above must be taken in addition to those below.
(2) The air in the vessel IS / IS NOT free from toxic, asphyxiating, and inflammable gas.

•

Result of air test
Time of taking sample

ned
Tester

(3) It IS / IS NOT necessary to wear Breathing Apparatus.
S
If so, the following must be worn
The person standing by will be

(4) It IS / IS NOT necessary to wear Safety Belt and Lifeline.
If so, the person standing by will be
(5) The use of a naked flame or heated object IS

NOT permissible inside the vessel.
I'
If so, the following Flame Equipment may be used

(6) The vessel is safe for entry to carry out the job described above provided the safety precautions detailed on this
certificate are fully observed.
Signed.

Date

Time

Superintendent or Authorized Deputy

I have read this certificate and am fully aware of the precautions to be taken.
Signed

Date

Time

Date

Time

Person entering vessel

3
REMARKS ON JOB DONE:
(-)

Signed
Person handing back

The item of plant concerned has been examined and is now in satisfactory condition to be returned to service.
OTHER REMARKS:

.)5
Signed

Date
Responsible person taking back

Time

N2 300
ICIANZ Safety Council Standard Form No. 5
Factory Title to be specified when re-ordering.

JOB COPY

IMPERIAL CHEMICAL INDUSTRIES OF AUSTRALIA & NEW ZEALAND LIMITED

Synthetic Ammonia Section, Deer Park, Victoria

RESTRICTED AREA CLEARANCE CERTIFICATE
To be used only for work in the "Restricted Areas" defined in the Factory Rules.
■1011111011111■

SECTION OF PLANT
BUILDING OR PLANT ITEM CONCERNED

DETAILS OF JOB:

SPECIAL PRECAUTIONS:

It is hereby certified that:
(1) The building or plant item described above IS/IS NOT isolated from every dangerous source of
gas, liquid, and motive power. IF NOT, the special precautions detailed above must be taken.
(2) The building or plant item described above HAS / HAS NOT been cleaned and rendered free
from explosive and inflammable material.
IF SO, the person who carried out the cleaning was
(3) The use of a naked flame or heated object IS / IS NOT authorised.
If BO, the following Flame Equipment may be used
(4) The person authorised to proceed with the job is
(5) The building or plant item described above has been examined by me, and is in my opinion, in a
safe condition for the above job to be carried out INSIDE/OUTSIDE the Restricted Area
provided the special precaution s° detailed above are fully observed.
Signed

Date.

Time_

Date

Time

Date

Time

Superintendent or Authorized Deputy

- Signed
Person taking over

REMARKS ON JOB DONE:

Signed
Person handing back

The job described above has been examined by me and found satisfactorily completed.
Date

Signed

Time

Inspector

,The building or plant item concerned has been examined by me, and is in my opinion in a clean and safe condition to
, be returned to service.
'OTHER REMARKS:

Date

Signed
Superintendent or Authorized Deputy
Raid/10 Bk8/2)46

Time

- 73 Closed Vessel Clearance Certificates

•

The Closed Vessel Clearance Certificate is used for all
jobs where any person is required to enter an enclosed vessel
or space which may be rendered dangerous by gases, liquids or

movement.

The procedure in the case of this certificate is similar
to that for a Standard Clearance with the additional restrictions
named on the form.
Restricted Area Clearance Certificates
The Restricted Area Clearance Certificate is used for
all jobs carried out in a defined "Restricted Areas". This is
an area where the fire hazard is higher than in normal working
places. A Superintendent normally makes out one of these
certificates.
The procedure in the case of this certificate is similar

to that for a Standard Certificate with the additional restrictions

named on the form.

•

•
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Entry into Closed Vessels
The appropriate clearance certificate details the
steps to be taken to ensure that all possible precautions have
boon carried out to render the job safe.
•

Isolation of Plant
1. Driving Machinery: Mere machines are driven by
electric motors the main switches in the substation must be
opened, or the fuses withdrawn and the starter tried. Alternatively
a notice may be hung - over the starter instructing operators not
to operate the unit.

that a

2. Pressure and Banrieroue Liquids: Before assuming
particular section 'efe plant iQ ace tral gas uncler presGure,

it is advisable to use every means of testing available, and also

prevent the subsequent development of pressure through an undetectable leak by having all blow-offs open. Particularly when

dealing with high pressure it is a good working rule to assume
that any valve is leaking until it has been proved to be tight.
In many cases double isolation valves arc provided for such Oases
and they should always be used if possible. If the job cannot
be made freo from danger while the plant is running, the plant
must be closed down to do the job, if important, or the job hold
over until an enforced shutdown. The sane considerations apply
to jobs which are to be done on systems containing dangerous
liquids, e.g. caustic soda, and anhydrous anaonia. In the same
way, if it should be necessary to leave open for any tine ends of
pipes which are connected to sources of gas under pressure or
liquid, and only isolated by valves, it is advisable to add the
additional safeguard of a blank of appropriate strength..

3. VuiTinR: The plant to be placed under maintenance
may contain cambustible or toxic gas. Under these circtmstances,
the section oust be purged with inert gas both before and after
the job. This purge gas is normally nitrogen containing about.
2.85 CO2 from the nitrogen plant, but in certain cases stem or
”blow" gas from the generators may be used.
Two methods of purging may be used:
(A) Sweeping through with nitrogen either under holder
pressure or boosted by the compressor, taking core
that the plant is swept from end to end, and that
the gas sample after purging is taken at the exit.

(B)

By putting up to pressure several times uith the
nitrogen compressor and blowing down. In using
this method it is well to realise that if a given volume
of gas is used ior purging, it is more efficient
to use it in several portions than in one portion,
e.g. it is bettor to put the plant up to three
ataospheres three tines than nine etneepherec once.

Normally a plant is considered purged ;hen the
hydrogen is down to 1,. Should it be necessary to enter a
vessel after purging, it is then necessary to oweep out pith air
until a test has been Obtained which shows 20 - 21;1 oxygen.
Uhen handing such plant back to the operatives
It must be purged free from oxygen, since the eloloeive Units for
i-urging
the gases in the process increase rapidly with pressure.
is carried out as described above but the limit to be attained
is a maxima of 1,1 oxygen.

75Slip-plating

There are many major maintenance jobs which require
absolute protection from the risk of gas, e.g. working in an
oxide box and extensive work on the lower stages of the 910 h.p.
compressor. In such cases all Gas lines to the section must
be slip-plated. It is usually possible to arrange to slip-plate

a gas line when it is not under pressure, but if it is not
•

possible to arrange to do this the slip-plate can be put in
under gas pressure (max. 20-30 milliats). In such cases a
compressed air mask must be used by the fitter and his mate.
It is not advisable to try to ship-plate a 9" to 12" main under
pressure. The same effect as slip-plating can be obtained at
the gas-holders by water sealing the inlet and outlet pipes at
the inlet and exit lutes which are provided lor this purpose.

Leaking ..Joints

One of the problems which often arise involves a leak

at a high pressure joint. The following set of recommendations

Is based on an assessment of the stresses developed in the joint

bolts.

1. 350 ats, joints not greater than ill" i.d. Small
leaks may be tightened by hand. On no account must joints be
hammered or "slogged" up whilst under pressure.
2.

350 ato joints Rreater than .;P• and not

treater than

i.d. These must not be

tightened unless pressure is reduced to 50 ate. Under exceptional circumstances (such as small leaks and obviously loose

joints) the engineer may assume responsibility for giving

permission to tighten these joints under full pressure.

3. 200 ate joints:
While under pressure these
joints may only be tight ened if obviously slack or if the leak
is very small s at the discretion of the engineer. On no account
may spanners be hammered or extended.
4.
Steam joints: P. day be tightened by hand but spanners
must not be slogged.

5.

Compressed Asbestos Pibre Joints: Leaks

developing in such joints almost invariably break down the
jointing material. They cannot be corrected by tightening of

the joint bolts.

•
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Gas Generator
Ighen a generator is due for maintenance, the Lynn
washer will be purged with blow gne before steaming down. It
is often poesible to purge the Lynn washer with steam / but in
either case it should subsequently be swept throuch eith air
after a slip-plate has boon put lamediate24 before the gas
isolation valve, so that the seal box can be drained. It is
well to remember that the blow gas used f ea purging is high in
toxic CO.
No entry is to be made to the generator until the coke
has been removed, the bowl drained and oteam.put on the stack.
After a satisfactory air test the generator may be entered.
L_yran V.:usher and Seal Box
Special conditions must be observed for jobs on this
section then the generator is alright (e.g. changing a cooling
water control valve on the Lynn washer or replacing a eight
glass on the seal box). If the job is a long one, the top gas
valve can be disconnected and cloaled after purging the Lyon
washer with blow gas. For a short job, a low air rate with the
stack valve closed will keep a positive pressure on the system
and prevent ingress of air. In such a case a compressed air

mask muot be worn,
Top Goo Valve

To clear this valve it until the top of the generator
is reasonably hot (400 0C.), purge the Lynn washer and put the
generator on standby. Remove the bottom plate carefully, being
careful in case of a blow-back through delayed ignition of tho
air admitted. The generator top is made hot to ensure ignition
of this air. Clean the valve quickly end replace the plate.
Gas rJaahing Pans

The chance of a gas leak at an isolation valve here
Is rather high and the consequences serious both from the risk
of a gassing accident in the building and from the risk of fire.
The fan should therefore be slin-plated before going to maintenance.
This will involve tannorarily shutting down the section of plant
and blowing the pressure off the main between the raw gas-holder
and the oxide boxes.
Oxide Box
To be purged with nitrogen, double isolation valves
closed and intermediate blow-off opened, and slip-plated if the
box is to be emptied.
Ilydroren Plant
If the plant is to be opened up, it must first be
cooled down. This le done either by steaming clown to a
terzeerature of 250°C. (not below the saturation temperature
of the steam) and/or cooling off by passing gas through the
catalyst until the temperature is dawn to 50°C. Finally it
is purged with nitrogen and elip-plated.
Compressor.
Ilajor maintenance to the first three stages involves
purging with nitrogen and slim-plating both th.o suction lino (on
the downstream side of the isolation valve), and the gland leak
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line. If it is not possible to slip-plate on the downstream side
of the suction valve, the hydrogen plant may be isolated to do
the job, but the inlet valve Should be cracked occasionally to
keep a positive pressure on the set. In purging the compressor
with nitrogen it Should be barred round with the bypasses closed,
until a test on the third stage at least Shows no combustible gas.
On completion of the job, the machine should be purged
once again and the precaution taken of running to atmosphere with

all the bypasses closed tor a couple or minutes.
CO and CO 2 Removal Towers

Before blowing the pressure oif the towers, the liquor
must be blown out of the tower completely. This is best done
at a reduced pressure (50 ate and 40 lbs./sq. inch respectively).
If the tower is to be opened up it must be purged. Men
removing packing from the CO removal tower, it is essential that
all workers wear goggles on account of the risk of copper liquor
splashing from the ground.
Regeneration Tower

This is most easily purged with steam.

slip.plated from the Hydrogen Plant,

It should be

Convertor

411

If the convertor is to be opened up the catalyst, due
to its pyrophoric nature, must be cooled down to less than 500C.
This also serves to reduce the =monis content of the gas if
the cooling off is done in the proper manner by means of the
circulator. Before opening it, the convertor must be purged
out with CO2 free nitrogen, and while it is open, it must always
be under nitrogen holder pressure to prevent access of air to
the catalyst. It is important that the gas in such circumstances
passes over the catalyst. Therefore, if the top cover is to be
removed, the nitrogen connection must be made at the exit of the
convertor. If the bottom cover is to come off, put nitrogen on
to the direct bypass line.
Changing Ammonia Catalyst

(a) Removal: This necessitates lifting the top cover
of the convertor. It is important that a slow stream of nitrogen
be kept passing up through the convertor until all the catalyst
has been removed.
(b)
Recharging: An atmosphere of nitrogen is not
necessary during recharging of catalyst. For Austmabn convertors
the total weight of catalyst Should be approx. 1,500 lbs; the
exact weight must be carefUlly determined.

The whole operation of removal and recharging
takes approximately seven hours.
20 ats Let Down Vessel

This can be emptied of liquid ammonia by raising the
pressure with gas from the synthesis wstem and blowing down all
liquid to stock tanks. During this operation care must be taken
not to lift the relief valves on these tanks
Ammonia Stock Tank Level Gauges

It is essential to empty a tank as far as possible and

then allow the pressure to fall to atmospheric by blowing off, beibre
endeavouring to remove a gauge for cleaning.
Mien emptying these
tanks it is important to disconnect the steam lines and to dry out
the heating coil by blowing air through it. If water is left in
this coil there is a risk of it freezing and shattering the line,
due to evaporation of liquid ammonia from the surface of the exposed

coils.
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ilAIKTEUMICE 12.ROUDURE

General
In order to keep the plant on line for as long as
possible and to reduce the number of unpromedinted shutdowns
to a minimum, the planning of maintenance is based upon the
following principles:
1.

All machinery which is in duplicate should be
kept permanently in good order.

2.;:achinery vhich is not in duplicate will, of course,
be maintained as found necessary but in addition certain
onerations should be performed at regular intervals.

3,

Thoro ohQuld bo nn onnol chut6own durik lach all
thc machinoi.y in catcgory 2 is thoroughly ovorheuled.

plant uhich is in duplicate should not need to be
touched during the annual shutdown. This is iunortant, as the
amount of unduplicated plant is large and provides all the 'ork
which it is possible to do in the time allocated to this ehutdown,

normally ten days.

In order to comply with this eystom a log is kept of
changeover of plant and also the running hours of the larger
machine o.

Gas Plant
As the whole of this plant is in duplicate it is thus
not affected by the annual Shutdown. In line with other parts
of the plant for thich spares are installed, this section has
the running plant shut devil and the spare plant started at
regular intervals.
As soon as possible after the changeover, the idle plant
Is examined and all defects uhich are liable to cause trouble are
rectified. The plant is thus left in a condition to start at
the Shortest notico Should unexpected trouble develop in the
running unit.

The changeover intervals for this section are as follows:
Generators
Air Pans
Gas alehing Fens.. .
Circulating Pump°

every az months
.weekly
weekly
two weeks on and one
week off.

Generators: Men a generator is changed over the
following points are examined:
1.

State of generator Generally,

2.

State of Generator plating in water jacket,

3.

State of Grate and drive.

The operator and valve gear require special attention;
the wear on pins and stops in this machine is heavy. The clutch
and reduction gear box are units requiring close examination at
every shutdown.
The top and bottom gas valves and also the stack valve
are also dismantled and inspected; it is sometimes found
necessary to refit these within six months.
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Air. Fans: After the weekly changeover, the fan bearings
are opened, examined and regressed and the motor is examined.
The clearance between the rollers and the race on the bearings
of these machines, due to their relatively high speed, is critical.
The normal figure is 0.003" and the bearing Should be renewed if
this clearance is appreciably exceeded.
Wear up to 0.009" (or a
total clearance of 0.012") is the maximum allowable before

replacement,
Gas Washing Fans: The successful operation of these

fans depends upon carefurbalancing of the revolving parts and
attention to the sealing gland,
Only sufficient steam to balance
the blower pressure need be applied to the gland. Due to the
heat from the sealing steam the bearings on this unit are liable
to become overheated and care must be taken not to overgrease them
to aggravate this tendency.
The bearings are changed when the weekly check reveals
a total clearance of 0012".
pirculatini PUMDO: The strainers are cleaned daily,
and if any reduction in output is observed the pumps are opened
up on changing over and the impellors cleaned. Due to coke breeze
in the circulating water there is fairly heavy wear in these pumps
at the neck rings and glands.
Routine Operations at, Gas plant: (1) The bottom gas
r=edregularly each week. The top gas valve is
valve is cea
only cleaned when absolutely necessary.
(2) Greasing is
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carried out at regular intervals on the valves and valve control
gear. The valve stems, the stack valve points and the operator
parts are oiled daily. Otherparts are oiled or greased each week.
(3) The oil levels in
the hoist and operator reduction gears are checked weekly.

Gasholders
An internal inspection for estimation of corrosion is
carried out once every three years. This is likely to occur on
the tank bottom, internal water line, and in the cups, externally.
The nitrogen holder is likely to be attacked in the crown also.
Routine operations: A montWy check of the tank water
is made and this is purged if necessary. Ammonium carbonate
concentrations and acidity are controlled. On some overseas plants
the cups are oil filmed with a light engine oil; however, due to
the stains and discolouration of the bell resulting from the
presence of this oil, this practice has not been adopted in Australia.
Gas Mains: Periodic cleaning of the gas mains to and
from the raw gas holder is carried out at four monthly intervals.
Oxide Boxes
These do not require any attention other than inspection
when the boxes are opened for renewal of the oxide.
Hydrogen Plant
This plant requires little maintenance and unless some
trouble has been observed it does not require any work during the
annual shut-down period.
The following failures may occur. They are readily
identified and normally only develop slowly.
interchanger leaks
2) Choked packing
(3)
Catalyst breakdown.

weekly.

Routine Operetiono: The water pumpo are changed over

Compreopion Plant
Annual Shutdown: The compressor is partiallY etripped
ao follows:

1. 4th, Sth and 6th
2.

striae dylinders are removed.

[lain bearings have caps removed and brasses examined;
clearances and ucar down of bearings are recorded.

3 • All valves are withdrawn.
4, Big ends and little tends are examined and clearances aro
• taken and recorded,
Netnn rod glands are inspected and cleaned if necessary.
Unless there are signs of excessive year these aro not
stripped as they tend to match with their res7aective rods
and take on an excellent surface.
G. Ilotor bearing caps are removed and year down recorded.
7. Liotor slip rings are opened up and examined.
The first three stages are not opened up unless there
is evidence of wear or damage of the cylinder walls. All cylinders
are 'Yaiked"; liners arc replaced when year exceeds 0,030" for 6th
and 5th stage and 0.020" for the 6th stage.
Old li ere con be reground but this necessitates the
provision of oversize pistons and normally they are scrapped.
Kew rings are Pitted to the 4th, 5th and 6th stages.
::hen reassembling the engine it is necessary to line up
the upper cylinders carefully. This is done by placing the :Aston
of the cylinder concerned on top dead centre and pressing the
crosshead firmly to the guide; (when operating these double acting
pietons result in the croeehead bearing on the guide on both strokes;
so that to achieve operating conditions during lining up, the
crosshead is held against the guide) and harden down the upper
cylinder in such a way that the rod is central in this cylinder.
Peelers are used to check this.
The oil amp is cleaned and the motor starter examined
and tested by the electricians.

The interstage coolers are normally dismantled and the
water passages wore brushed and painted with "Apenior".
Routine Oeorations: The sump is emptied and cleaned
every 4,000 hours. The B.P. lubricators are cleaned thoroughly
every sin months.
The compooition of the electrolyte in the speed controller is checked weekly.
Ordinary ilaintenance: The most common trouble is valve
failure, and this results in high delivery temperatures and
abnormally high pressures in the stages before the cylinder in
which the actual failure has occurred.

Thus high 5th stage pressures are due to failure of

the 6th stage valves.

A failure of the 6th stage piston rings will have a °lunar
effect on the 5th stage pressures, but will also cause the 2nd stage
pressure to be abnormally high as the gas will leak into the 3rd
stage and dam up the flow gas from the 2nd stage.

Q22 Removal Plant'
Annual Shut-doun: The top cover of the CO2 tank là
removed and peeking examined, and if this is dirty it is removed
and cleaned by rumbling.
The pump is opened up and the neck rinc and glands
examined, also the impollors may become worn and require renewal. The motor and starter are checked. All bearings are
=mined and clearances are taken and recorded.

The Lftraw-Johnson valves

Cr° opened up, also the nen-

peturn valves, and overhauled uhere necessary.

Routine Operations: There are no special routine
operations other than oiling and greasing on this section.
CO Removal Plant

•
Annual Shut-down: The CO tower is opened during the
annual shut-down, the packing is removed for cleaning and the
distributor is cleaned.
The crank case of the injector is opened up and the
bearings examined. The glands and valves of this machine
require regular attention throughout the year and so receive no
speci 1 treatment at the annual shut-down. The non-return valve on
the injector delivery should be examined and resoated if necessary.

The motor driving the injector is examined and attention
given to the brush gear :, bearings and speed control equipment.
Routine Operations: The CO tower is normally boiled
out every 4 9.000 hours.
The bed plate oil on the injector is liable to contamination with copper liquor and is normally chanced every
2,000 hours of operation.
Ordinar7 Ilaintenanee: Item on this plant requiring

regular attention are E6176jUctor valves, rams and relief valve.
Leaking injector valves should be changed at once to
avoid damage to the seats due to wiredrawing. The signs are
unsteady delivery- pressure and loss of output, but the first
indication is a wheezing noise in the valve chest which is quite
distinctive.
The glands on the injector require regular attention;
they are never tightened hard and a small leak of copper liquor
when running is desirable to lubricate the packing. Mien adjuating they must be set square by means of caliper measurement,
and then locked in position by means of the locknuts. The
normal packing is two turns of dry cotton and one of greasy hemp
alternatively; about fourteen turns are required in all..
The rams are of nitralloy steel and have a hard skin
depth of up to 0.013". After use resulting in 0.010" wear they
can be reground and built up by means of hard chrome plating.
If this is done they must be reground again before use. The rams
are double ended and reversible.
Final Purification
Annual Shut-down: The charcoal in the charcoal tower
should be replacodi=rased charcoal is regenerated in a lagged
vessel through Which is blown highly superheated steam.
The caustic tower is washed out. The caustic injection
in maintained throughout the year and requires no special attention
at the annual shut-down,
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Routine Operations: There are no special requirements
on the maintenance side. The life of the charcoal is normally
at least six months. The smell of the make-up gas is the best
guide as to the condition of the charcoal tower, and it is of
interest to sample the used charcoal for sulphur content.

Ammonia and Methanol Synthesis Plants
Annual Shut-down: The circulators are completely
examined, particular attention is paid to the piston ring glands.
Gland liners which are of pearlitic cast iron are renewed when

the maximum wear exceeds 0.020", all piston rings showing signs
of wear are replaced.
Bearings of these machines are examined and clearances

and wear-down are noted and recorded; the reduction gear boxes
are opened up and examined.

The valves will receive periodical attention throughout
the year and are dealt with under general maintenance.

The motors arc inspected and brush gear checked.
The convertor should not require special attention at
this time as it is dealt with under ordinary maintenance.
The convertor coolers normally require cleaning. This
is carried out in a similar manner to the compressor coolers.

Routine Operations: The oil in the circulator bedplates
and gear boxes require changing every 4,000 hours.

Steaming out of the condensation system le carried out
as dictated by the pressure drop

in the circulation system.

Ordinary Maintenance: The special features

of

this

section are the convertors. Internal failures here are difficult

to locate and repair.
It is important that this section of the plant should
never be blown down rapidly, except in great emergency as this
practice is liable to rupture the internal sheaths.
A gland or sheath failure will cause sudden loss of
temperature in the catalyst, and it can be located by putting a
pressure test on the wall cooling sheath using nitrogen at

30 lbs. per square inch. The loss of pressure should not be
greater than 1 lb. per minute.

An interchanger failure is difficult to distinguish
from loss of catalyst activity, as it results in reduced conversion
and lower temperature of the exit gas from the convertor. Failure
of the internal cooling tubes of the catalyst basket produces a simnel
effect but this will also produce an unusual temperature gradient.
It is only by careful consideration of the conditions
prevailing, such as temperature gradient of catslyst, rates of

direct and indirect bypass and other temperature considerations,
that a correct diagnosis of the trouble is achieved.
The cause of failure in a Methanol convertor is easier
to trace than in an Ammonia convertor because of the simpler
construction of the former,
The special precautions and work in the circulators are
mostly in connection with the glands and these should be put up to
pressure and blown down slowly and only when the machine is running,
otherwise scouring of the gland liners and failure of the cast iron
rings will result. In other respects the circulators require
similar attention to the H.P. compressor.
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Testing of Safety Devices

•

A large number of safety devices and alarms arc
provl.ded on these plants and it is essential that they be tested
regularly to ensure eiticient operation in the event of an
emergency.
It is not alwaye possible to carry out these taste
under actual plant running conditions, but in many cases simulated
conditions can be obtained. In some cases visual examination
only is possible.
The folloving schedule indicates the class of toot
required for each of the various devices and the frequency with
which these tests are carried out.

Classes of Tests:
A. Tests under actual conditions
B. Tests under simulated conditions
C. Visual examination.

Device to be tested
Uater to Lymn tfasher Alarm

Reeuired
A

17ater level in Gas Plant Cooling Uater SUMD
R.G.H. Low Level. Alanu
Differential Pressure acoos Oxide Boxes Trip

fl,

Hopkinson Steam Valve Trip
Hot ':Jater Circulating Pump TriT)
Cat. G. H. Lou Level Alarm
Compressor cooling water Low Pressure Alarm
Compressor Crank Case Oil Low Pressure Alarm

A

Differential Pressure across CO2 Tower
Indicator
20 Ate Let-down Vessel Low Level Alarm
H.P. Condenser No. 1 Relief Valve
H.P. Condenser No. 2 Relief Valve
20 Ate Let-doun Vessel Relief Valve

•

Uothanol Let-down Vessel High Level
Indicator

A

Preeuency
Ueekly

SSU

DES G 0 IGH
IPTRODUCT

In the following pages an attempt has been made
to evaluate the general principles of design of industrial
equipment operating at pressures up to 500 atmospheres. The
nuMber of units operating at elevated pressures is small and
the requirements are far from uniform. A certain amount of
etandardisation has been found to be possible but this only
applies to items such as pipe lines, valves, branch fittings,

etc., which are used in relatively large quantities on any
one plant. Vessels and machines are invariably designed for
specific installations.
'

There has been a tendency since high pressures

were introduced for Britain, America and the Continent to
develop their design technique in three distinct ways. British
practice has been more coneerVative than American an regards
pipe lines and joints, British manufacturers of Ha. compressors have favoured vertical multi-crank units whereas the
Continental practice favours single crank horizontal machines.
The former type saves floor space but the latter are more

accessible for maintenance work.
The notes that follow concern British practice and

are applicable to the design of plant for industrial use.

A
large number of devices have been developed mainly for laboratory
use specially at super pressures but these have not been included
as in general they are not applicable to full scale plant work.
-

HIGH PRESSURE VESSELS
(For use up to 360 ate)

Pressure vessels operating at pressures above approx.

1000 lbs/Sq.in. are invariably manufactured from hollow steel
forgings.
The two mein facters involved are the choice of the

type of steel to use for forging and the design of the vessel.

are:-

The main factors influencing the choice of material

Working pressure.
2 Size of vessel.
3 maximum temperature to which vessel will be

subjected.

(4)

Effects of process on the vessel.

The three main steels used for industrial high

pressure ves2els ere low carbon steel, 3% chrome steel and
Bi-Cr-no steel.
The first is satisfactory for small f_lid
medium sized forgings where the operating temperature will not
be greatly above atmospheric.
The use of 3% chrome and
Ni-Cr-Mo steels have replaced the medium carbon and high carbon
steels for large forgings on account of the consistency with
which good mechanical properties can be reproduced, and also
because their better elastic properties render them particularly
Suitable for use in cases where elevated temperatures and

thermal shock effects increase the working stress of the vessel.

In ammonia synthesis and hydrogenation processes when
the partial pressure of hydrogen in the restrained fluid is
high the effect of hydrogen attack on the steel must be considered.
Both 3% chrome and Ni-Cr-Mo steels possess good hydrogen
attack resistant properties v particularly the latter at more .
elevated temperatures.
The preparation of the forging is primarily the
responsibility of the steelmaker t and he is called upon to supply
o full report covering' the melting of the steel together with a
complete thermal history of the subsequent treatment.
The
composition of the three steels as normally used for forging
purposes are as follows:-

Low Carbon Steel

Carbon
Manganese
Silicon

Sulphur
Phosphorus
Nickel
'35 Chrome Steel.

Carbon
Chrome
Molybdenum
Manganese
Silicon

Sulphur
Phosphorus
Nickel
Vanadium

0.2 - 0.3%
0.4 - 0.8%
Not mono than 0.3%

n
n
n

n
n

" 0.04%
0 0.04%
" 0,5%

0.2 - 0.3%
2.5 - 3.5%
0.35 - 0.50%
0.30 - 0.60%
.
Not more than 0.3%
t/
11
0.035%
"

n n
" 0.035%
n n
n 0.5%
May be present up to 0 .25%

•
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NI-Cr-Co Steel.
Carbans
Nickel
Chrome
Molybdenum

0,22
2.2
0.6
0.25

Vanadium

"
"
" 0.035%
May be present up to 0.15%.

Silicon
Sulphur
Phosphorus

- 0,32%
- 2.6%
- 0.9%

- 0.45%
Not more than 0.3%
"
"
" 0.035%

In the preparation of the forging the ingot is stripped
as soon as possible after complete solidification and le
adequately cropped at top and bottom to remove any defects. It
is customary to charge the billet without delay into a heating

furnace while its temperature is above 600 °C.

•

The furnace

having been previously prepared so that is is not more than
100°C. from the billet temperature.
In this furnace the
temperature of the billet is raised for blooming.
In the
case of 3%; Cri Steel the ingot is worked at temperatures not
less than 850uC. and in the case of Ni-Cr-Mo steel at temperature
not less then 800°C.
After blooming the ingot is annealed
slowly for trepanning. It is important that the size of
the trepanned hole be sufficient to remove all central weaknesses.
At this stage all laps and surface cracks are removed and
sulphur prints are taken as required.
The trepanned forging is then heated slowly to the
foraing temperature, which for ,V Cr. steel is not less than
850°C. and for Vi -Cr -Mo steel not less than 800°C., and hollow
After forging the mild steel or 3% Cr. steel is
forged.
heated to 900°C. and after obtaining a uniform temperature

throughout is allowed to coo/ in the furnace.
The NI-Cr-Uo
steel is heated above its upper critical range for sufficient
time to achieve a uniform temperature and then cooledfreely in
air to 300-400°C., it is then soaked at 650 °C. before being
allowed to cool slowly.
The forging is then rough machined and in the case
of the 3% Cr. and the Ni -Cr -Mo steels is hardened by quenching

in oil at a temperature above the upper limit of the critical
range of the steel.
It is removed from the oil bath at a
temperature just belo8 the flash point of the oil and tempered
by heating to 575-650 C. and then cooled in air.
A final
reheat to a temperature sufficiently high for an adequate
period to relieve any stresses that might have been set up
during the heat treatment is then carried out.
The temperature
and time of this final treatment is dictated by the thermal
history and by experience of similar forgings.
Test pieces are then cut from the forging for tensile,
bend and izod testa. The physical properties to be attained
are as follows:14411. 34 Cr. Ni-CrwMo
Ultimate tensile stress, tons/sci.in. 30-35
42.52
42-.45
-

Elongation on 2", %

4:20

4:

8

<16

Reduction in area, %

4=35

4:35

i=35

4:30

-1c30

30

30

Izod Impact, ft/lbs
Proof load, tona/sq.ins.

14-15

A bend test on a stand test piece is carried out and

a microscopical examination of appropriate sections is also done
to ensure that a fine grained sorbitic structure has been

achieved.
The forging is then finish machined and hydraulically
pressure tested.
_411.
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Considerable importance is attached to the hydraulic
pressure test which is carried out at a pressure 50% higher
than the working pressure.
The object of the test is to
compare the permanent volumetric stretch and the volumetric
stretch at full test pressure, and also to obtain a curve
giving the volumetric strain over the pressure range.
The test is carried out by filling the forging with

water and then by means of a small hydraulic ram pump raising
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the pressure in 50 sits steps to the full test pressure. At

each step the volume of water added Is recorded. The pressure

Is then let down in 50 ate steps and the water discharged at
each step is measured.
The results are recorded on the
test sheet. The test is considered satisfactory if the ratio
of permanent stretch to total stretch at full test pressure is
less than 10% and when the graph of strain plotted against test
pressure is a straight line.
In this test the volume compressive strain of the
liquid is considerable and has to be accounted for. For thin
walled vessels where the compressive strain of the forging is
neglected the correction factor is:—
Volume of water Dumped in _
;Mums strain of cylinder

0.95 pd .4. 2
Et

0.95 it
=

1 .1-

xd •
1.05 At

For water K = 0.32 x 106 lbs/in2
and
E = 30 x 10 6 lbs/in. 2

•••

correction factor = 1 + 100 —
d

For thick walled vessels this expression becomes:—
Et
Kd
2(1A
)
•
m d + (5 - m ) d
4(d + t)

where
t
d
p
E
K

=
=
=
=
=
1 =

wall thickness of forging
internal diameter
internal pressure
mod, of elasticity of material of forging.
bulk modulus
Poisson's ratio.

This expression leads to the following correction factors for
various values of
Corection factor.

0.1

+ loo
1+814.

0.2
0.3

(.A)
1 + 72 (i)
* + 62 (.4)

0.4

1 + 55 (4)

0.5

1 .+ 4.9 (4)
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• In the design of thick cylindersfor pressures up
to 350 ats working pressure where no appreciable creep takes
place the strain energy theory is normally used. The
attached graph relates the ratio of diameters with the effective
In practice the process
stress and the internal pressure.
considerations normally dictate the inside diameter, the material
of construction, the factor of safety to yield point,and hence
the effective stress and the internal presure,leaving only the

outside diameter to be fixed.
For more accurate work the following formulae is
applicable.
( i) 2 =

1 +1/3. 8k27-3•1 2cel.
1 - 2.642
where c(.=

or

9p

152.42f
2...

(g)

94.526
104)4 4. 0.46154
, where n = factor of safety to yield point
p = working pressure diff. in eta.
f = yield point in tons/in2 at working
temperature.
D = outside diameter any units.
d = inside diameter in same units.

• These formulae assume Poisson's ratio = 0.3 and are derived on
a strain energy basis.
Forged pressure vessels are designed in such a way
that all stresses are as nearly determinant as possible; this
is achieved, by observing the following conditions:-"
(1) There are no sudden changes in section
(2) There are no holes in the walls of the vessel.
Normally the end covers - carry the openings,
where holes in the walls of the vessel are essential
they are carried by a thickened ring machined into
the vessel.
(3) The bore is concentric with the external surface
and there are no offset faces at the ends.
End closures usually require a thickening of the
forging wall,and ample metal is allowable at these points for
stud anchorage and joint stiffness.
For mild steel forgings it is usual to design vessels
to an effective stress of 6.5 - 7 ton/sq.in .
For 3%; Cr. and Ni-Cr-Mo steel vessels the conditions of
service particularly the emergency conditions that are liable to
occur usually increasethe factor of safety to yield point that it
is necessary to use thus,. reducing the effective stress used in
design.
For vessels such as ammonia converters where stresses
induced by thermal shock may be present it is customary to use an
effective stress figure of approximately 5 tons/sq.in .

It is not necessary to increase the elastic strength
of H.P. vessels operating up to 350 ats pressure by any : of the
processes such as wire winding, compounding or auto-frettage,
although these techniques can with advantage be employed an,
vessels operating at considerably higher pressures.
It is
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Tho lens rims joint is the siEnlest and East co=only
uced of all E.P. joints for =11 al1.2 Esdima joint Eliseo. Xn
its c21.1(2oot c:o2D the tuo Darts to - 11,e joined are finished fist
eon= eT,]rvcd surfaces on
sEr.d pul1e^,7 m ccminst n
each Gide.
An ftEDrover.2ent ea this tyDo is uade 'here the rin
2stes ',.Tith conical sectinso; this is the fern used iu cel_ 7.-71ercia1
practice. Me =tins faces are ultred at OCP in the case of
The 20° oitre elves
vessels and 20° in the case of '17,)c-::321.z.
less self tiLttemins effect buit - the thiclmoss of the rills is
a:Aerially reduced, an knovtant %Ant In lens DiDo 21140.
The lenticular surface of the pinc,: 1G desisned co that
lino of contact is fori-aed at u2 near tie centre of the ultre
i'000e 02 ULMG217CthQ joiE2 (loWzIntloa a tho owed •afaco
tn17.co Dice° to aani.iicivat deo.,00 to ansuro that the zaall
ourfccc ivroguai.nritioo coo ovorcauow

In a proDerly desisned leno PIMC the otiffneco of the
rinc io aide lees than the stiffneSs of the x-estrainint . utall co
that a oak tishtepinc; effect is achieved vlen 7)ro.ounre ib
a7)plied.
/Y1 the deoisn of a Ions r1n3 to fit a 00 0 latrod joint
on a vessel cv end closure the bore of the Pins is usunlly Elado
the e=e ac the bore of the veocel. The outside diaDeter of
the riac is =de equal to the outside diapotor of the Eitred
face and the diapetor of line contact is then fized, equidistant
betueen those tzo dipensiono. It is convenient to oale the
radius of curvature of the lenticular surfaces ieur2 to the
contact circle 2ia7Leter for 30 0 joint° and thio is usually awn.
Havinc fiaed these diaensions a thielmosc of in io °hewn to .
clvo tho z-orplroa eoca,oc O stikfzerm. A ywoesuoc inalcod •
OtE'000 of U- 1G tons/o. Inch is sufficient ..-0:3L-D noa=1 joints
UBLZ2 0 : 0 1. /CM .?ines
'2o Tlipe joints usinE 1or. rinvs the cou:71in;?, is tiLhtened by Leans oi fiances scrm7ed to the pipe. Them ilancoo
are an oozy runnin!-J fit and 11.0T,SGO no radial restraint on the
than the
pie. Lens rinso for these joint° Euot be less at
corvespondins pipe v7all. In desiLpinc lens rinss :!,02 these
rins is Lade e(;unl to the bore of the
joints the T,,ore o.
The diuceter of contact iG chocen to cive an c;. )r07701ate
coaling line on the Ilaitred face. The radius of curvature of
the lenticular faces is then deterEined such that

diLnneter of contact circle
(LiI vadiuo of curvature

sine 2U

The rinc thichneos and outside di=ter are chosen to achieve
ouitable otiffnoss. Uoually prewar° induced strops of
9 - 11 tons/sq. inch is used on U.S. lone rinse and 10 - 12
dh2aJo steel rinso.
tons/sq. inch or
Lens ring jointo can 1/e Ewa° anC repude a nur2ber of
tiaes uithout rnchinins the ultred face end are easily nosaJbled
by unatilled labours The rinse are dies!) and rebust. These
advantaces Lahe it aparticularly suitable joint for conoral
industrial use and it finds uide molication in all siseo of
joints m to 2 foot diazeter.
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-91VICKERS-ANDERSON JOINT AND COUPLING
This type of joint and coupling has been developed
for use on large closures where the restraining forces are such
that the number and size of the bolts and the flange dimensions
required for normal joints would be inconveniently large.
In the Vickers-Anderson joint the coupling is

achieved by the

of a U-shaped three-segmented clamp ring
which fits over ahoulder on the end of the vessel and over
the end cover or mating section. Close contact and the
required contact pressure is Obtained by machining a conical
11130

surface on the adjacent faces of the clamp ring and the
shoulders. The angle of this shoulder, which must be less
than the friction angle of the materials used, is usually
ca. 12 0 . In order to make the conditions of operation
determinate the sealing ring is designed so that the joint
will be sealed when the adjacent faces of the mating sections
are in contact. In making the coupling the two sections are
brought together - they usually register by means of a spigot and segments of the clamp ring are loosely placed in position.
The gap between the mating faces of the main sections is then
ascertained by means of feeler gauges and the reduction of the
radial gaps in the clamp rings necessary to close the coupling

calculated.

A Jacking ring is then placed over the asap ring

and the segments of the latter jacked up till the radial
clearance i.e reduced sufficiently and then bolted in position
by means of six clamp bolts. As the angle of the shoulder
is less than the angle of friction of the material the clamp
bolts are not required to hold the clamp ring in position;
their chief uses are to assist in locating the clamp ring
during assembly and to safeguard the segments from dislodgement by some external agency.

The jacking ring consists of a circular ring of
hollow box section fabricated by welding from U.S. plate. It
carries a number of small hydraulic jacks located radially
which, are connected to a common header. A snail hydraulic
ram pump supplies oil under pressure to the header for the
operation of the ring. Usually 3 to

4

jacks are provided for

each segment.
An alternative method of closing the coupling is to
assemble the main sections without the obturating ring and
then clamp the segments in position. A, measurement of the
radial gaps between the segments of the clamp ring will indicate
the amount of jacking required when the coupling is subsequently
assembled with the sealing ring in position.
Both the clamp ring and the shoulders on the main
forginge are subject to a considerable bending moment; care
is necessary in their design to prevent concentrations of
strees at the inside corners of the conical faces. The clamp
bolt holes are drilled through the corners of the segments
at points of low stress.
The obturating ring for these couplings is normally
a hollow U-ring which fits into a recess machined into the
The joint faces are annular ridges
bore of the main forging.
on either side of the ring usually i inch to 5/32 inch wide
by 1/16 inch to 3/62 inch high; a corresponding but eider
face is machined on the mating faces of the main.forgings.
A junk ring fits into the hollow portion of the U-ring, this
is segmented to facilitate its removal, the purpose of this
ring is to provide a restraint against which the U-ring can
be pressed. The size of the components is arranged so that
there is an interference between the faces on the main .
forging and the faces of the U-ring; in the case illustrated
On tightening the
this is 0.012 inches to 0.013 inches.
joint this interference is taken up in two ways, first by
the deformation of the U-ring to conform to the junk ring
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-92and second by the deformation of the four beering surfaces.
There are thus three forces tenCine to close the joint faces
uhen under pressure. First that due to the elastic deflection
of' the ring, second that due to the deformation of the faces,
third that due to internal pressure. The dei - oraation of the
faces is necessary to overcome aaall irregularities of the •
surface and this together with the elastic deflection ensures

adoquato obtuvotion at lou iorooutwoo. Under ham1 oDoratias
conditions the Internal pressure which lin7)arta d

Belk

sealing

-

action to the ring is responsible for the generation of the
major stresses; in the case illustrated the crushinastress
generated under 350 ate is Ca. 73,000 lbs./eq. inch and the
tensile stress in the contrcl portion of the rins-due to
internal pressure alone is GU 14,000 lbs./Sq. inch.
A stool uith good physical properties, usually
Uickel-Ohrome Eelybdenium steel is used for the LI-ring; E.S.
is suitable for the junk ring.
The clocp ring coupling arrangement is particularly
suitsblo for large connections; it is normally uned for
closures of over 3 feet diaaetor and for smiler sizes diem
flanged joints are not suitable or diem it is not possible to

thicken the forinc, to carry stmlso
The U section sealing ring is used with the VicTwrieAnderoon coupling and also in a varietTof other cases uhcro

the space available on the bore of the vessel prevent the
This typo of joint can be broken and
use of a lens ring.
remade frequently uithout replacement of the ring. It
seldou• ftils under . pressure.
The Vickers-Anderson joint and coupling have replacea
the earlier typo of closure for large forging° which consisted
of a plug screwed into an internal thread at the closure, the
sealing in this case being Lehieved by the use of a lens ring.
Arroncpoents of those types of closures arc shown.
MUG PM3SSIMI] VILL1M Min

Rums

Those jointing rings - consist of a sealed ring made fraa
a tube of suitable material ouch as aluminium or cozner uhich
is gas Ailed under pressure.
Por sealing.joints these rings are placed in a recess
at the joint face and as the joint is made the rime is deformed
by the to faces. The pressure of the GWEI ithin the tubular
ring is sufficient to make the relatively soft ring seal any •
irregularities in the Jointing fades.
One advantage of this typo of joint isthat the rings
csn be supplied in any desired shape to suit particular conditions.. They find coliention in GOB colaTxossors and U.P.
hydraulic cachinery uhore the space for making joints and seals
is restricted.
. Por general use they have several major disadvantages.
The joint is not self scaling and once a leak starts it seldom
takes up. A new ring oust be used each time the joint is
broken. It is imperative that the articles to be jointed
Should at some part bear octal to metal in order to prevent
the commression of the rims to less than the designed figure;
this criterion is additions/1y important to ensure that the
ring is mat fatigued under pulsating loads. Should the ring
joints become damaged it is secessery not only to reform them
but also to turn docen the whole of one. bearing face to bring
the de7T)th of the ring groove bac!: to the correct figure; this
may in solo cases be disadvantageous.

-93-

ooclik; clooneeo Ix) to 2. izchou 0.(1. 2
Q/32-ineh aad ithtubinz; iu VDCa; fraa
inch= o.C. to
12 inchoo o.. 5A52-in2h and 60/16-indA ttbing lo usca an:2 obey°
12 ineheo o.,
tubilv7 lo cuotaLnyg.
folloAnL table lo reca-L:erEed co coaa zwaetieo:
CclUyaR
Procouro

0.2. og

ex.~...sfflim

4.0b_Eilt_las.
'to to jU0
1=.)

RGC000

arsor aaarobamIL-wasilecAnmervass.

4- 3d.
Y 4. 3:1.
7 .-:. 3d.
Y 3G.
7 + 3d,
7 4. 012 0
7 ,k1.

B -c, 0.00G.
.D ,:, 0.0W.
D
0.1Cd.
D -> 0.116.
D + 0.1a1.
D + 0.1011i.
D ÷ 0.I.

Y

a=
44,,L0
5t30
0000

D0,,ta 02

0.2. og 17zouozo

u.7i;c1.
0.09G.
L;.0.0(2.
J.C3?2, L'
•

hero 7

lo the bore of tlm 0.001220 1
3) 10 tLe tbo icooto froD which ths Anc io

CPO

D.
in.

.s.
JAV
kvj

h oL-- eoct.7.-lenE.,led °loos of Co.T.,, th. c,,J2,t2 ."61/o rocoors
ao folloimf;

. -Inth of
in,

Ilne0C3

5/32
3/13
1
%c
5A6

Denth of 200000 i0P VC22.01.10 70copu200
n J3Jaeo
JO 0(?,,
C
5L:, lOW 2L;j0. 3=J (...0u0 0=)
.015
.003
.117
.1ao

.U70
.000
.112
.133

.L30
.63/2,
.100
.120

.170

.174

.173

.166

.U50 .U57
.077 .L75
.101 .000
.122 .12C)

.,)7Z;

.103

.150

.101

.055
.007
.110

YILIP J0KUT-71
A =0 ring joint arloc2b1y conoioto of Cl ey1iat2rical

uith a double uove on the cuter fcee fitting into
oachinoa In to tuo itc:o to bo joisrzoci.
cl2Lo onoi

VOCOG000

dlo.enoiono aro °halm In thz necoonying fictive.

Thie toe of joint, uhich io fu11 self-tijiteainc,
hco been devo1o7)ed ZPOD the leap ring joint.
A hicZI degreo
of accuracy Jo reafreCI in ixeDering the cononento; the
cochoW_ [mot be identical, eicular and Durcllel ulthin fine
tolemncoo, the interforence betueen the poc%eto end the creoto
of the uoveo on the joint ring io of the order of 0..e02 of
the i.d. of the rinc.
The joint rino can be code in o variety of Lletalo,
the following hove rroved sotinfoetaKT in perviceg
;A.ld Steel
0hpor=le Stool
Chro:_lc Stool
10,; 07(wo:_lo 31=1
Auc;tcaitic 16/0/2./2. Steel
lin2ac .° Steel
CuT:ev
rA;-00 1A"LOO
Silver
1;ickel
Lionel 2letal
Ae!:zoulccaco=nt
Lanninc; Cho. n.
'.&x)0u7) 1ob,1/37.

.0i/VEA65/00(
,

OE TRIL. FOR WAVE RI( JOIN 7

RICZVIPV Airhei SAL I

1

$24
Provided the ualls of the sockets are sufficiently
riLid to uithstand the interna pressure uithout deformation
and the ring sufficiently weak to deform under the zoning
preesure a tight joint can be code. In normal practice the
design of the ring is based upon elastic stressing, this
OCCUPO for rings of noracl profile then
71

>
GY

internal 51YOODUTO
.. bore of ring
= tensile yield stress
thickness,
74 = greatest ri
P

It is customary, therefore, to make the iwd. of the ring coup].
to the bore of the pipe and
Pd >Y1
2Y

.Pd

U7

An ipportant detail in shaping the sockets is the
load or radius that is given to the mouth to enable the ring
to be pushed home squarely without damage. The rings are
usually ''flashed uith copper and the sockets voll lubricated
before assenbly.
One advantage of those joints is that the axial
thrusts on the coupling are lotier than most other U.P. joints
and are completely determinant. . There is an appreciable
amount of "give" in the joints which is an advantage viler°
ft creep" is liable to occur. On the other hand the first cost
of the rings is high, they are easily damaged, and a vide Epp
is required for mnkine and breaking .joints which. is not always
available on long pipe lines. For these reasons the mg has
never replaced the more robust lens ring for smiler diameters
or the Vichers-Anderson joint ring for . larger sizes of joints..
It. is particularly suitable for very high pressures and recant
developents in the organic synthesis field at pressures over
is 000 cts Llay lead, to its application in the industrial
SPIGOT AlID

SOCIOT JOINT

A useful joint for small Closures where space is
limited is the spigot and socket arrangement. Obturation
is achieved by moans of a. sealing ring of coMpressed asbestos
fibre reinforced vith woven vire or by a serrated metal ring.
It is necessary to give lateral Impport to the joint ring
and for this reason it is usually located in an annular recess
or seated on the centre of a triple stepped face.
The main disadvantage of this type of closure is the
fact that it is not self sealing; it thus requires high bearing
pressures for satisfactory operation and this limits the maximum
practical size of the ring to about 6 inches diameter. Alen
used on machines and items of plant the cooling pressure is
normally achieved by a ring of studs although. American practice
favours the use of union nuts for small sines.
More compressed asbestos fibre rinLs are used the
ring is designed to fit snugly into the seating recess. Thin
sections are used - normally 1/82 inch thick - and the uidth
varies from inch for small diameters up to {I inch. The
bearing pressure required for satisfactory sealing at 3G0 ate.
is 4 - 6 tons/sq. inch.
In the case of metal sealing rings the section of
the ring is doeigned to give line contact. The initial

bearing pressure is tuo to three times the crushing stress
of the jointing material resulting in considerable deformation
of the ring during tightening.
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Because they are not self—oeclinc, both them joint°
to develop leaho under puloatinc 1)1,00012000o Ucl=7
be used each time the joint is broken.

C120 liable
rincp LiUr3t

glE.E5LRILIngl,
Golf ocalinc cland vinco are used in clondo where rotary

uotion
lo vo0251106. Thom uo tuo nov331 ty-Dos, tho
otanaard pattoyn sealina ecainst the re-tat -Ina cheft cw - spindlo 9

and the inverted typo uhich iG fized to the cent r al olc2ont and
scale aGainst the cylindrical zallo of the .housing. Both
these tyyles are illustrated, tocether uith the 2=21113
dimensions of stock sizes.

The rinco are of nolded rubber reinforced pith fabric.
VOP10120 typeo are obtainable for specific dutieo, i.e. neoprene
for applications diem oil uill be present, etc. For the
najority of duties natural rubber-is used.
They cive satisfactory oervice in cocas uherc rotary
motion only io encountered, but for reciprocatinc tranolatory
potion they have only a United life due to the diointecration
of the rubber at thin sections. Their Pain application is
In the sealins of valve spindles.
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HIGH PRESSURE PIpES AND UTTIWGQ.
High Pressure Pines.

For pressures above a few hundred lbs.Aq. in.,
seamless, solid drawn steel tubing is used exclusively.
The material of construction is low carbon steel for
normal purposes having the following physical properties:Ultimate tensile stress
Yield stress
elongation on 2"
Reduction of area

Not less than 25 tons/sq. in.

9
0

fp

50% U.T.S.
25%
" 45%

For high temperature 'conditions pipework manufactured
from 3% Cr. steel is normally used and the following physical
properties are specified.
Ultimate tensile stress
Elongation on 2"
Reduction of area

Not
less than 35 tons/sq. in.
u
u 23%
" 45%

The 3g Cr. piping is suitable for temperaturee up
to 4500C., and the low carbon steel piping for temperatures
up to 20000.
Por industrial use the application of M.P. piping
ie standardised both as regards working pressure and pipe sizes.

British practice on ammonia synthesis and high pressure
hydrogenation processes is to confine the design of H.P. pipes
and fittings to three pressure ranges - up to 55 ate., up to
260 ate., and up to 360 ate. The following tables list the
standard sizes of pipe in these three ranges.
1.

Low Carbon 55 ate. TiDinp.
Nominal

Outside

Diameter

Bore

3*

21-*

3"

+ .g6
5 "

3 ;:1! + 11 75"

6"

7 - .0

8"

+ .185"
9?1 - .0

12"

, + .275
13-4/16 . . 0

16"

18 + ..36"

2, 260 ate.

-

Nominal

Bore
2"

31,

Wall
214=242
a

3

+ .04"
— .04

+

•

04"

+ .5"
2

-.05

.6"
9/16 +
- .06
„. + 085"
27t)2 . :085
+ .10"
1 - .10

2000C. DiDinP.
•

Outside

Dimotei

3-9/32 +
- 0
4-11/16 - ■ .095"
0

Wall

ThicAne611

41/64-.065"
.065
27/32 +
- .085

eas en° + 9T/C-T
90V
90T °

9T/T-T

ot . +

T

— 17 0

4$411

0

+

LLO• LLO• +
ncof
i7Go°

O

GCV + 11•'

Ott

O - oT/6-n

uc

O L. +

tr9/5C

O L0*

NMI

-0

Tc0 6

- WET-T -

• -

-

IMP.

boompTu
TTINA

3F4eu
—TIM

6

aPT04n0

GLIOIR
TERITUIOn

•VErma Toow owwq0 5E-- .06007 - .04 112-05C--I17
szis. T
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uG

O ant . +
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SeV
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490'
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o
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The maximum safe stress allowed in low carbon
tubing is 10,500 lbs./Sq. in., and. the formula used for
computing wall thickness is:28
when T = wall thickness
working pressure)
P = test pressure
8 = max. safe tensile Stress
C = factor varyingfrom 0.18 for 3/16" bore
to 0.05 for 5" bore tubing.

The maxim= safe stress for 3% chrome tubing is
21,000 lbs.isq. in. at the test pressure of 700 ate. The

factor in this instance varies from 0.155 for small piping to
zero at 4" bore tubing and'above.
The cost of H.P. tubing is high and in the design'
of H.P. plants the quantity of pipework required is Considerable.
In addition, the compression costs involved represent an
appreciable proportion of the total operating costs. In order
to. assess the optimum pipe diameter required for a specific
duty the capital cost of the pipework and the cost of the
pressure drop involved is expressed as a function of the pipe

diameter. By differentiating with respect to the diameter and
equating to. zero, an expression is obtained giving the most

economic pipe diameter. Two cases arise - one when the

Reynolds number is very large and where the friction factor
can be considered constant, the other for turbulent flow where
the friction factor is considered to be proportional to the
- 0.241h power of the Reynolds. number.
In the first of these cases the optimum pipe diameter
can be expressed by the following equation:-

opt.

4.0R.

and In the second case d
opt.

=

0

3649

•6.761/P1 0,76 v2,76/0.24 ab
(K2 - 1) cpe

where f = friction factor in the Panning Equation
g = acceleration due to gravity, M/sec 2
e = Fixed charge rate of pipe/year
a = working hours per year
b = cost of power (K.W.H.) charged at the switch
board for every horse power- absorbed in
compression. Z.
d,=,inside diameter of pipe.
M.
k = ratio of outside diameter to inside diameter
c = cost of pipe material per unit weight. ZAS6
p = fluid density under pressure. K9/1113
pi= density of pipe material. K974,13
V = volume of fluid passing through pipe under
pressure in unit time. M3/sec.
vaZosity of flow of fluid under pressure. kg/M/Sec.
In the second case, the modified Blasius equation
f = 0.087 (dvp141,0 - 0.24 is assumed to be applicable.
The former equation is normally appropriate for
gases and the latter for liquids. Under the current prices
of power and steel operating on the liainland of Australia, the
optimum velocity for gases and liquids works out at

-9920 - 22 ft./sec. and 5 - 7 ft./sec. respectively.

Manufacture of H.P. Pines.
H.P. tubes may be either hot drawn or cold drawn and
it is left to the discretion of the manufacturer as to which
process shall be employed for particular sizes of pipe.
Care is required in forging the billet before drawing
to ensure that sufficient work has been expended upon it to
Test pieces and,
completely break down the cast structure.
stage to check
at
this
if necessary, sulphur prints are taken
that the condition of the steel is satisfactory for the
subsequent processes.
If the tubes are hot drawn they are delivered in the
het finished condition, If cold drawn they are normalised
after drawing by heating above the critical range of the steel
and then cooling freely in air.
A set of test pieces is taken for every 500 ft. run.
In addition to the normal tests, a flattening test is carried
out which consists of cold flattening a short length of tube
to half its original diameter. This test is particularly
useful in showing up longitudinal cracks and fissures which
have been perpetrated and magnified during the sinking process.
Cases have been found where these fine cracks extended half
way through the tube wall.

The tubes are required to be straight to within
If ° in 10 ft. and to be parallel to within 1/16 ° in 25 ft.

np.,,(2.21,Ljan
Aa2
Pipe ftttings are made up in standard sizes to match
the various standard pipe sizes and standard working pressures.
The units are forged from low carbon steel similar in composition
to that used for Mr. tubing. Special care is exercised in
the various forging stops to ensure that there is sufficient

work expended on the billet to break down the 44ao cast" structure

and to achieve suitable flow patterns at bends and at changes
of section.
The following fittings are those usually employed
for industrial practice:-

Reducers. Obtainable in moot pipe sizes but not in
applications calling for a reduction from large to very small
pipe diameters; in these instances single branch connections
are normally used. The reducers are screwed at either end to
carry flanges; the ends are machined to form a lens ring seat.
The tapered section of the reducer is kept short; sudden
changes of section are avoided but 20 - 1400 tapers are used*
galorg. These may be equal or unequal elbows. The
branches are screwed and the end faces are machined to form a
standard lens ring seat. The body of the elbow is normally
left in the 'as forged' condition.

Tees and Crosses. The former may be equal or
unequal but the latter are usually equal. They are finished
in a similar manner to the elbow fittings.
Sinnle and Double Branch Connections. These fittings
,
constitute a very useful means of tapping a small branch into a
relatively large pipe. The single branch connection consists

-

essentially of a thickened lone ring with a long protuberance
extending from one aide. This extension is drilled dawn the
centre thus forcing a branch connection froa the main pipe
on rhich the lens ring is located in the usual way. The branch
in screwed and mitred at its extremity to form the usual n.p.
joint.
Preeeure points, oample points, analysis points, etc.
all employ branch connections to tap into the piping system.
Double branch connections are eimilar to single branch
connections but a oueonJ braIleh a5 added usually diametrically
opposite the first branch.
auga. These fittings are usca for blanking off
H.P. pipe lime. They conoist of a sulM bar of metal whose
length iv, umaIly three tieiee the v.:1:roizlate flange thickness;
one end of the bar is drilled a short distance to correspond
with the intenal bore of the N.:P.• pipe. The outside of this
. end of the bar is screwed to take a Z.P. flange and the usual
200 nitro iu machined on the face. With the aid of a lene ring
a standard H.P. joint is made between the ti.P. pipe and the plug
thus effectively sealing off the end of the pipe.

•
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- 10S plunger6 In the right angled type the spindle is useful
for locking the valve after it has been elosed. A safety
measure of this type is essential in maintenance work to guard
against the failure of the hydraulic system.
For larger hydraulically operated valves a straight
through design is normally used. These are double sealing
valves fitted with opposed plungers, the operating fluid being
injected into the centre of the plunger cylinder. The gas
passes through passages around the outside of the plunger
cylinder. The same type of hemispherical seat as on the
right angled valves is used. No locking spindle is possible
in these straight through valves but a similar function is
achieved by the use of isolating valves on the hydraulic lines.
Sample Valves.
These valves which are 1/8" in bore are used in cases
where small gas samples are required or where pressure gauge
connections lead off larger lines. They can be either straight
through or right angled valves.
The bodies are forged from low carbon steel and

are shaped Go that two protuberances form the inlet and outlet
connections. These are screwed (7/8 B.S.F.) to carry H.P.

flanges and are machined to seat a standard lens ring. The
upper portion of the valve body, which is 2" diameter, is drilled
to carry the spindle and gland. The seal is provided by

A bridge piece
three gland rings surmounted by a locking nut.
is screwed on to this portion of the body. The spindle, which
is i" diameter, screws through the bridge piece and passes
1/8" lines are drilled
down through the gland to the seat.
obliquely from above and below the seat to the inlet and outlet
connections. The small size of these valves prevent the use
of replaceable noses and seats. The former consists of a
taper machined in the stainless steel spindle and the latter

is machined into the valve body.

Non Return Valves.
A 3" ball type non return valve is shown and this
illustrates the essential features of these units. The bodies

are of forged steel and are in two halves with a central joint
which may be either a lens ring closure as illustrated or a
spigot and socket joint which is the usual practice on
smaller valves. The extremities of the body are screwed to
take flanges and machined to mate with standard lens rings.
The seats of non return valves are machined from 18/8/1/1
stainless steel rod and are fitted into *a recess in the body,
being held in place by means of a locking ring. A ball
lift restrictor is screwed into the other half of the body
and its functions is to limit the lift of the valve and allow
for the passage of gas around the ball. The ball is of

hardened steel. To function satisfactorily, it is essential
to mount the valve vertically. These valves give good service
on either gas or liquids.
Relief Valve*.
For pressures up to 360 ate, relief valves are

normally a right angled spring loaded type.
The unit illustrated is designed to operate at 260 ate
working pressure and to blow at 290 ate. The design of the
valve is straight forward, the bogy is forged from low carbon
steel, the spindle is from 18/8/1/1 stainless. The design
illustrated suffers from the serious disadvantage that the seat
Is not replaceable, nor is there sufficient room in the body
to machine out the seat after it has become worn and fit a

new one. Thin defect is serious in relief valves as they
alvays continuo to leak once they have been lifted. It is
therefore necessary to replace relief valve at the first
opportunity after lifting and regrind them. This leads to
frequent refettling of the valve and in cases such as that
illustrated, results in a relatively short valve life.
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The moot comon type of U.P. level gauge is the
single glans type. This is made in units with either a.9"
or a 14" sight length.

They oonoist of a forged otoel body vith iToWbernaceo
at either end to carry the level 8aage connectiona. HOleo

arilled throull them prottiberances connect then to a lonzitudinnl slot which carries the gauge glass sunported on a

longitudinal saddle piece. A slotted cover fits over the front

of the level gauge and is bolted to the body. The glasses, which
are rectangular and Ild" wide by 7/8" thick, are armoured by the
comproosed skin process; they are ground dead flat on either.
side to enable a seal to be made with 1/16" C.A.P. jointing
material. They are securely hold in place by the bridge piece
which in turn is restrained by tightening bolts spaced at 2"
intervals. These bolts, which are fitted with individual gland
seals, enable a uniform pressure to be applied to the bridge
piece.
Tgreecure Gaurte*.
A reliable and eminently satisfactory gauge for

working proosures up to 360 ate can be made in a conventional

design using the flattened Bourdon tube principle. In practice
the full scale range of the gauge is usually twice the normal
working pressure, thus a 750 ate gauge is used for a 360 etc
service. In high pressure gauges it is necessary to have a
strong case fitted with a gas escape opening on the back cover.
This prevents bursting of the case in the event of a tube
failure. Similarly, for panel mounted gauges it is customary
to cut the panel at a point corresponding to the explosion
hole to prevent the gauge being blown from the panel.
An additional precaution against bursting gauges is
the fitting of.a restriction in the first joint imediately

below the gauge. This restriction takes the form of a solid
lens ring with a 1/16" hole drilled through the centre. In
the avont of a gauge failure the flow of escaping gas is reduced
to a relatively email amount.
Plowmotero.
The measurement of flow in H.P. pipe lines is
achieved by the use of the conventional orifice plate in the
line itself and the measurement of this pressure drop by means
of a balancing manometer of suitable strength to withstand the
pressures involved.
The orifice plates which are machined from stainless
steel arc mounted in a carrier which has lens ring seats machined
on either side to enable it to mate with the normal mitred U.P.
pipe ends. The restraining bolts paso outside the carrier and
hold the flanges, screwed to either pipe end, in position.
Tapping points are arranged in the carrier leading
from above and below the orifice plate. Lines from these
tapping points lead to catchpoto and from there to the high
and low pressure bosses on the balancing manometer.
The indicating manometer consists essentially of a

thick walled steel Woe of uniform bore which is bent into a
semi-circular U. The extremitioo of the U are connected by fine
high and low pressure bosses. A
capillary tubes to
straight metal arm connects the extremities of the U and in its
centre is a knife edge upon which the whole arrangement is

balaneed. Sufficient mercury le placed in the U tuba to seal
- the bore.
tlhenevor flov pact the orifice plate induces a
pressure difference between the high and low pressure sides of
the instrument, the mercury bubble is deflected. This in tarn
causes the U tube to swing to a new position to counter balance
the resulting movement. The degree of deflection is road
as a flow rate on a stationary scale by neane of n pointer
attached to the U tube.
Adjustable weights are fitted to the deflecting
mechaniam to increase the sensitivity of the balance and to
counteract zero errors. The restraining effect of the
capillary tubes is nullified by winding each lead into a
helix and arranging them so that each acts on the balance in
the oppoeite sense.
These flow-meters can be either used as indicators or
recorders and in practice give excellent service. CUth
careful workmanchip and accurate machining of the orifice
plates, an accuracy of ± ari, can be achieved.

•
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The tem "high pressure gas compreosoi." is
usually applied to comnressors delivering at over 15i.d lbe/sq.
inch. Over 90;4; of all corirgessora made operate at below that
pressure and for duties above this figure standard compressors
are available only in sizes up to 150 h.p. and 2,5O0 lbs/sq.
inch delivery pressure.
All IL.. gas compresaors are reciprocating multistage machines. British practice favours the multi-crank
vertical cylinder design except for wall units. Continental
practice follows the single crank horizontal in line cylinders
arrangement with the machine operating at a relatively slow
speed. American manufacturers, although in the main favouring
the horizontal single crank machine, do in some cases produce
a vertical multi-crank unit. They claim that the former type
is less expensive to manufacture and gives greater acceseabilitg
The latter arrangement on the other hand leads to simpler
foundation arrangements, a more compact machine and a large
saving in floor space.
DP,SIOIT .0P IL P. CAS CairrITISIWIS

Pactors influencing the design of a counression
unit are as follows:
(1)

Quantity and final pressure of gas to be caranressed.

(2)

Nature of the gas and its equation of state.

(3)

Permissible or desirable discharge temnerature.

(4)

Details of process and the Eianner in which the

gas will be utilised.

Clause (3) usually results in a design in Qiich
the cork done in each stage 10 substantially the sane.
In the design ofH., compressovs the allocation
of coopresaon ratios and intersteze delivery pressures is most
conveniently arrived at by graphical methods using a T 0 diagraia.
The operating speed at which the compressor um
run is controlled by the prime mover to be used and the mean
piston speed chosen. The actual figure for the latter is
critical and is dictated by previous experience on. the type or
piston rods, rings and cylinder material to be used in eort
junction with the general construction features. The mean
piston speed is usually fixed at 450-600 feet/minute. Liachines
operating above this figure require increased piston and gland
clearances which throws heavy loads on rings and sealing glands,
resulting in °rapid wear in addition to increasing the gland
leaks appreciably.
-

The following table gives details of
stroke and11.P.1.1. of tell cemprenaors

•
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Unit

R.P.M.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

120
120
120
150
160
160 .
210
245
250
325

.

Stroke
Inches

N.P.S.

Delivery
Pressure
ats.

480
480
540
500
480
480595
551
625
542

55
55-260
300
300
55
55-260
360
260
360
260

ft. mm

N

•

24
27
20
18
18
17
13i
15
10

No. of

Volume
Ha/hr.

aFfieli

36650
24000
23000
24000
1760
3900
5250
1300

3
3
6
6
3
3
6
6
5
6

It is noteworthy that all these machines gave good service from
the outset with the exception of No. 9 unit. • In this instance
the high piston speed is credited with being one of the major
factors responsible for a series of seizures in the initial runs.
Increased clearances were required on this unit before satisfactory service was obtained.
Having fixed the operating speed and the mean

piston speed the theoretical volumetric efficiency - usually
the stroke and the piston diameters can be
0.91 0,94
-

-

determined. This leads to an evaluation of the piston rod

loads and the arrangement

of cylinders.

The layout of the cylinders is arranged in such
a way that the torque variation is reduced to a minimum. In
six stage machines it is common practice to use three cranks
and arrange pairs of cylinders in line; where this is done
it is an advantage to pair off the cylinders in such a way that
the pressure drop between them is reduced to a minimum in
order to keep the gland leaks as low as possible.
The power requirement can now be calculated.
This is made up of the sum of the power required to bring about

the change of state at each stage plus the power required to
overcome the various frictional losses throughout the system.
This latter figure is estimated from the performance of
similar machines operating under similar conditions. An
iso-thermal efficiency of 60-65% is considered good practice.
CONSTRUCTION DETAILS

The arrangement of the bed plate, main bearings,
crank and L.P. cylinders of H.P. gas compressors follows
standard air compressor or steam engine practice.
For the higher stagcs where the pressures
exceed 500 lbs. per sq. in. the piston is usually replaced
by a plunger rod and the stage made single acting. Considerable
care is expended in reducing the clearance volume to the
lowest practical minimum at these higher stages.
The cylinders are usually C.I. for the initial
stages and cast or forged steel for the higher pressures.
In the latter case liners of good quality pearlitic C.I. or
nitrided steel are pressed into the cylinders. _Water jackets
are supplied to all cylinders, cylinder heads, and valve chests
in well designed machines.
The sealing of glands, piston rods, and plungers
is achieved usually by means of sets of piston rings athough
older designs of machines have used metallic packing for the
sealing of glands. "Clupet" rings consisting of a double rigg
with mitred ends are particularly satisfactory for these high
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pressure conditions and with adequate lubrication and careful
fitting these rings will withstand a pressure drop of. 10 ats.
each. Mitred Ramsbottom rings are used'as an alternative to
the Clupet ring and being more robust are less easily broken
while fitting or in service. Their sealing action is not so
effective and this leads to higher gland leak losses. The rings
are usually arranged in two sets whose distance apart is
dependent upon the stroke of the machine.
To seal'effectively the rings must be adequately
lubricated and this is achieved by having 2-3 oiling holes let
into the wall of the cylinder at a point which is always'
between the extreme rings in any position of the plunger.
The valves of H.P. compressors are usually the
multi-port spring loaded plate type for the lower stages.
American practice favours parallel ports in the valve seat with
leaf springs; while British practice usually employs concentric
ports with spiral springs. The valve seats are of C.I. and
the plate of a stainless steel or iron, often 12% Cr.steel.
The springs can with advantage be.made from 18/8/1/1 steel as
this has a longer life than straight spring steel. Springs made
from the latter material tend to fail at the extremities. The

lift of these valves is small and is maintained at approximately
040". The velocity of gag through the ports is important and
it is good practice to restrict its value to under 100 rt./ sec.
to keep the pressure drop over the valve assembly down to a
reasonable figure.
For , pressures over cca. 800 lbs/sq. in. disc
valves are invariably used with concentric ports4 12% Cr. steel
gives good service for the seats of these valves and a plate of
18/8/1/1 steel is desirable. Small helical,springs - preferably
of 18/8/1/1 material- hold3 the valve against the seat. Four
or six of' these springs may be,used depending upon the size of
the valve. Valve lifts are kept at the same figure as for the
lower pressure valves but due to the greater density of the
gases involved in the later stages gas velocities are kept
lower and are of the order of 75 ft./sec.
Valves are normally encased in boxes or
recesses which are fitted with bolted covers for easy access
and inspection.
Reliability is a major requirement in the
performance of H.P. compressors and to achieve this careful
design involving robust construction and painstaking workmanship
are required. Such features as auxiliary oiling gear are
essential equipment.
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8.5 tone at 5000 C., and 1 tan at 55000., with a limit of 6000 c.
for oxidation reelotance and 5500 c. at 250 ats. on 52500. at
350 at°. when hydrogen is present.

This type is a good forging stool and is widely used
in the construction of heavy walled premium vessels. It is
also used for studs and bolts to replace mild stool Where teJE;erature and pressure conditions are conducive to hydrogen attack.
L5 and 22 Chroip

0•

Those arc temerature resistant steel° and aro only
used where extreme temperatures are likely to be encountered.
The 151,-.; chrome stool has an oxidation resistance of 700 0C. and
has a limiting creep stress at 300 00., 40000., 45000., 50000.,
and 55000., of 29 tons, 14 tons, 9 tons, 3 tons and 1"..9 tons
reopectively.
Tho 22;3 chrome steel is used for the heater in the

ak=aniact convertor. It lo portioularly ouitablo for witheonding
the extreme temneraturee encountered in them coils.

0.45 1101vbdenium
This stool, although similar to mild stool in its
elastic properties, is capable of achieving a bette2 grain
structure. It powwow a slightly higher resistance to creep
at high temeratures and can be used with safety tu to 500°C.
at which terfoerature its limiting creep stress is 5 tons.
It is used for flanges on high pressurq joints whore
the tomeratura is liable to exceed 200°C.
Chrome 7al#bdenium Steel.
This steel is used extensively for studs and bolts
especially in the covers of pressure vessels where the load is
high and the nudber and size of bolts is 'Jolted. In the
hardened and tempered condition the studs can be designed to

carry stresses up to 15

-

20 tons/sq. in. with safety. Uhen

in the hardened and tomered condition this steel is very brittle
and has a low intaact value and is liable to fracture with shock.
Cases have boon knoun of large studs failing when accidentally
struck with a sledge - hammer during the "slogging up" process.
Studs made from this steel are also used for high
temperature joints which are subject to temperatures up to 450°C.

Anataaacsta
The 18/8 typo of austenitic stainless stool is used
extensively where resistance to hydrogen attack or resietance to
nitric acid attack is required.
In the former instance it finds extensive application
in those parts of the ammonia and methanol converters subject to
high temerature. Its properties at elevated teEveratures
are good; at 40000. it has a limiting creep stress of 25 tans,
at 50000. this figure is 5 tons and at 600 00. it is 3 tons,
the limit for oxidation resistance is 800°C.
Deterioration in a corrosive gas is accelerated above
450° C. The austenitic form of the iron and the fine grain
structure of the stool render it imune to hydrogen attack.
The coefficient of thermal expansion is considerably
higher than mild steel, being 17.4 x 10 -0 at 20°C.

-6
(c.f. U.S. 11.9 x 10 ) and care in design is necessary wilen
using this typo of steel in conjunction nith metals having a
lower coefficient.
2Ormally the voiding quality typos of austenitic
irons are used, for example, the 18/3/1/1 typo. Oore recently
an Amorican type, 10r4 Cr. W Ni stabilised with 34.7J Cb. has
boon sucessfully employed. The object of the addition of the
Xra of Columbium or Titanium is to prevent carbide precipitation
in the critical range of 500 - 90000.
The realstanco

or

those steel° to nitric acid

is excellent and in conseqacnco they arc usod exclusively for
those sections of the oxidation plant coming in contact with
nitric acid or oxides of nitrogen.
Vlbrac.
This finds application in the copper liquor
injector whore it im used for tho studs of the injector rod
glands. It has boon used extensively for hollow forging° in

the manufacture of pressure vessels but no applications of
Its high
this nature occur in the plants under consideration.

yield point and relatively high Icod value render it particularly
suitable for the gland studs whore the alternation in strops is
likelj to bc considerable.
uitra342o.v.

This material is used for cylinder liners on
the main comnressor and also for rods on the copper liquor
injector.

III

The steel used in Australia for these duties
had the following composition:0

0.35 - 0.45r)

Lha

0.6513 max.
0. 030P max,

0.35,;-4

si

P
3

UO24

0.030;; pax.

Ni
Cr
Al
No

0.25P max.
1.4 - 1.0ra

0,9 - 1.3:3
0.10 -0,25%

In the case of copper liquor injector rods the
material is heat treated to give a core fulfilling the following
conditions.
Yield point
Tilt. Stress
Elongation
Reduction of area
Impact

Not less than 32 tons/sq.

U

"

45

a a a

"

" ."l4
30 ft./lb.

After preparation of the rods by suitable heat
treatment they are ground to the finished size and then nitrided
for at least 90 hours at 5000c.
This type of steel, which is particularly Suitable
for nitriding, gives a case hardness of over a 1,000 Vickers.
Case depths of 20 thousand can be achieved.

This high chrome-nickel alloy is particularly

suitable for facing the joints of H.P. linos which contain liquid
methanol. Its extreme toughness enables it to resist the
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hoary abrading action of the methanol should an 'incipient leak
occur at my of theca jointo. It ie derooited by electric
velains., a layer avTreximatoly 1/3 1/ thick bn1n3 sufficient. The
Ace. ando are then faced with.a cutting tool to give ther.2 the
corroct nitre finish.

Inauxami.
411

Thia =twin' tilieh kkille general application
()to., 1.3 nOrmrilly poa quality grey iron. On the uohbowl of t!a0
thro ucho ut the plant roz rnch in° ea 0 t 313C 0 jr UnaOrer0 and :017 cwo

gas generatoro s however, uhere reoietnace to abrelonie
required, a leeFzanite ty2o of casting iG =ed. Oiuilarly, for
the liners of the circulators cast iron. of F, earlitic structure
is aDeaifiod.

Alurabro,
The corrosion reoiotarce and good 111p:deal proertico
of thin non-ferrouo alloy render it Darticanrly suitable co
general Lmil.Tose materifIl for condenser and heat interchanger Wimp.

avai;
' Tftlo nzto,71a1 find° npplicntlon only in Me al=onia
convertor when it is used in the construction of the electrode°
Its
paosinr, through the top cove to the heater elementes
=chemical rrozortios at elevated tc:]Deratures are poor; but
the conditions under which it is used are not arduouo no it is
protected against excessive theroal effects by %Prater cooling.

SPFCIAL TToES OF CORROSION

-

HYDT1OGEN ATTACK.

Gases rich in hydrogen can produce the effect of
eLbrittling, decarburicing and fiesuring in steel.
The following factors affect the rate of attac711. 2ressure

2, TeDDornturo
3. Corropition of the stool

4. Structure of the oteel
5. Stresses in the stool oectiono..

The nechania'a of the attack to the forraatiaz of
hydrocarbona by the corbination of the hyarocen uith c:Itibieloo in
the stool.

;2ressure. The partial pressure of the hydrogen has
a matorinl . effect on the rate of attack. Umilarly, at high
7artial preesures the hydrogen attacks stool at nuoh lower
tomeratures than those causing attack at normal 2reesure. Case°
have been known of hydrogen attacking, steel at atlooehcric
Appreciable attack can occur
tea7,orature at 4,000 ate. pressure..
at 2000 0. when the preesure to 350 nth., and the corresronding
tonr,)ernture at 250 ate. to 25000.
As with i;ressure, the higher the
Te7Tnerntiire.,
telq.:)eEaturc the greater the rate of attack.
Anveciablo attack occurs with mild stool at
at:los:Aerie pressure vhen the tenmerature exceeds 550 0 0.
Cast iron will withotand hydrogen at low zapeoeureo
al7,-; to 4000c.
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opJtio
The chroaitra bearing
carbide IX M.011 0 •eoiotant to hydrogen attack than the iron carbide;
the reactance increasina with the increace of the chrenium
co tont. Fo .? thio reaoon, chrome and chrome- Holy. oteelo are
ooed in circumotances when.hydrogen would attack otraight
carbon oteels.

Eo otool Jo thin nornal intovial for inaastriftl

uso in theso clreuriatancoo and Elva° oatiofactory corvice
A.
WO to 550°C.. at 350
n

ate..

reductio in the carbon content

z

increaoco the resiotance of the °tool. Two tyaes of
Cr Ea
oteol are wed, one having 0.15 - 0.20 carbon which io ouitdble
for service UD to 5500 C., and the other 0.20 - 0.25 carbon which
is suitable for cervice up to 450° C.

- Cr -Lo oteel and Dialler alloy° have better
resiotance than P.S.. . Additiono to the stool comooltion which
form a °table reolotant carbide reoult in improvemaat in resistance
to hydrogen attack. Color:alum, Titaniva and Vanadium are
examnleo of these elemento.

girusiara.gLthe otgal.
The coaroor the otructure the
more readily hydrogen will attack steel; thus in O.S. the
liMiting temperature may be increaoed by 1000C. in a fine grained

otool cormarcd vith a warm gainod steel of the oano cosnotlition.
If the grain structure he been coarsened, no

frequently haploeno in the vicinity of weldo, the effect will
be an accelerated attack..

The hardened and tennered condition io moot reoistant
to the effect of hydrogen.
arose in the otqal.
The chief effect of high otreoo
in °tool oubjected to hydrogen attack is to propagate armoring
and accelerate failure. The formation of fieoureo aloo provide°
additional avenues for attack. These cracks are developed within
the steel by local high proosures of hydrogen or gamouo rcaction
producto.

awl subjected to no appreciable strees still ouffero
hydrogen attack; however, in thio inotance the ficouring and
diointegration takoo much longer.
7orn of Attack.
The first step in the attack by hydrogen io the
aboorption of hydrogen. In U. 3. thio Causes edbrittlenont.
The next stages are decarburisation and fisouring with consequent
very severe l000 of strength and ductility; lAth high
temeratureo and low otrcooeo decarborioation f- recedeo fioauring.
'hen the stresses aro appreciable ficooring generally iu,ecedes
decarburioation.

1 .7; Gr. Ile stool is not enbrittled by hydrogen
absorption within the allowable Unita of Operation but the
absorption of hydrogen does affect its welding qualities. These
can be motored by relenoing the hydrogen by heating to 650°C.
for half to one hour.
ATTACK BY AMMONIA GAS.

Casco containing anaonia arc capable of attacking
oteelo by nitridinE at elevated temperatures. At 250 ate. and

above 5500C. Ya Cr. Uo steelo have been nitrided by gas containing
2,;-'; ammonia. 13/8/1/1 stainless °tea io similarly attacked but
to a lesser extent. spraying the corface of the °tool with

aluminion has been found to be beneficial in oonco applications.
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74ou Carbon teel
Chrome eteel
Gilrmae steel
15: Ohro.1.-x'1teel
22 Chrome teel
0.4 Io.Jtcci.
Cr. Lay. iJteel.
lt3/8/1/1
Vibrae.
Uitrolloy
VGT 3

znneelcd
qcrdened end
Taapered

0.15

.
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23

30
28

40
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40

17

28

0.7

45
15

GO
45

55
40
12

05
55
36

0.4
0.4

0.2
0.54

0.5
0.27

0.04
0.02

0.04
0.02

1.4
18

'<8 0-2

0.25

0.0 0.04
0.65 0.02

0.04
0.02

0.6
1.6
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0.55
0420
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6
15
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0.03
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0.03
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0.20

0.35
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0.03
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